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I 
 
 
Since these papers have been put into my hands to edit, I will begin 

by reminding the public of the sad loss of the steamship Stratford, which 
started a year ago on a voyage for the purpose of oceanography and the 
study of deep-sea life. The expedition had been organized by Dr.Maracot, 
the famous author of Pseudo-Coralline Formations and The Morphology 
of the Lamellibranchs.1 Dr.Maracot had with him Mr.Cyrus Headley, 
formerly assistant at the Zoological Institute of Cambridge, Massachusetts, 
and at the time of the voyage Rhodes Scholar at Oxford. Captain Howie, 
an  experienced  navigator,  was  in  charge  of  the  vessel,  and  there  was  a  
crew of twenty-three men, including an American mechanic from the 
Merribank Works, Philadelphia. 

This whole party has utterly disappeared, and the only word ever 
heard of the ill-fated steamer was from the report of a Norwegian barque 
which actually saw a ship, closely corresponding with her description, go 
down in the great gale of the autumn of 1926. A lifeboat marked Stratford 
was found later in the neighbourhood of the tragedy, together with some 
deck gratings, a lifebuoy, and a spar. This, coupled with the long silence, 
seemed to make it absolutely sure that the vessel and her crew would 
never be heard of more. Her fate is rendered more certain by the strange 
wireless message received at the time, which, though incomprehensible in 
parts, left little doubt as to the fate of the vessel. This I will quote later. 

There were some remarkable points about the voyage of the 
Stratford which caused comment at the time. One was the curious secrecy 
observed by Professor Maracot. He was famous for his dislike and distrust 
of the Press, but it was pushed to an extreme upon this occasion, when he 
would neither give information to reporters nor would he permit the 
representative of any paper to set foot in the vessel during the weeks that it 
lay in the Albert Dock. There were rumours abroad of some curious and 
novel  construction  of  the  ship  which  would  fit  it  for  deep-sea  work,  and 
these rumours were confirmed from the yard of Hunter and Company of 
West Hartlepool, where the structural changes had actually been carried 
out.  It  was  at  one  time  said  that  the  whole  bottom  of  the  vessel  was  
detachable, a report which attracted the attention of the underwriters at 
Lloyd’s, who were, with some difficulty, satisfied upon the point. The 
matter  was  soon  forgotten,  but  it  assumes  an  importance  now  when  the  
fate of the expedition has been brought once more in so extraordinary a 
manner to the notice of the public. 

So much for the beginning of the voyage of the Stratford. There are 
now four documents which cover the facts so far as they are known. The 
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first is the letter which was written by Mr.Cyrus Headley, from the capital 
of the Grand Canary, to his friend, Sir James Talbot, of Trinity College, 
Oxford,  upon  the  only  occasion,  so  far  as  is  known,  when  the  Stratford 
touched land after leaving the Thames. The second is the strange wireless 
call to which I have alluded. The third is that portion of the log of the 
Arabella Knowles which deals with the vitreous ball. The fourth and last is 
the amazing contents of that receptacle, which either represent a most 
cruel and complex mystification, or else open up a fresh chapter in human 
experience the importance of which cannot be exaggerated. With this 
preamble I will now give Mr.Headley’s letter, which I owe to the courtesy 
of Sir James Talbot, and which has not previously been published. It is 
dated October 1st, 1926. 

 
“I am mailing this, my dear Talbot, from Porta de la Luz, where we 

have put in for a few days of rest. My principal companion in the voyage 
has been Bill Scanlan, the head mechanic, who, as a fellow-countryman 
and also as a very entertaining character, has become my natural associate. 
However, I am alone this morning as he has what he describes as “a date 
with a skirt.”2 You see, he talks as Englishmen expect every real 
American to talk. He would be accepted as the true breed. The mere force 
of suggestion makes me “guess” and “reckon” when I am with my English 
friends. I feel that they would never really understand that I was a Yankee 
if I did not. However, I am not on those terms with you, so let me assure 
you  right  now  that  you  will  not  find  anything  but  pure  Oxford  in  the  
epistle which I am now mailing to you. 

You met  Maracot  at  the  Mitre,  so  you know the  dry  chip  of  man 
that he is. I told you, I think, how he came to pitch upon me for the job. He 
inquired from old Somerville of the Zoological Institute, who sent him my 
prize  essay  on  the  pelagic  crabs,  and  that  did  the  trick.  Of  course,  it  is  
splendid to be on such a congenial errand, but I wish it  wasn’t with such 
an animated mummy as Maracot. He is inhuman in his isolation and his 
devotion to his work. “The world’s stiffest stiff,”3 says Bill Scanlan. And 
yet you can’t but admire such complete devotion. Nothing exists outside 
his  own science.  I  remember  that  you laughed when I  asked him what  I  
ought to read as a preparation, and he said that for serious study I should 
read the collected edition of his own works, but for relaxation Haeckel’s 
Plankton-Studien.4 

I know him no better now than I did in that little parlour looking 
out on the Oxford High. He says nothing, and his gaunt, austere face – the 
face of a Savonarola,5 or rather, perhaps, of a Torquemada6 – never 
relapses  into  geniality.  The  long,  thin,  aggressive  nose,  the  two  small  
gleaming grey eyes set closely together under a thatch of eyebrows, the 
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thin-lipped, compressed mouth, the cheeks worn into hollows by constant 
thought and ascetic life, are all uncompanionable. He lives on some mental 
mountain-top, out of reach of ordinary mortals. Sometimes I think he is a 
little mad. For example, this extraordinary instrument that he has made... 
but I’ll tell things in their due order and then you can judge for yourself. 

I’ll take our voyage from the start. The Stratford is a fine seaworthy 
little boat, specially fitted for her job. She is twelve hundred tons, with 
clear decks and a good broad beam, furnished with every possible 
appliance for sounding, trawling, dredging, and tow-netting. She has, of 
course, powerful steam winches for hauling in the trawls, and a number of 
other gadgets of various kinds, some of which are familiar enough, and 
some are strange. Below these are comfortable quarters with a well-fitted 
laboratory for our special studies. 

We had the reputation of being a mystery ship before we started, 
and I  soon found that  it  was  not  undeserved.  Our  first  proceedings  were  
commonplace enough. We took a turn up the North Sea and dropped our 
trails for a scrape or two, but, as the average depth is not much over sixty 
feet and we were specially fitted for very deep-sea work, it seemed rather 
a waste of time. Anyhow, save for familiar table fish, dog-fish, squids, 
jellyfish, and some terrigenous bottom deposits of the usual alluvial clay-
mud, we got nothing worth writing home about. Then we rounded 
Scotland, sighted the Faroes, and came down the Wyville-Thomson Ridge, 
where we had better luck. Thence we worked South to our proper cruising-
ground, which was between the African coast and these islands. We nearly 
grounded on Fuert-Eventura one moonless night, but save for that our 
voyage was uneventful. 

During these first weeks I tried to make friends with Maracot, but it 
was not easy work. First of all, he is the most absorbed and absent-minded 
man in the world. You will remember how you smiled when he gave the 
elevator boy a penny under the impression that he was in a street car. Half 
the time he is utterly lost in his thoughts, and seems hardly aware of where 
he is or what he is doing. Then in the second place he is secretive to the 
last degree. He is continually working at papers and charts, which he 
shuffles away when I happen to enter the cabin. It is my firm belief that 
the man has some secret project in his mind, but that so long as we are due 
to touch at any port he will keep it to himself. That is the impression 
which I have received, and I find that Bill Scanlan is of the same opinion. 

“Say, Mr.Headley,” said he one evening, when I was seated in the 
laboratory testing out the salinity of samples from our hydrographic 
soundings, “what d’you figure out that this guy has in his mind? What 
d’you reckon that he means to do?” 

“I  suppose,”  said  I,  “that  we  shall  do  what  the  Challenger and a 
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dozen other exploring ships have done before us, and add a few more 
species to the list of fish and a few more entries to the bathymetric chart.” 

“Not on your life,” said he. “If that’s your opinion you’ve got to 
guess again. First of all, what am I here for, anyhow?” 

“In case the machinery goes wrong,” I hazarded. 
“Machinery nothing! The ship’s machinery is in charge of 

MacLaren, the Scotch engineer. No, sir, it wasn’t to run a donkey-engine 
that the Merribank folk sent out their star performer. If I pull down fifty 
bucks a week it’s not for nix. Come here, and I’ll make you wise to it.” 

He took a key from his pocket and opened a door at the back of the 
laboratory which led us down a companion ladder to a section of the hold 
which was cleared right across save for four large glittering objects half-
exposed amid the straw of their huge packing-cases. They were flat sheets 
of steel with elaborate bolts and rivets along the edges. Each sheet was 
about ten foot square and an inch and a half thick, with a circular gap of 
eighteen inches in the middle. 

“What in thunder is it?” I asked. 
Bill Scanlan’s queer face – he looks half-way between a vaudeville 

comic and a prize-fighter – broke into a grin at my astonishment. 
“That’s my baby, sir,” he quoted. “Yes, Mr.Headley, that’s what I 

am  here  for.  There  is  a  steel  bottom  to  the  thing.  It’s  in  that  big  case  
yonder. Then there is a top, kind of arched, and a great ring for a chain or 
rope. Now, look here at the bottom of the ship.” 

There was a square wooden platform there, with projecting screws 
at each corner which showed that it was detachable. 

“There is a double bottom,” said Scanlan. “It may be that this guy 
is clean loco,7 or it  may be that he has more in his block than we know, 
but if I read him right he means to build up a kind of room – the windows 
are in storage here – and lower it through the bottom of the ship. He’s got 
electric searchlights here, and I allow that he plans to shine ‘em through 
the round portholes and see what’s goin’ on around.” 

“He could have put a crystal sheet into the ship, like the Catalina 
Island boats,8 if that was all that was in his mind,” said I. 

“You’ve said a mouthful,” said Bill Scanlan, scratching his head. “I 
can’t figger it out nohow. The only one sure thing is, that I’ve been sent to 
be under his orders and to help him with the darn fool thing all I can. He 
has  said  nothin’  up  to  now,  so  I’ve  said  the  same,  but  I’ll  just  snoop  
around, and if I wait long enough I’ll learn all there is to know.” 

So that was how I first got on to the edge of our mystery. We ran 
into some dirty weather after that, and then we got to work doing some 
deep-sea trawling north-west of Cape Juba, just outside the Continental 
Slope, and taking temperature readings and salinity records. It’s a sporting 
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proposition, this deep-sea dragging with a Peterson otter trawl gaping 
twenty foot wide for everything that comes its way – sometimes down a 
quarter of a mile and bringing up one lot of fish, sometimes half a mile 
and quite a different lot, every stratum of ocean with its own inhabitants as 
separate as so many continents. Sometimes from the bottom we would just 
bring up half a ton of clear pink jelly, the raw material of life, or, maybe, it 
would be a scoop of pteropod ooze, breaking up under the microscope into 
millions of tiny round reticulated balls with amorphous mud between. I 
won’t bore you with all the brotulids and macrurids, the ascidians and 
holothurians, and polyzoa and echinoderms – anyhow, you can reckon that 
there is a great harvest in the sea, and that we have been diligent reapers. 
But always I had the same feeling that the heart of Maracot was not in the 
job, and that other plans were in that queer high, narrow Egyptian mummy 
of a head. It  all  seemed to me to be a try-out of men and things until  the 
real business got going. 

I had got as far as this in my letter when I went ashore to have a last 
stretch, for we sail in the early morning. It’s as well, perhaps, that I did go, 
for there was no end of a barney going on upon the pier, with Maracot and 
Bill Scanlan right in the heart of it. Bill is a bit of a scrapper, and has what 
he calls a mean wallop in both mitts,9 but with half-a-dozen Dagoes with 
knives all round them things looked ugly, and it was time that I butted in. 
It seems that the Doctor had hired one of the things they call cabs, and had 
driven half over the island inspecting the geology, but had clean forgotten 
that he had no money on him. When it came to paying, he could not make 
these country hicks understand, and the cabman had grabbed his watch so 
as to make sure. That brought Bill Scanlan into action, and they would 
have both been on the floor with their backs like pincushions if I had not 
squared the matter up, with a dollar or two over for the driver and a five-
dollar bonus for the chap with the mouse under his eye. So all ended well, 
and Maracot  was  more  human than ever  I  saw him yet.  When we got  to  
the ship he called me into the little cabin which he reserves for himself and 
he thanked me. 

“By the way, Mr.Headley,” he said, “I understand that you are not a 
married man?” 

“No,” said I, “I am not.” 
“No one depending upon you?” 
“No.” 
“Good!” said he. “I have not spoken of the object of this voyage 

because I have, for my own reasons, desired it to be secret. One of those 
reasons was that I feared to be forestalled. When scientific plans get about 
one may be served as Scott was served by Amundsen. Had Scott kept his 
counsel as I have done, it would be he and not Amundsen who would have 
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been the first at the South Pole. For my part,  I  have quite as important a 
destination as the South Pole, and so I have been silent. But now we are on 
the eve of our great adventure and no rival has time to steal my plans. 
Tomorrow we start for our real goal.” 

“And what is that?” I asked. 
He leaned forward, his ascetic face all lit up with the enthusiasm of 

the fanatic. 
“Our goal,” said he, “is the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean.” 
And right here I ought to stop, for I expect it has taken away your 

breath as it  did mine. If I were a story-writer,  I  guess I should leave it  at 
that. But as I am just a chronicler of what occurred, I may tell you that I 
stayed another hour in the cabin of old man Maracot, and that I learned a 
lot, which there is still just time for me to tell you before the last shore 
boat leaves. 

“Yes, young man,” said he, “you may write freely now, for by the 
time your letter reaches England we shall have made the plunge.” 

This started him sniggering, for he has a queer dry sense of humour 
of his own. 

“Yes, sir, the plunge is the right word on this occasion, a plunge 
which will be historic in the annals of Science. Let me tell you, in the first 
place, that I am well convinced that the current doctrine as to the extreme 
pressure of the ocean at great depths is entirely misleading. It is perfectly 
clear that other factors exist which neutralize the effect, though I am not 
yet prepared to say what those factors may be. That is one of the problems 
which we may settle. Now, what pressure, may I ask, have you been led to 
expect under a mile of water?” He glowered at me through his big horn 
spectacles. 

“Not less than a ton to the square inch,” I answered. “Surely that 
has been clearly shown.” 

“The  task  of  the  pioneer  has  always  been  to  disprove  the  thing  
which has been clearly shown. Use your brains, young man. You have 
been for the last month fishing up some of the most delicate Bathic forms 
of life, creatures so delicate that you could hardly transfer them from the 
net to the tank without marring their sensitive shapes. Did you find that 
there was evidence upon them of this extreme pressure?” 

“The pressure,” said I, “equalized itself. It was the same within as 
without.” 

“Words – mere words!” he cried, shaking his lean head impatiently. 
“You have brought up round fish, such fish as Gastrostomus globulus. 
Would they not have been squeezed flat had the pressure been as you 
imagine? Or look at our otter-boards. They are not squeezed together at 
the mouth of the trawl.” 
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“But the experience of divers?” 
“Certainly it holds good up to a point. They do find a sufficient 

increase of pressure to influence what is perhaps the most sensitive organ 
of  the  body,  the  interior  of  the  ear.10 But  as  I  plan  it,  we  shall  not  be  
exposed to any pressure at all. We shall be lowered in a steel cage with 
crystal windows on each side for observation. If the pressure is not strong 
enough to break in an inch and a half of toughened double-nickelled steel, 
then  it  cannot  hurt  us.  It  is  an  extension  of  the  experiment  of  the  
Williamson Brothers at Nassau, with which no doubt you are familiar. If 
my calculation is wrong – well, you say that no one is dependent upon 
you. We shall die in a great adventure. Of course, if you would rather 
stand clear, I can go alone.” 

It seemed to me the maddest kind of scheme, and yet you know 
how difficult it is to refuse a dare. I played for time while I thought it over. 

“How deep do you propose to go, sir?” I asked. 
He had a chart pinned upon the table, and he placed the end of his 

compasses upon a point which lies to the south-west of the Canaries. 
“Last year I did some sounding in this part,” said he. “There is a pit 

of  great  depth.  We got  twenty-five  thousand feet  there.  I  was  the  first  to  
report it. Indeed, I trust that you will find it on the charts of the future as 
the ‘Maracot Deep.’” 

“But, good God, sir!” I cried, “you don’t propose to descend into an 
abyss like that?” 

“No, no,” he answered, smiling. “Neither our lowering chain nor 
our air tubes reach beyond half a mile. But I was going to explain to you 
that round this deep crevass, which has no doubt been formed by volcanic 
forces  long  ago,  there  is  a  raised  ridge  or  narrow  plateau,  which  is  not  
more than three hundred fathoms under the surface.”11 

“Three hundred fathoms! A third of a mile!” 
“Yes,  roughly  a  third  of  a  mile.  It  is  my present  intention  that  we 

shall be lowered in our little pressure-proof look-out station on to this 
submarine bank. There we shall make such observations as we can. A 
speaking-tube will connect us with the ship so that we can give our 
directions. There should be no difficulty in the matter. When we wish to 
be hauled up we have only to say so.” 

“And the air?” 
“Will be pumped down to us.” 
“But it will be pitch-dark.” 
“That, I fear, is undoubtedly true. The experiments of Fol and 

Sarasin at the Lake of Geneva show that even the ultra-violet rays are 
absent at that depth. But does it matter? We shall be provided with the 
powerful electric illumination from the ship’s engines, supplemented by 
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six two-volt Hellesens dry cells connected together so as to give a current 
of twelve volts. That, with a Lucas army signalling lamp as a movable 
reflector, should serve our turn. Any other difficulties? “ 

“If our air lines tangle?” 
“They won’t tangle. And as a reserve we have compressed air in 

tubes which would last us twenty-four hours. Well, have I satisfied you? 
Will you come?” 

It  was  not  an  easy  decision.  The  brain  works  quickly  and  
imagination is a mighty vivid thing. I seemed to realize that black box 
down in the primeval depths, to feel the foul twice-breathed air, and then 
to see the walls sagging, bulging inwards, rending at the joints with the 
water spouting in at every rivet-hole and crevice and crawling up from 
below. It was a slow, dreadful death to die. But I looked up, and there 
were  the  old  man’s  fiery  eyes  fixed  upon  me  with  the  exaltation  of  a  
martyr to Science. It’s catching, that sort of enthusiasm, and if it be crazy, 
it is at least noble and unselfish. I caught fire from his great flame, and I 
sprang to my feet with my hand out. 

“Doctor, I’m with you to the end,” said I. 
“I knew it,” said he. “It was not for your smattering of learning that 

I picked you, my young friend, nor,” he added, smiling, “for your intimate 
acquaintance with the pelagic crabs. There are other qualities which may 
be more immediately useful, and they are loyalty and courage.” 

So with that little bit of sugar I was dismissed, with my future 
pledged and my whole scheme of life in ruins. Well, the last shore boat is 
leaving. They are calling for the mail. You will either not hear from me 
again, my dear Talbot, or you will get a letter worth reading. If you don’t 
hear you can have a floating headstone and drop it somewhere south of the 
Canaries with the inscription: 

 
“Here, or Hereabouts, lies all that the fishes have left of my friend, 

“Cyrus J.Headley.” 
 
The second document in the case is the unintelligible wireless 

message which was intercepted by several vessels, including the Royal 
Mail steamer Arroya.  It  was received at 3 p.m. October 3rd, 1926, which 
shows that it was dispatched only two days after the Stratford left the 
Grand Canary, as shown in the previous letter, and it corresponds roughly 
with the time when the Norwegian barque saw a steamer founder in a 
cyclone two hundred miles to the south-west of Porta de la Luz. It ran 
thus: 

 
“Blown on our beam ends. Fear position hopeless. Have already 
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lost Maracot, Headley, Scanlan. Situation incomprehensible. Headley 
handkerchief end of deep sea sounding wire. God help us! 

“S.S. STRATFORD.” 
 
This was the last, incoherent message which came from the ill-fated 

vessel, and part of it was so strange that it was put down to delirium on the 
part of the operator. It seemed, however, to leave no doubt as to the fate of 
the ship. 

The explanation – if it can be accepted as an explanation – of the 
matter is to be found in the narrative concealed inside the vitreous ball, 
and first it would be as well to amplify the very brief account which has 
hitherto appeared in the Press of the finding of the ball. I take it verbatim 
from the log of the Arabella Knowles, master Amos Green, outward bound 
with coals from Cardiff to Buenos Aires: 

 
“Wednesday, Jan. 5th, 1927. Lat. 27.14, Long. 28 West. Calm 

weather. Blue sky with low banks of cirrus clouds. Sea like glass. At two 
bells of the middle watch the first officer reported that he had seen a 
shining object bound high out of the sea, and then fall back into it. His first 
impression was that it was some strange fish, but on examination with his 
glasses he observed that it was a silvery globe, or ball, which was so light 
that it lay, rather than floated, on the surface of the water. I was called and 
saw it, as large as a football, gleaming brightly about half a mile off on our 
starboard beam. I stopped the engines and called away the quarter-boat 
under the second mate, who picked the thing up and brought it aboard. 

“On examination it proved to be a ball made of some sort of very 
tough glass, and filled with a substance so light that when it was tossed in 
the air it wavered about like a child’s balloon. It was nearly transparent, 
and we could see what looked like a roll of paper inside it.  The material 
was  so  tough,  however,  that  we  had  the  greatest  possible  difficulty  in  
breaking the ball open and getting at the contents. A hammer would not 
crack it, and it was only when the chief engineer nipped it in the throw of 
the  engine  that  we were  able  to  smash it.  Then I  am sorry  to  say  that  it  
dissolved into sparkling dust, so that it was impossible to collect any good-
sized piece for examination. We got the paper, however, and, having 
examined it and concluded that it was of great importance, we laid it aside 
with  the  intention  of  handing  it  over  to  the  British  Consul  when  we  
reached the Plate River. Man and boy, I have been at sea for five-and-
thirty years, but this is the strangest thing that ever befell me, and so says 
every man aboard this ship. I leave the meaning of it all to wiser heads 
than mine.” 
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So much for the genesis of the narrative of Cyrus J.Headley, which 
we will now give exactly as written: 

 
“Whom am I  writing  to?  Well,  I  suppose  I  may say  to  the  whole  

wide world, but as that is rather a vague address I’ll aim at my friend Sir 
James Talbot, of Oxford University, for the reason that my last letter was 
to him and this may be regarded as a continuation. I expect the odds are a 
hundred to one that this ball, even if it should see the light of day and not 
be  gulped by a  shark  in  passing,  will  toss  about  on  the  waves  and never  
catch the eye of the passing sailor, and yet it’s worth trying, and Maracot 
is  sending  up  another,  so,  between  us,  it  may  be  that  we  shall  get  our  
wonderful story to the world. Whether the world will believe it is another 
matter, I guess, but when folk look at the ball with its vitrine cover and 
note its contents of levigen gas, they with surely see for themselves that 
there is something here that is out of the ordinary. You at any rate, Talbot, 
will not throw it aside unread. 

If  anyone wants  to  know how the  thing  began,  and what  we were  
trying to do, he can find it all in a letter I wrote you on October 1st last 
year, the night before we left Porta de la Luz. By George! If I had known 
what was in store for us, I think I should have sneaked into a shore boat 
that night. And yet – well, maybe, even with my eyes open I would have 
stood by the Doctor and seen it through. On second thoughts I have not a 
doubt that I would. 

Well, starting from the day that we left Grand Canary I will carry 
on with my experiences. 

The moment we were clear of the port, old man Maracot fairly 
broke into flames. The time for action had come at last and all the 
damped-down energy of the man came flaring up. I tell you he took hold 
of that ship and of everyone and everything in it, and bent it all to his will. 
The dry, creaking, absent-minded scholar had suddenly vanished, and 
instead there emerged a human electrical machine, crackling with vitality 
and quivering from the great driving force within. His eyes gleamed 
behind his glasses like flames in a lantern. He seemed to be everywhere at 
once, working out distances on his chart, comparing reckonings with the 
skipper, driving Bill Scanlan along, setting me on to a hundred odd jobs, 
but it was all full of method and with a definite end. He developed an 
unexpected knowledge of electricity and of mechanics and spent much of 
his time working at the machinery which Scanlan, under his supervision, 
was now carefully piecing together. 

“Say, Mr.Headley, it’s just dandy,” said Bill, on the morning of the 
second day. “Come in here and have a look. The Doc is a regular fellow 
and a whale of a slick mechanic.” 
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I  had  a  most  unpleasant  impression  that  it  was  my  own  coffin  at  
which I was gazing, but, even so, I had to admit that it was a very adequate 
mausoleum.  The floor  had  been clamped to  the  four  steel  walls,  and the  
porthole windows screwed into the centre of each. A small trap-door at the 
top gave admission, and there was a second one at the base. The steel cage 
was supported by a thin but very powerful steel hawser, which ran over a 
drum,  and was  paid  out  or  rolled  in  by  the  strong engine  which  we used  
for our deep-sea trawls. The hawser, as I understood, was nearly half a 
mile in length, the slack of it coiled round bollards on the deck. The rubber 
breathing-tubes were of the same length, and the telephone wire was 
connected with them, and also the wire by which the electric lights within 
could be operated from the ship’s batteries, though we had an independent 
instalment as well. 

It was on the evening of that day that the engines were stopped. The 
glass was low, and a thick black cloud rising upon the horizon gave 
warning of coming trouble. The only ship in sight was a barque flying the 
Norwegian  colours,  and  we  observed  that  it  was  reefed  down,  as  if  
expecting trouble. For the moment, however, all was propitious and the 
Stratford rolled gently upon a deep blue ocean, white-capped here and 
there  from  the  breath  of  the  trade  wind.  Bill  Scanlan  came  to  me  in  my  
laboratory with more show of excitement than his easy-going temperament 
had ever permitted him to show. 

“Look it here, Mr.Headley,” said he, “they’ve lowered that 
contraption into a well in the bottom of the ship. D’you figure that the 
Boss is going down in it?” 

“Certain sure, Bill. And I am going with him.” 
“Well, well, you are sure bughouse, the two of you, to think of such 

a thing. But I’d feel a cheap skate if I let you go alone.” 
“It is no business of yours, Bill.” 
“Well,  I  just feel that it  is.  Sure, I’d be as yellow as a Chink with 

the jaundice if I let you go alone.12 Merribanks sent me here to look after 
the machinery, and if the machinery is down at the bottom of the sea, then 
it’s a sure thing that it’s me for the bottom. Where those steel castings are 
– that’s the address of Bill Scanlan – whether the folk round him are crazy 
or no.” 

It  was  useless  to  argue  with  him,  so  one  more  was  added  to  our  
little suicide club and we just waited for our orders. 

All night they were hard at work upon the fittings, and it was after 
an early breakfast that we descended into the hold ready for our adventure. 
The steel cage had been half lowered into the false bottom, and we now 
descended one by one through the upper trap-door, which was closed and 
screwed down behind us, Captain Howie with a most lugubrious face 
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having shaken hands with each of us as we passed him. We were then 
lowered a few more feet, the shutter drawn above our heads, and the water 
admitted to test how far we were really seaworthy. The cage stood the trial 
well, every joint fitted exactly, and there was no sign of any leakage. Then 
the lower flap in the hold was loosened and we hung suspended in the 
ocean beneath the level of the keel. 

It was really a very snug little room, and I marvelled at the skill and 
foresight with which everything had been arranged. The electric 
illumination had not been turned on, but the semi-tropical sun shone 
brightly through the bottle-green water at either porthole. Some small fish 
were flickering here and there, streaks of silver against the green 
background.  Inside  there  was  a  settee  round  the  little  room,  with  a  
bathymetric dial, a thermometer, and other instruments ranged above it. 
Beneath the settee was a row of pipes which represented our reserve 
supply of compressed air in case the tubes should fail us. Those tubes 
opened out above our heads, and the telephonic apparatus hung beside 
them. We could all hear the mournful voice of the captain outside. 

“Are you really determined to go?” he asked. 
“We are quite all right,” the Doctor answered, impatiently. “You 

will lower slowly and have someone at the receiver all the time. I will 
report  conditions.  When  we  reach  the  bottom,  remain  as  you  are  until  I  
give instructions. It will not do to put too much strain upon the hawser, but 
a  slow movement  of  a  couple  of  knots  an  hour  should  be  well  within  its  
strength. And now ‘Lower away!’ “ 

He yelled out the two words with the scream of a lunatic. It was the 
supreme moment of his life, the fruition of all his brooding dreams. For an 
instant I was shaken by the thought that we were really in the power of a 
cunning, plausible monomaniac. Bill Scanlan had the same thought, for he 
looked across at me with a rueful grin and touched his forehead. But after 
that one wild outburst our leader was instantly his sober, self-contained 
self once more. Indeed, one had but to look at the order and forethought 
which showed itself in every detail around us to be reassured as to the 
power of his mind. 

But now all our attention was diverted to the wonderful new 
experience which every instant was providing. Slowly the cage was 
sinking into the depths of the ocean. Light green water turned to dark 
olive. That again deepened into a wonderful blue, a rich deep blue 
gradually thickening to a dusky purple. Lower and lower we sank – a 
hundred feet, two hundred feet, three hundred. The valves were acting to 
perfection. Our breathing was as free and natural as upon the deck of the 
vessel. Slowly the bathymeter needle moved round the luminous dial. Four 
hundred, five hundred, six hundred. “How are you?” roared an anxious 
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voice from above us. 
“Nothing could be better,” cried Maracot in reply. But the light was 

failing. There was now only a dim grey twilight which rapidly changed to 
utter darkness. “Stop her!” shouted our leader. We ceased to move and 
hung suspended at seven hundred feet below the surface of the ocean. I 
heard the click of the switch, and the next instant we were flooded with 
glorious golden light which poured out through each of our side windows 
and sent long glimmering vistas into the waste of waters round us. With 
our faces against the thick glass, each at our own porthole, we gazed out 
into such a prospect as man had never seen. 

Up to now we had known these strata by the sight of the few fish 
which had been too slow to avoid our clumsy trawl, or too stupid to escape 
a drag-net. Now we saw the wonderful world of water as it really was. If 
the  object  of  creation  was  the  production  of  man,  it  is  strange  that  the  
ocean is so much more populous than the land. Broadway on Saturday 
night, Lombard Street on a week-day afternoon, are not more crowded 
than the great sea spaces which lay before us. We had passed those surface 
strata where fish are either colourless or of the true maritime tints of 
ultramarine above and silver below. Here there were creatures of every 
conceivable tint and form which pelagic life can show. Delicate 
leptocephali or eel larva shot like streaks of burnished silver across the 
tunnel of radiance. The slow snake-like form of muroena, the deep-sea 
lamprey, writhed and twisted by, or the black ceratia, all spikes and 
mouth, gaped foolishly back at our peering faces. Sometimes it was the 
squat cuttle-fish which drifted across and glanced at us with human 
sinister eyes, sometimes it was some crystal-clear pelagic form of life, 
cystoma or glaucus, which lent a flower-like charm to the scene. One huge 
caranx, or horse mackerel, butted savagely again and again against our 
window until the dark shadow of a seven-foot shark came across him, and 
he vanished into the gaping jaws. Dr.Maracot sat entranced, his notebook 
upon his knee, scribbling down his observations and keeping up a 
muttered monologue of scientific comment. “What’s that? What’s that?” I 
would hear. “Yes, yes, Chimoera mirabilis13 as taken by the Michael Sars. 
Dear me, there is lepidion, but a new species as I should judge. Observe 
that macrurus, Mr.Headley; its colouring is quite different to what we get 
in the net.” Once only was he taken quite aback. It was when a long oval 
object shot with great speed past his window from above, and left a 
vibrating tail behind it which extended as far as we could see above us and 
below. I admit that I was as puzzled for the moment as the Doctor, and it 
was Bill Scanlan who solved the mystery. 

“I guess that boob, John Sweeney, has heaved his lead alongside of 
us. Kind of a joke, maybe, to prevent us from feeling lonesome.” 
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“To be sure! To be sure!” said Maracot, sniggering. “Plumbus 
longicaudatus – a new genus, Mr.Headley, with a piano-wire tail and lead 
in its nose. But, indeed, it is very necessary they should take soundings so 
as to keep above the bank, which is circumscribed in size. All well, 
Captain!” he shouted. “You may drop us down.” 

And down we went. Dr.Maracot turned off the electric light and all 
was pitch-darkness once more save for the bathymeter’s luminous face, 
which ticked off our steady fall. There was a gentle sway, but otherwise 
we were hardly conscious of any motion. Only that moving hand upon the 
dial told us of our terrific, our inconceivable, position. Now we were at the 
thousand-foot level, and the air had become distinctly foul. Scanlan oiled 
the valve of the discharge tube and things were better. At fifteen hundred 
feet we stopped and swung in mid-ocean with our lights blazing once 
more. Some great dark mass passed us here, but whether swordfish or 
deep-sea shark, or monster of unknown breed, was more than we could 
determine. The Doctor hurriedly turned off the lights. 

“There lies our chief danger,” said he; “there are creatures in the 
deep before whose charge this steel-plated room would have as much 
chance as a beehive before the rush of a rhinoceros.” 

“Whales, maybe,” said Scanlan. 
“Whales may sound to a great depth,” the savant answered. “A 

Greenland  whale  has  been  known  to  take  out  nearly  a  mile  of  line  in  a  
perpendicular dive. But unless hurt or badly frightened no whale would 
descend so low. It  may have been a giant squid. They are found at every 
level.” 

“Well,  I  guess  squids  are  too  soft  to  hurt  us.  The  laugh would  be  
with the squid if he could claw a hole in Merribanks’ nickel steel.” 

“Their bodies may be soft,” the Professor answered, “but the beak 
of  a  large  squid  would  sheer  through a  bar  of  iron,  and one  peck of  that  
beak  might  go  through  these  inch-thick  windows  as  if  they  were  
parchment.” 

“Gee Whittaker!” cried Bill, as we resumed our downward journey. 
And then at last, quite softly and gently, we came to rest. So 

delicate was the impact that we should hardly have known of it had it not 
been  that  the  light  when  turned  on  showed  great  coils  of  the  hawser  all  
around us. The wire was a danger to our breathing tubes, for it might foul 
them, and at the urgent cry of Maracot it was pulled taut from above once 
more. The dial marked eighteen hundred feet. We lay motionless on a 
volcanic ridge at the bottom of the Atlantic. 
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II 
 
 
For a time I think that we all had the same feeling. We did not want 

to  do  anything or  to  see  anything.  We just  wanted  to  sit  quiet  and try  to  
realize the wonder of it – that we should be resting in the plumb centre of 
one of the great oceans of the world. But soon the strange scene round us, 
illuminated in all directions by our lights, drew us to the windows. 

We had settled upon a bed of high algæ (“Cutleria multifida,” said 
Maracot), the yellow fronds of which waved around us, moved by some 
deep-sea current, exactly as branches would move in a summer breeze. 
They were not long enough to obscure our view, though their great flat 
leaves, deep golden in the light, flowed occasionally across our vision. 
Beyond them lay slopes of some blackish slag-like material which were 
dotted with lovely coloured creatures, holothurians, ascidians, echini, and 
echinoderms, as thickly as ever an English spring-time bank was sprinkled 
with hyacinths and primroses. These living flowers of the sea, vivid 
scarlet, rich purple, and delicate pink, were spread in profusion upon that 
coal-black background. Here and there great sponges bristled out from the 
crevices of the dark rocks, and a few fish of the middle depths, themselves 
showing up as flashes of colour, shot across our circle of vivid radiance. 
We were gazing enraptured at the fairy scene when an anxious voice came 
down the tube: 

“Well, how do you like the bottom? Is all well with you? Don’t be 
too long, for the glass is dropping and I don’t like the look of it. Giving 
you air enough? Anything more we can do?” 

“All right, Captain!” cried Maracot, cheerily. “We won’t be long. 
You are nursing us well. We are quite as comfortable as in our own cabin. 
Stand by presently to move us slowly forwards.” 

We had come into the region of the luminous fishes, and it amused 
us  to  turn  out  our  own  lights,  and  in  the  absolute  pitch-darkness  –  a  
darkness in which a sensitive plate can be suspended for an hour without a 
trace even of the ultra-violet ray – to look out at the phosphorescent 
activity of the ocean. As against a black velvet curtain one saw little points 
of brilliant light moving steadily along as a liner at night might shed light 
through its long line of portholes. One terrifying creature had luminous 
teeth which gnashed in Biblical fashion in the outer darkness. Another had 
long golden antennæ, and yet another a plume of flame above its head. As 
far as our vision carried, brilliant points flashed in the darkness, each little 
being bent upon its own business, and lighting up its own course as surely 
as the nightly taxicab at the theatre-hour in the Strand. Soon we had our 
own  lights  up  again  and  the  Doctor  was  making  his  observations  of  the  
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sea-bottom. 
“Deep  as  we  are,  we  are  not  deep  enough  to  get  any  of  the  

characteristic Bathic deposits,” said he. “These are entirely beyond our 
possible range. Perhaps on another occasion with a longer hawser -” 

“ Cut it out!” growled Bill. “Forget it!” 
Maracot smiled. “You will soon get acclimatized to the depths, 

Scanlan. This will not be our only descent.” 
“The Hell you say!” muttered Bill. 
“You will think no more of it than of going down into the hold of 

the Stratford. You will observe, Mr.Headley, that the groundwork here, so 
far as we can observe it through the dense growth of hydrozoa and 
silicious sponges, is pumicestone and the black slag of basalt, pointing to 
ancient plutonic activities. Indeed, I am inclined to think that it confirms 
my previous view that this ridge is part of a volcanic formation and that 
the  Maracot  Deep,”  he  rolled  out  the  words  as  if  he  loved  them,  
“represents the outer slope of the mountain. It has struck me that it would 
be an interesting experiment to move our cage slowly onwards until we 
come to the edge of the Deep, and see exactly what the formation may be 
at that point. I should expect to find a precipice of majestic dimensions 
extending downwards at a sharp angle into the extreme depths of the 
ocean.” 

The experiment seemed to me to be a dangerous one, for who could 
say how far our thin hawser could bear the strain of lateral movement; but 
with Maracot danger, either to himself or to anyone else, simply did not 
exist when a scientific observation had to be made. I held my breath, and 
so I observed did Bill Scanlan, when a slow movement of our steel shell, 
brushing aside the waving fronts of seaweed, showed that the full strain 
was  upon  the  line.  It  stood  it  nobly,  however,  and  with  a  very  gentle  
sweeping progression we began to glide over the bottom of the ocean, 
Maracot, with a compass in the hollow of his hand, shouting his direction 
as to the course to follow, and occasionally ordering the shell to be raised 
so as to avoid some obstacle in our path. 

“This basaltic ridge can hardly be more than a mile across,” he 
explained. “I had marked the abyss as being to the west of the point where 
we  took  our  plunge.  At  this  rate,  we  should  certainly  reach  it  in  a  very  
short time.” 

We slid without any check over the volcanic plain, all feathered by 
the waving golden algæ and made beautiful by the gorgeous jewels of 
Nature’s cutting, flaming out from their setting of jet. Suddenly the Doctor 
dashed to the telephone. 

“Stop her!” he cried. “We are there!” 
A monstrous gap had opened suddenly before us. It was a fearsome 
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place, the vision of a nightmare. Black shining cliffs of basalt fell sheer 
down into the unknown. Their edges were fringed with dangling laminaria 
as ferns might overhang some earthly gorge, but beneath that tossing, 
vibrating rim there were only the black gleaming walls of the chasm. The 
rocky edge curved away from us, but the abyss might be of any breadth, 
for our lights failed to penetrate the gloom which lay before us. When a 
Lucas signalling lamp was turned downwards it shot out a long golden 
lane of parallel beams extending down, down, down until it was quenched 
in the gloom of the terrible chasm beneath us. 

“It is indeed wonderful!” cried Maracot, gazing out with a pleased 
proprietary expression upon his thin, eager face. “For depth I need not say 
that it has often been exceeded. There is the Challenger Deep of twenty-
six thousand feet near the Ladrone Islands, the Planet Deep of thirty-two 
thousand feet off the Philippines, and many others, but it is probable that 
the Maracot Deep stands alone in the declivity of its descent, and is 
remarkable also for its escape from the observation of so many 
hydrographic explorers who have charted the Atlantic. It can hardly be 
doubted -” 

He had stopped in the middle of a sentence and a look of intense 
interest and surprise had frozen upon his face. Bill  Scanlan and I,  gazing 
over his shoulders, were petrified by that which met our startled eyes. 

Some  great  creature  was  coming  up  the  tunnel  of  light  which  we  
had projected into the abyss. Far down where it tailed off into the darkness 
of the pit we could dimly see the vague black lurchings and heavings of 
some monstrous body in slow upward progression. Paddling in clumsy 
fashion, it was rising with dim flickerings to the edge of the gulf. Now, as 
it came nearer, it was right in the beam, and we could see its dreadful form 
more clearly. It was a beast unknown to Science, and yet with an analogy 
to  much  with  which  we  are  familiar.  Too  long  for  a  huge  crab  and  too  
short for a giant lobster, it was moulded more upon the lines of the 
crayfish,  with  two  monstrous  nippers  outstretched  on  either  side,  and  a  
pair of sixteen-foot antennæ which quivered in front of its black dull 
sullen eyes. The carapace, light yellow in colour, may have been ten feet 
across, and its total length, apart from the antennæ, must have been not 
less than thirty. 

“Wonderful!” cried Maracot, scribbling desperately in his 
notebook. “Semi-pediculated eyes, elastic lamellæ, family crustaceæ, 
species unknown. Crustaceus Maracoti – why not? Why not?” 

“By gosh, I’ll pass its name, but it seems to me it’s coming our 
way!” cried Bill. “Say, Doc, what about putting our light out?” 

“Just one moment while I note the reticulations!” cried the 
naturalist. “Yes, yes, that will do.” He clicked off the switch and we were 
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back in our inky darkness, with only the darting lights outside like meteors 
on a moonless night. 

“That beast is sure the world’s worst,” said Bill, wiping his 
forehead. “I felt like the morning after a bottle of Prohibition Hoosh.”14 

“It is certainly terrible to look at,” Maracot remarked, “and perhaps 
terrible to deal with also if we were really exposed to those monstrous 
claws.  But  inside  our  steel  case  we  can  afford  to  examine  him  in  safety  
and at our ease.” 

He had hardly spoken when there came a rap as from a pickaxe 
upon our outer wall. Then there was a long-drawn rasping and scratching, 
ending in another sharp rap. 

“Say, he wants to come in!” cried Bill Scanlan in alarm. “By gosh! 
we want ‘No Admission’ painted on this shack.” His shaking voice 
showed how forced was his merriment, and I confess that my own knees 
were knocking together as I was aware of the stealthy monster closing up 
with an even blacker darkness each of our windows in succession, as he 
explored this strange shell which, could he but crack it, might contain his 
food. 

“He can’t hurt us,” said Maracot, but there was less assurance in his 
tone. “Maybe it would be as well to shake the brute off.” He hailed the 
Captain up the tube. 

“Pull us up twenty or thirty feet,” he cried. 
A few seconds later we rose from the lava plain and swung gently 

in the still water. But the terrible beast was pertinacious. After a very short 
interval we heard once more the raspings of his feelers and the sharp 
tappings of his claws as he felt us round. It was terrible to sit silently in the 
dark  and know that  death  was  so  near.  If  that  mighty  claw fell  upon the  
window, would it stand the strain? That was the unspoken question in each 
of our minds. 

But suddenly an unexpected and more urgent danger presented 
itself. The tappings had gone to the roof of our little dwelling, and now we 
began to sway with a rhythmic movement to and fro. 

“Good God!” I cried. “It has hold of the hawser. It will surely snap 
it.” 

“Say,  Doc,  it’s  mine  for  the  surface.  I  guess  we’ve  seen  what  we 
came to see, and it’s home, sweet home for Bill Scanlan. Ring up the 
elevator and get her going.” 

“But our work is not half done,” croaked Maracot. “We have only 
begun to explore the edges of the Deep. Let us at least see how broad it is. 
When we have reached the other side I shall be content to return.” Then up 
the tube: “All well, Captain. Move on at two knots until I call for a stop.” 

We moved slowly out over the edge of the abyss. Since darkness 
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had  not  saved  us  from  attack  we  now  turned  on  our  lights.  One  of  the  
portholes was entirely obscured by what appeared to be the creature’s 
lower stomach. Its head and its great nippers were at work above us, and 
we still swayed like a clanging bell. The strength of the beast must have 
been enormous. Were ever mortals placed in such a situation, with five 
miles of water beneath – and that deadly monster above? The oscillations 
became more and more violent. An excited shout came down the tube 
from the  Captain  as  he  became aware  of  the  jerks  upon the  hawser,  and 
Maracot sprang to his feet with his hands thrown upwards in despair. Even 
within the shell we were aware of the jar of the broken wires, and an 
instant later we were falling into the mighty gulf beneath us. 

As I look back at that awful moment I can remember hearing a wild 
cry from Maracot. 

“The hawser has parted! You can do nothing! We are all dead 
men!” he yelled, grabbing at the telephone tube, and then, “Good-bye, 
Captain, good-bye to all.” They were our last words to the world of men. 

We did not fall swiftly down, as you might have imagined. In spite 
of our weight our hollow shell gave us some sustaining buoyancy, and we 
sank slowly and gently into the abyss. I heard the long scrape as we slid 
through the claws of the horrible creature who had been our ruin, and then 
with a smooth gyration we went circling downwards into the abysmal 
depths. It may have been fully five minutes, and it seemed like an hour, 
before we reached the limit of our telephone wire and snapped it like a 
thread.  Our  air  tube  broke  off  at  almost  the  same  moment  and  the  salt  
water came spouting through the vents. With quick, deft hands Bill 
Scanlan  tied  cords  round  each  of  the  rubber  tubes  and  so  stopped  the  
inrush, while the Doctor released the top of our compressed air which 
came hissing forth from the tubes. The lights had gone out when the wire 
snapped, but even in the dark the Doctor was able to connect up the 
Hellesens dry cells which lit a number of lamps in the roof. 

“It should last us a week,” he said, with a wry smile. “We shall at 
least have light to die in.” Then he shook his head sadly and a kindly smile 
came over his gaunt features. “It is all right for me. I am an old man and 
have  done  my  work  in  the  world.  My  one  regret  is  that  I  should  have  
allowed you two young fellows to come with me. I should have taken the 
risk alone.” 

I simply shook his hand in reassurance, for indeed there was 
nothing I could say. Bill Scanlan, too, was silent. Slowly we sank, marking 
our  pace  by  the  dark  fish  shadows  which  flitted  past  our  windows.  It  
seemed  as  if  they  were  flying  upwards  rather  than  that  we  were  sinking  
down.  We still  oscillated,  and there  was  nothing  so  far  as  I  could  see  to  
prevent us from falling on our side, or even turning upside down. Our 
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weight, however, was, fortunately, very evenly balanced and we kept a 
level floor. Glancing up at the bathymeter I saw that we had already 
reached the depth of a mile. 

“You see, it is as I said,” remarked Maracot with some 
complacency. “You may have seen my paper in the Proceedings of the 
Oceanographical Society upon the relation of pressure and depth. I wish I 
could get one word back to the world, if only to confute Bulow of Giessen, 
who ventured to contradict me.” 

“My gosh! If I could get a word back to the world I wouldn’t waste 
it on a square-head highbrow,” said the mechanic. “There is a little wren in 
Philadelphia that will have tears in her pretty eyes when she hears that Bill 
Scanlan has passed out. Well, it sure does seem a dumm queer way of 
doing it, anyhow.” 

“You should never have come,” I said, putting my hand on his. 
“What sort of tin-horn sport should I have been if I had quitted?” he 

answered. “No, it’s my job, and I am glad I stuck it.” 
“How long have we?” I asked the Doctor, after a pause. 
He shrugged his shoulders. 
“We shall have time to see the real bottom of the ocean, anyhow,” 

said he. “There is air enough in our tubes for the best part of a day. Our 
trouble is with the waste products. That is what is going to choke us. If we 
could get rid of our carbon dioxide -” 

“That I can see is impossible.” 
“There is one tube of pure oxygen. I put it in in case of accidents. A 

little of that from time to time will help to keep us alive. You will observe 
that we are now more than two miles deep.” 

“Why should we try to keep ourselves alive? The sooner it is over 
the better,” said I. 

“That’s the dope,” cried Scanlan. “Cut loose and have done with 
it.” 

“And miss the most wonderful sight that man’s eye has ever seen!” 
said Maracot. “It would be treason to Science. Let us record facts to the 
end, even if they should be for ever buried with our bodies. Play the game 
out.” 

“Some sport, the Doc!” cried Scanlan. “I guess he has the best guts 
of the bunch.15 Let us see the spiel to an end.” 

We sat patiently on the settee, the three of us, gripping the edges of 
it with strained fingers as it swayed and rocked, while the fishes still 
flashed swiftly upwards athwart the portholes. 

“It is now three miles,” remarked Maracot. “I will turn on the 
oxygen, Mr.Headley, for it is certainly very close. There is one thing,” he 
added, with his dry, cackling laugh, “it will certainly be the Maracot Deep 
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from  this  time  onwards.  When  Captain  Howie  takes  back  the  news  my  
colleagues will see to it that my grave is also my monument. Even Bulow 
of Giessen -” He babbled on about some unintelligible scientific 
grievance. 

We sat in silence again, watching the needle as it crawled on to its 
fourth mile. At one point we struck something heavy, which shook us so 
violently that I feared that we would turn upon our side. It may have been 
a huge fish, or conceivably we may have bumped upon some projection of 
the cliff over the edge of which we had been precipitated. That edge had 
seemed to  us  at  the  time to  be  such a  wondrous  depth,  and now looking 
back at it from our dreadful abyss it might almost have been the surface. 
Still we swirled and circled lower and lower through the dark green waste 
of waters. Twenty-five thousand feet now was registered upon the dial. 

“We are nearly at our journey’s end,” said Maracot. “My Scott’s 
recorder gave me twenty-six thousand seven hundred last year at the 
deepest point. We shall know our fate within a few minutes. It may be that 
the shock will crush us. It may be -” 

And at that moment we landed. 
There was never a babe lowered by its mother on to a feather-bed 

who nestled down more gently than we on to the extreme bottom of the 
Atlantic Ocean. The soft thick elastic ooze upon which we lit was a perfect 
buffer, which saved us from the slightest jar. We hardly moved upon our 
seats, and it is as well that we did not, for we had perched upon some sort 
of a projecting hummock, clothed thickly with the viscous gelatinous mud, 
and there we were balanced rocking gently with nearly half our base 
projecting and unsupported. There was a danger that we would tip over on 
our side, but finally we steadied down and remained motionless. As we 
did so Dr.Maracot, staring out through his porthole, gave a cry of surprise 
and hurriedly turned out our electric light. 

To our amazement we could still see clearly. There was a dim, 
misty light outside which streamed through our porthole, like the cold 
radiance of a winter morning. We looked out at the strange scene, and with 
no help from our own lights we could see clearly for some hundred yards 
in each direction. It was impossible, inconceivable, but none the less the 
evidence of our senses told us that it  was a fact.  The great ocean floor is 
luminous. 

“Why not?” cried Maracot, when we had stood for a minute or two 
in silent wonder. “Should I not have foreseen it? What is this pteropod or 
globigerina ooze? Is it not the product of decay, the mouldering bodies of 
a billion billion organic creatures? And is decay not associated with 
phosphorescent luminosity? Where, in all creation, would it be seen if it 
were  not  here?  Ah!  it  is  indeed  hard  that  we  should  have  such  a  
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demonstration and be unable to send our knowledge back to the world.” 
“And yet,” I remarked, “we have scooped half a ton of radiolarian 

jelly at a time and detected no such radiance.” 
“It would lose it, doubtless, in its long journey to the surface. And 

what  is  half  a  ton  compared  to  these  far-stretching  plains  of  slow  
putrescence? And see, see,” he cried in uncontrollable excitement, “the 
deep-sea creatures graze upon this organic carpet even as our herds on 
land graze upon the meadows!” 

As he spoke a flock of big black fish, heavy and squat, came slowly 
over the ocean bed towards us, nuzzling among the spongy growths and 
nibbling away as they advanced. Another huge red creature, like a foolish 
cow of the ocean, was chewing the cud in front of my porthole, and others 
were grazing here and there, raising their heads from time to time to gaze 
at this strange object which had so suddenly appeared among them. 

I could only marvel at Maracot, who in that foul atmosphere, seated 
under the very shadow of death, still obeyed the call of Science and 
scribbled his observations in his notebook. Without following his precise 
methods, I none the less made my own mental notes, which will remain 
for ever as a picture stamped upon my brain. The lowest plains of ocean 
consist of red clay, but here it was overlaid by the grey bathybian slime 
which  formed  an  undulating  plain  as  far  as  our  eyes  could  reach.  This  
plain was not smooth, but was broken by numerous strange rounded 
hillocks like that upon which we had perched, all glimmering in the 
spectral light. Between these little hills there darted great clouds of strange 
fish, many of them quite unknown to Science, exhibiting every shade of 
colour, but black and red predominating. Maracot watched them with 
suppressed excitement and chronicled them in his notes. 

The air had become very foul, and again we were only able to save 
ourselves by a fresh emission of oxygen. Curiously enough, we were all 
hungry – I should rather say ravenous – and we fell upon the potted beef 
with bread and butter, washed down by whisky and water, which the 
foresight of Maracot had provided. With my perceptions stimulated by this 
refreshment,  I  was  seated  at  my  look-out  portal  and  longing  for  a  last  
cigarette, when my eyes caught something which sent a whirl of strange 
thoughts and anticipations through my mind. 

I have said that the undulating grey plain on every side of us was 
studded with what seemed like hummocks. A particularly large one was in 
front of my porthole, and I looked out at it within a range of thirty feet. 
There was some peculiar mark upon the side of it, and as I glanced along I 
saw to my surprise that this mark was repeated again and again until it was 
lost round the curve. When one is so near death it takes much to give one a 
thrill about anything connected with this world, but my breath failed me 
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for a moment and my heart stood still as I suddenly realized that it was a 
frieze at which I was looking and that,  barnacled and worn as it  was, the 
hand of man had surely at some time carved these faded figures. Maracot 
and Scanlan crowded to my porthole and gazed out in utter amazement at 
these signs of the omnipresent energies of man. 

“It is carving, for sure!” cried Scanlan. “I guess this dump has been 
the roof of a building. Then these other ones are buildings also. Say, boss, 
we’ve dropped plumb on to a regular burg.” 

“It is, indeed, an ancient city,” said Maracot. “Geology teaches that 
the seas have once been continents and the continents seas, but I have 
always  distrusted  the  idea  that  in  times  so  recent  as  the  quaternary  there  
could have been an Atlantic subsidence. Plato’s report of Egyptian gossip 
had then a foundation of fact.16 These volcanic formations confirm the 
view that this subsidence was due to seismic activity.” 

“There is regularity about these domes,” I remarked. “I begin to 
think that they are not separate houses, but that they are cupolas and form 
the ornaments of the roof of some huge building.” 

“I guess you are right,” said Scanlan. “There are four big ones at 
the corners and the small ones in lines between. It’s some building, if we 
could see the whole of it! You could put the whole Merribank plant inside 
it – and then some.” 

“It has been buried up to the roof by the constant dropping from 
above,” said Maracot. “On the other hand, it has not decayed. We have a 
constant temperature of a little over 32o Fahrenheit17 in the great depths, 
which would arrest destructive processes. Even the dissolution of the 
Bathic remains which pave the floor of the ocean and incidentally give us 
this luminosity must be a very slow one. But, dear me! this marking is not 
a frieze but an inscription.” 

There was no doubt that he was right. The same symbol recurred 
every here and there. These marks were unquestionably letters of some 
archaic alphabet. 

“I have made a study of Phoenician antiquities, and there is 
certainly something suggestive and familiar in these characters,” said our 
leader. “Well, we have seen a buried city of ancient days, my friends, and 
we carry a wonderful piece of knowledge with us to the grave. There is no 
more to be learned. Our book of knowledge is closed. I agree with you that 
the sooner the end comes the better.” 

It  could  not  now  be  long  delayed.  The  air  was  stagnant  and  
dreadful. So heavy was it with carbon products that the oxygen could 
hardly force its way out against the pressure. By standing on the settee one 
was able to get a gulp of purer air, but the mephitic reek was slowly rising. 
Dr.Maracot folded his arms with an air of resignation and sank his head 
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upon his breast. Scanlan was now overpowered by the fumes and was 
already sprawling upon the floor. My own head was swimming, and I felt 
an intolerable weight at my chest. I closed my eyes and my senses were 
rapidly  slipping  away.  Then  I  opened  them  for  one  last  glimpse  of  that  
world which I was leaving, and as I did so I stiggered to my feet with a 
hoarse scream of amazement. 

A human face was looking in at us through the porthole! 
Was it my delirium? I clutched at the shoulder of Maracot and 

shook him violently. He sat up and stared, wonder-struck and speechless at 
this apparition. If he saw it as well as I, it was no figment of the brain. The 
face was long and thin, dark in complexion, with a short, pointed beard, 
and two vivid eyes darting here and there in quick, questioning glances 
which took in every detail of our situation. The utmost amazement was 
visible upon the man’s face. Our lights were now full on, and it must 
indeed have been a strange and vivid picture which presented itself to his 
gaze in that tiny chamber of death, where one man lay senseless and two 
others glared out at him with the twisted, contorted features of dying men, 
cyanosed by incipient asphyxiation. We both had our hands to our throats, 
and our heaving chests carried their message of despair. The man gave a 
wave of his hand and hurried away. 

“He has deserted us!” cried Maracot. 
“Or gone for help. Let us get Scanlan on the couch. It’s death for 

him down there.” 
We dragged the mechanic on to the settee and propped his head 

against the cushions. His face was grey and he murmured in delirium, but 
his pulse was still perceptible. 

“There is hope for us yet,” I croaked. 
“But it is madness!” cried Maracot. “How can man live at the 

bottom of the ocean? How can he breathe? It is collective hallucination. 
My young friend, we are going mad.” 

Looking out at the bleak, lonely grey landscape in the dreary 
spectral light, I felt that it might be as Maracot said. Then suddenly I was 
aware of movement. Shadows were flitting through the distant water. They 
hardened and thickened into moving figures. A crowd of people were 
hurrying across the ocean bed in our direction. An instant later they had 
assembled in front of the porthole and were pointing and gesticulating in 
animated debate. There were several women in the crowd, but the greater 
part were men, one of whom, a powerful figure with a very large head and 
a  full  black  beard,  was  clearly  a  person  of  authority.  He  made  a  swift  
inspection of our steel shell, and, since the edge of our base projected over 
the place on which we rested, he was able to see that there was a hinged 
trap-door  at  the  bottom.  He now sent  a  messenger  flying  back,  while  he  
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made energetic and commanding signs to us to open the door from within. 
“Why not?” I asked. “We may as well be drowned as be smothered. 

I can stand it no longer.” 
“We may not be drowned,” said Maracot. “The water entering from 

below cannot rise above the level of the compressed air. Give Scanlan 
some brandy. He must make an effort, if it is his last one.” 

I forced a drink down the mechanic’s throat. He gulped and looked 
round  him  with  wondering  eyes.  Between  us  we  got  him  erect  on  the  
settee and stood on either side of him. He was still half-dazed, but in a few 
words I explained the situation. 

“There is a chance of chlorine poisoning if the water reaches the 
batteries,” said Maracot. “Open every air tube, for the more pressure we 
can get the less water may enter. Now help me while I pull upon the 
lever.” 

We bent our weight upon it and yanked up the circular plate from 
the bottom of our little home, though I felt like a suicide as I did so. The 
green water, sparkling and gleaming under our light, came gurgling and 
surging in. It rose rapidly to our feet, to our knees, to our waists, and there 
it stopped. But the pressure of the air was intolerable. Our heads buzzed 
and the drums of our ears were bursting. We could not have lived in such 
an atmosphere for long. Only by clutching at the rack could we save 
ourselves from falling back into the waters beneath us. 

From  our  higher  position  we  could  no  longer  see  through  the  
portholes,  nor  could  we  imagine  what  steps  were  being  taken  for  our  
deliverance. Indeed, that any effective help could come to us seemed 
beyond  the  power  of  thought,  and  yet  there  was  a  commanding  and  
purposeful air about these people, and especially about that squat bearded 
chieftain, which inspired vague hopes. Suddenly we were aware of his 
face looking up at us through the water beneath and an instant later he had 
passed through the circular opening and had clambered on to the settee, so 
that he was standing by our side – a short sturdy figure, not higher than my 
shoulder,  but  surveying  us  with  large  brown  eyes,  which  were  full  of  a  
half-amused confidence, as who should say, “You poor devils; you think 
you are in a very bad way, but I can clearly see the road out.” 

Only now was I aware of a very amazing thing. The man, if indeed 
he was of the same humanity as ourselves, had a transparent envelope all 
round him which enveloped his head and body, while his arms and legs 
were free. So translucent was it that no one could detect it in the water, but 
now  that  he  was  in  the  air  beside  us  it  glistened  like  silver,  though  it  
remained as clear as the finest glass. On either shoulder he had a curious 
rounded projection beneath the clear protective sheath. It looked like an 
oblong box pierced with many holes, and gave him an appearance as if he 
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were wearing epaulettes. 
When our new friend had joined us another face appeared in the 

aperture of the bottom and thrust through it what seemed like a great 
bubble of glass. Three of these in succession were passed in and floated 
upon the surface of the water. Then six small boxes were handed up and 
our new acquaintance tied one with the straps attached to them to each of 
our shoulders, whence they stood up like his own. Already I began to 
surmise that no infraction of natural law was involved in the life of these 
strange people, and that while one box in some new fashion was a 
producer of air the other was an absorber of waste products. He now 
passed the transparent suits over our heads, and we felt that they clasped 
us tightly in the upper arm and waist by elastic bands, so that no water 
could penetrate. Within we breathed with perfect ease, and it was a joy to 
me to see Maracot looking out at me with his eyes twinkling as of old 
behind his glasses, while Bill Scanlan’s grin assured me that the life-
giving oxygen had done its work, and that he was his cheerful self once 
more. Our rescuer looked from one to another of us with grave 
satisfaction, and then motioned to us to follow him through the trap-door 
and  out  on  to  the  floor  of  the  ocean.  A  dozen  willing  hands  were  
outstretched to pull us through and to sustain our first faltering steps as we 
staggered with our feet deep in the slimy ooze. 

Even now I cannot get past the marvel of it! There we were, the 
three  of  us,  unhurt  and at  our  ease  at  the  bottom of  a  five-mile  abyss  of  
water. Where was that terrific pressure which had exercised the 
imagination of so many scientists? We were no more affected by it than 
were  the  dainty  fish  which  swam around us.  It  is  true  that,  so  far  as  our  
bodies were concerned, we were protected by these delicate bells of 
vitrine, which were in truth tougher than the strongest steel, but even our 
limbs, which were exposed, felt no more than a firm constriction from the 
water which one learned in time to disregard. It was wonderful to stand 
together and to look back at the shell from which we had emerged. We had 
left the batteries at work, and it was a wondrous object with its streams of 
yellow light flooding out from each side, while clouds of fishes gathered at 
each window. As we watched it the leader took Maracot by the hand, and 
we followed them both across the watery morass, clumping heavily 
through the sticky surface. 

And now a most surprising incident occurred, which was clearly as 
astonishing to these strange new companions of ours as to ourselves. 
Above our heads there appeared a small, dark object, descending from the 
darkness above us and swinging down until it reached the bed of the ocean 
within  a  very  short  distance  from where  we stood.  It  was,  of  course,  the  
deep-sea lead from the Stratford above  us,  making  a  sounding  of  that  
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watery gulf with which the name of the expedition was to be associated. 
We had seen it already upon its downward path, and we could well 
understand that the tragedy of our disappearance had suspended the 
operation, but that after a pause it had been concluded, with little thought 
that it would finish almost at our feet. They were unconscious, apparently, 
that they had touched bottom, for the lead lay motionless in the ooze. 
Above me stretched the taut piano wire which connected me through five 
miles of water with the deck of our vessel. Oh, that it were possible to 
write a note and to attach it! The idea was absurd, and yet could I not send 
some message which would show them that we were still conscious? My 
coat was covered by my glass bell and the pockets were unapproachable, 
but I was free below the waist and my handkerchief chanced to be in my 
trousers pocket. I pulled it out and tied it above the top of the lead. The 
weight itself at once disengaged itself by its automatic mechanism, and 
presently I saw my white wisp of linen flying upwards to that world which 
I may never see again. Our new acquaintances examined the seventy-five 
pounds of lead with great interest, and finally carried it off with us as we 
went upon our way. 

We had only walked a couple of hundred yards, threading our way 
among the hummocks, when we halted before a small square-cut door 
with solid pillars on either side and an inscription across the lintel. It was 
open, and we passed through it into a large, bare chamber. There was a 
sliding partition worked by a crank from within, and this was drawn across 
behind us. We could, of course, hear nothing in our glass helmets, but after 
standing a  few minutes  we were  aware  that  a  powerful  pump must  be  at  
work, for we saw the level of the water sinking rapidly above us. In less 
than a quarter of an hour we were standing upon a sloppy stone-flagged 
pavement, while our new friends were busy in undoing the fastenings of 
our  transparent  suits.  An  instant  later  there  we  stood  breathing  perfectly  
pure air in a warm, well-lighted atmosphere, while the dark people of the 
abyss, smiling and chattering, crowded round us with hand-shakings and 
friendly pattings. It was a strange, rasping tongue that they spoke, and no 
word of it was intelligible to us, but the smile on the face and the light of 
friendship in the eye are understandable even in the waters under the earth. 
The glass suits were hung on numbered pegs upon the wall, and the kindly 
folk  half  led  and  half  pushed  us  to  an  inner  door  which  opened  on  to  a  
long downward-sloping corridor. When it closed again behind us there 
was  nothing  to  remind  us  of  the  stupendous  fact  that  we  were  the  
involuntary guests of an unknown race at the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean 
and cut off for ever from the world to which we belonged. 

Now that the terrific strain had been so suddenly eased we were all 
exhausted. Even Bill Scanlan, who was a pocket Hercules, dragged his 
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feet  along  the  floor,  while  Maracot  and  I  were  only  too  glad  to  lean  
heavily upon our guides. Yet, weary as I was, I took in every detail as we 
passed. That the air came from some air-making machine was very 
evident, for it issued in puffs from circular openings in the walls. The light 
was diffused and was clearly an extension of that fluor system which was 
already engaging the attention of our European engineers when the 
filament and lamp were dispensed with. It shone from long cylinders of 
clear glass which were suspended along the cornices of the passages. So 
much I had observed when our descent was checked and we were ushered 
into a large sitting-room, thickly carpeted and well furnished with gilded 
chairs and sloping sofas which brought back vague memories of Egyptian 
tombs. The crowd had been dismissed and only the bearded man with two 
attendants remained. “Manda,” he repeated several times, tapping himself 
upon  the  chest.  Then  he  pointed  to  each  of  us  in  turn  and  repeated  the  
words Maracot, Headley, and Scanlan until he had them perfect. He then 
motioned us to be seated and said a word to one of the attendants, who left 
the room and returned presently, escorting a very ancient gentleman, 
white-haired and long-bearded, with a curious conical cap of black cloth 
upon his head. I should have said that all these folk were dressed in 
coloured tunics, which extended to their knees, with high boots of fish 
skin or shagreen. The venerable new-comer was clearly a physician, for he 
examined each of us in turn, placing his hand upon our brows and closing 
his own eyes as if receiving a mental impression as to our condition. 
Apparently he was by no means satisfied, for he shook his head and said a 
few grave words to Manda. The latter at once sent the attendant out once 
more, and he brought in a tray of eatables and a flask of wine, which were 
laid before us. We were too weary to ask ourselves what they were, but we 
felt the better for the meal. We were then led to another room, where three 
beds had been prepared, and on one of these I flung myself down. I have a 
dim recollection of Bill Scanlan coming across and sitting beside me. 

“Say, Bo,18 that jolt of brandy saved my life,” said he. “But where 
are we, anyhow?” 

“I know no more than you do.” 
“Well, I am ready to hit the hay,” he said, sleepily, as he turned to 

his bed. “Say, that wine was fine. Thank God, Volstead19 never got down 
here.” They were the last words I heard as I sank into the most profound 
sleep that I can ever recall. 
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III 
 
 
When  I  came  to  myself  I  could  not  at  first  imagine  where  I  was.  

The events of the previous day were like some blurred nightmare, and I 
could not believe that I had to accept them as facts. I looked round in 
bewilderment at the large, bare, windowless room with drab-coloured 
walls, at the lines of quivering purplish light which flowed along the 
cornices, at the scattered articles of furniture, and finally at the two other 
beds, from one of which came the high-pitched, strident snore which I had 
learned, aboard the Stratford, to associate with Maracot. It was too 
grotesque to be true, and it was only when I fingered my bed cover and 
observed the curious woven material, the dried fibres of some sea plant, 
from which it was made, that I was able to realize this inconceivable 
adventure which had befallen us. I was still pondering it when there came 
a loud explosion of laughter, and Bill Scanlan sat up in bed. 

“Mornin’, Bo!” he cried, amid his chuckles, on seeing that I was 
awake. 

“You seem in good spirits,” said I, rather testily. “I can’t see that 
we have much to laugh about.” 

“Well, I had a grouch on me, the same as you, when first I woke 
up,” he answered. “Then came a real cute idea, and it was that that made 
me laugh.” 

“I could do with a laugh myself,” said I. “What’s the idea?” 
“Well, Bo, I thought how durned funny it would have been if we 

had all tied ourselves on to that deep-sea line. I allow with those glass 
dinguses we could have kept breathing all right. Then when old man 
Howie looked over the side there would have been the whole bunch of us 
comin’ up at him through the water. He would have figured that he had 
hooked us, sure. Gee, what a spiel!” 

Our  united  laughter  woke the  Doctor,  who sat  up  in  bed with  the  
same amazed expression upon his face which had previously been upon 
my own. I forgot our troubles as I listened in amusement to his disjointed 
comments, which alternated between ecstatic joy at the prospect of such a 
field of study, and profound sorrow that he could never hope to convey his 
results to his scientific confrères20 of the earth. Finally he got back to the 
actual needs of the moment. 

“It is nine o’clock,” he said, looking at his watch. We all registered 
the same hour, but there was nothing to show if it was night or morning. 

“We must keep our own calendar,” said Maracot; “we descended 
upon October 3rd. We reached this place on the evening of the same day. 
How long have we slept?” 
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“My gosh, it may have been a month,” said Scanlan. “I’ve not been 
so deep since Mickey Scott got me on the point in the six round try-out at 
the Works.” 

We dressed and washed, for every civilized convenience was at 
hand. The door, however, was fastened, and it was clear that we were 
prisoners for the time. In spite of the apparent absence of any ventilation, 
the atmosphere kept perfectly sweet, and we found that this was due to a 
current of air which came through small holes in the wall. There was some 
source of central heating, too, for though no stove was visible, the 
temperature was pleasantly warm. Presently I observed a knob upon one 
of  the  walls,  and pressed  it.  This  was,  as  I  expected,  a  bell,  for  the  door  
instantly opened, and a small, dark man, dressed in a yellow robe, 
appeared in the aperture. He looked at us inquiringly, with large brown, 
kindly eyes. 

“We are hungry,” said Maracot; “can you get us some food?” 
The  man  shook  his  head  and  smiled.  It  was  clear  that  the  words  

were incomprehensible to him. 
Scanlan tried his luck with a flow of American slang, which was 

received with the same blank smile. When, however, I opened my mouth 
and thrust my finger into it, our visitor nodded vigorously and hurried 
away. 

Ten minutes later the door opened and two of the yellow attendants 
appeared, rolllng a small table before them. Had we been at the Biltmore 
Hotel we could not have had better fare. There were coffee, hot milk, rolls, 
delicious  flat  fish,  and  honey.  For  half  an  hour  we  were  far  too  busy  to  
discuss what we ate or whence it was obtained. At the end of that time the 
two servants appeared once more, rolled out the tray, and closed the door 
carefully behind them. 

“I’m fair black and blue with pinching myself,” said Scanlan. “Is 
this a pipe dream or what? Say, Doc, you got us down here, and I guess it 
is up to you to tell us just how you size it all up.” 

The Doctor shook his head. 
“It is like a dream to me also, but it is a glorious dream! What a 

story for the world if we could but get it to them!” 
“One thing is clear,” said I, “there was certainly truth in this legend 

of Atlantis, and some of the folk have in a marvellous way managed to 
carry on.” 

“Well, even if they carried on,” cried Bill Scanlan, scratching his 
bullet head, “I am darned if I can understand how they could get air and 
fresh water and the rest. Maybe if that queer duck with the beard that we 
saw last night comes to give us a once-over he will put us wise to it.” 

“How can he do that when we have no common language?” 
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“Well, we shall use our own observation,” said Maracot. “One 
thing I can already understand. I learned it from the honey at breakfast. 
That was clearly synthetic honey, such as we have already learned to make 
upon the earth. But if synthetic honey, why not synthetic coffee or flour? 
The molecules of the elements are like bricks, and these bricks lie all 
around  us.  We  have  only  to  learn  how  to  pull  out  certain  bricks  –  
sometimes just a single brick – in order to make a fresh substance. Sugar 
becomes starch, or either becomes alcohol, just by a shifting of the bricks. 
What is it that shifts them? Heat. Electricity. Other things pcrhaps of 
which we know nothing. Some of them will shift themselves, and radium 
becomes lead or uranium becomes radium without our touching them.” 

“You think, then, that they have an advanced chemistry?” 
“I’m sure of it. After all there is no elemental brick which is not 

ready to their hands. Hydrogen and oxygen come readily from the sea 
water. There are nitrogen and carbon in those masses of sea vegetation, 
and there are phosphorus and calcium in the bathybic deposit. With skilful 
management and adequate knowledge, what is there which could not be 
produced?” 

The Doctor had launched upon a chemical lecture when the door 
opened and Manda entered, giving us a friendly greeting. There came with 
him the same old gentleman of venerable appearance whom we had met 
the night before. He may have had a reputation for learning, for he tried 
several sentences, which were probably different languages, upon us, but 
all were equally unintelligible. Then he shrugged his shoulders and spoke 
to Manda, who gave an order to the two yellow-clad servants, still waiting 
at the door. They vanished, but returned presently with a curious screen, 
supported by two side posts. It was exactly like one of our cinema screens, 
but it was coated with some sparkling material which glittered and 
shimmered in the light. This was placed against one of the walls. The old 
man then paced out very carefully a certain distance, and marked it upon 
the floor. Standing at this point he turned to Maracot and touched his 
forehead, pointing to the screen. 

“Clean dippy,” said Scanlan. “Bats in the belfry.”21 
Maracot shook his head to show that we were nonplussed. So was 

the old man for a moment. An idea struck him, however, and he pointed to 
his own figure. Then he turned towards the screen, fixed his eyes upon it, 
and seemed to concentrate his attention. In an instant a reflection of 
himself appeared on the screen before us. Then he pointed to us, and a 
moment later our own little group took the place of his image. It was not 
particularly like us. Scanlan looked like a comic Chinaman and Maracot 
like a decayed corpse, but it was clearly meant to be ourselves as we 
appeared in the eyes of the operator. 
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“It’s a reflection of thought,” I cried. 
“Exactly,” said Maracot. “This is certainly a most marvellous 

invention, and yet it is but a combination of such telepathy and television 
as we dimly comprehend upon earth.” 

“I never thought I’d live to see myself on the movies, if that cheese-
faced Chink is really meant for me,” said Scanlan. “Say, if we could get all 
this news to the editor of the Ledger he’d cough up enough to keep me for 
life. We’ve sure got the goods if we could deliver them.” 

“That’s the trouble,” said I. “By George, we could stir the whole 
world if we could only get back to it. But what is he beckoning about?” 

“The old guy wants you to try your hand at it, Doc.” 
Maracot took the place indicated, and his strong, clear-cut brain 

focused  his  picture  to  perfection.  We  saw  an  image  of  Manda,  and  then  
another one of the Stratford as we had left her. 

Both Manda and the old scientist nodded their great approval at the 
sight of the ship, and Manda made a sweeping gesture with his hands, 
pointing first to us and then to the screen. 

“To tell them all about it – that’s the idea,” I cried. “They want to 
know in pictures who we are, and how we got here.” 

Maracot nodded to Manda to show that he understood, and had 
begun to throw an image of our voyage, when Manda held up his hand and 
stopped him. At an order the attendants removed the screen, and the two 
Atlanteans beckoned that we should follow them. 

It was a huge building, and we proceeded down corridor after 
corridor until we came at last to a large hall with seats arranged in tiers 
like a lecture room. At one side was a broad screen of the same nature as 
that which we had seen. Facing it  there was assembled an audience of at 
least a thousand people, who set up a murmur of welcome as we entered. 
They were of both sexes and of all ages, the men dark and bearded, the 
women beautiful in youth and dignified in age. We had little time to 
observe them, for we were led to seats in the front row, and Maracot was 
then placed on a stand opposite the screen, the lights were in some fashion 
turned down, and he had the signal to begin. 

And excellently well he played his part. We first saw our vessel 
sailing forth from the Thames, and a buzz of excitement went up from the 
tense audience at this authentic glimpse of a real modern city. Then a map 
appeared which marked her course. Then was seen the steel shell with its 
fittings, which was greeted with a murmur of recognition. We saw 
ourselves once more descending, and reaching the edge of the abyss. Then 
came the appearance of the monster who had wrecked us. “Marax! 
Marax!” cried the people, as the beast appeared. It was clear that they had 
learned to know and to fear it.  There was a terrified hush as the creature 
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fumbled with our hawser, and a groan of horror as the wires parted and we 
dropped into the gulf. In a month of explanation we could not have made 
our plight so clear as in that half-hour of visible demonstration. 

As the audience broke up they showered every sign of sympathy 
upon us,  crowding round us  and patting  our  backs  to  show that  we were  
welcome. We were presented in turn to some of the chiefs, but the 
chieftainship seemed to lie in wisdom alone, for all appeared to be on the 
same social scale, and were dressed in much the same way. The men wore 
tunics of a saffron colour coming down to the knees, with belts and high 
boots of a scaly tough material which must have been the hide of some sea 
beast. The women were beautifully draped in classical style, their flowing 
robes of every tint of pink and blue and green, ornamented with clusters of 
pearl or opalescent sheets of shell. Many of them were lovely beyond any 
earthly comparison. There was one – but why should I mix my private 
feelings up with this public narrative? Let me say only that Mona is the 
only  daughter  of  Scarpa,  one  of  the  leaders  of  the  people,  and that  from 
that first day of meeting I read in her dark eyes a message of sympathy and 
of understanding which went home to my heart, as my gratitude and 
admiration  may have  gone  to  hers.  I  need not  say  more  at  present  about  
this exquisite lady. Suffice it that a new and strong influence had come 
into my life. When I saw Maracot gesticulating with unwonted animation 
to one kindly lady, while Scanlan stood conveying his admiration in 
pantomime in the centre of a group of laughing girls, I realized that my 
companions also had begun to find that there was a lighter side to our 
tragic position. If we were dead to the world we had at least found a life 
beyond, which promised some compensation for what we had lost. 

Later in the day we were guided by Manda and other friends round 
some portions of the immense building. It had been so embedded in the 
sea-floor by the accumulations of ages that it was only through the roof 
that it could be entered, and from this point the passages led down and 
down until the floor level was reached several hundred feet below the 
entrance chamber. The floor in turn had been excavated, and we saw in all 
directions passages which sloped downwards into the bowels of the earth. 
We were shown the air-making apparatus with the pumps which circulated 
it through the building. Maracot pointed out with wonder and admiration 
that not only was the oxygen united with the nitrogen, but that smaller 
retorts supplied other gases which could only be the argon, neon, and other 
little-known constituents of the atmosphere which we are only just 
beginning to understand. The distilling vats for making fresh water and the 
enormous electrical instalments were other objects of interest, but much of 
the machinery was so intricate that it was difficult for us to follow the 
details.  I  can  only  say  that  I  saw with  my own eyes,  and tested  with  my 
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own palate, that chemicals in gaseous and liquid forms were poured into 
various machines, that they were treated by heat, by pressure, and by 
electricity, and that flour, tea, coffee, or wine was collected as the product. 

There was one consideration which was very quickly forced upon 
us by our examination, on various occasions, of as much of this building 
as was open to our inspection. This was that the exposure to the sea had 
been foreseen and the protection against the inrush of the water had been 
prepared long before the land sank beneath the waves. Of course, it stood 
to reason, and needed no proof, that such precautions could not have been 
taken after the event, but we were witnesses now of the signs that the 
whole great building had from the first been constructed with the one idea 
of being an enduring ark of refuge. The huge retorts and vats in which the 
air, the food, the distilled water, and the other necessary products were 
made were all built into the walls, and were evidently integral parts of the 
original construction. So, too, with the exit chambers, the silica works 
where the vitrine bells were constructed, and the huge pumps which 
controlled the water. Every one of these things had been prepared by the 
skill and the foresight of that wonderful far-away people who seemed, 
from what we could learn, to have thrown out one arm to Central America 
and  one  to  Egypt,  and  so  left  traces  of  themselves  even  upon  this  earth  
when their own land went down into the Atlantic. As to these, their 
descendants, we judged that they had probably degenerated, as was but 
natural,  and  that  at  the  most  they  had  been  stagnant  and  only  preserved  
some of the science and knowledge of their ancestors without having the 
energy to add to it. They possessed wonderful powers and yet seemed to 
us to be strangely wanting in initiative, and had added nothing to that 
wonderful legacy which they had inherited. I am sure that Maracot, using 
this knowledge, could very soon have attained greater results. As to 
Scanlan, with his quick brain and mechanical skill, he was continually 
putting in touches which probably seemed as remarkable to them as their 
powers to us. He had a beloved mouth-organ in his coat-pocket when we 
made  our  descent,  and  his  use  of  this  was  a  perpetual  joy  to  our  
companions, who sat around in entranced groups, as we might listen to a 
Mozart, while he handed out to them the crooning coon songs of his native 
land. 

I have said that the whole building was not open to our inspection, 
and  I  might  give  a  little  further  detail  upon  that  subject.  There  was  one  
well-worn corridor down which we saw folk continually passing, but 
which was always avoided by our guides in our excursions. As was natural 
our curiosity was aroused, and we determined one evening that we would 
take a chance and do a little exploring upon our own account. We slipped 
out of our room, therefore, and made our way to the unknown quarter at a 
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time when few people were about. 
The passage led us to a high arched door, which appeared to be 

made of solid gold. When we pushed it open we found ourselves in a huge 
room, forming a square of not less than two hundred feet. All around the 
walls were painted with vivid colours and adorned with extraordinary 
pictures and statues of grotesque creatures with enormous head-dresses, 
like the full dress regalia of our American Indians. At the end of this great 
hall there was one huge seated figure, the legs crossed like a Buddha, but 
with none of the benignity of aspect which is seen on the Buddha’s placid 
features. On the contrary, this was a creature of Wrath, open-mouthed and 
fierce-eyed, the latter being red, and their effect exaggerated by two 
electric  lights  which  shone  through  them.  On  his  lap  was  a  great  oven,  
which we observed, as we approached it, to be filled with ashes. 

“Moloch!” said Maracot. “Moloch or Baal – the old god of the 
Phoenician races.” 

“Good heavens!” I cried, with recollections of old Carthage before 
me. “Don’t tell me that these gentle folk could go in for human sacrifice.” 

“Look it here, Bo!” said Scanlan, anxiously. “I hope they keep it in 
the family, anyhow. We don’t want them to pull no such dope on us.” 

“No, I guess they have learned their lesson,” said I. “It’s misfortune 
that teaches folk to have pity for others.” 

“That’s right,” Maracot remarked, poking about among the ashes, 
“it is the old hereditary god, but it is surely a gentler cult. These are burned 
loaves and the like. But perhaps there was a time -” 

But our speculations were interrupted by a stern voice at our elbow, 
and we found several men in yellow garments and high hats, who were 
clearly the priests of the Temple. From the expression on their faces I 
should judge that we vere very near to being the last victims to Baal, and 
one of them had actually drawn a knife from his girdle. With fierce 
gestures and cries they drove us roughly out of their sacred shrine. 

“By gosh!” cried Scanlan, “I’ll sock that duck if he keeps crowding 
me! Look it here, you Bindlestiff, keep your hands off my coat.” 

For a moment I feared that we should have had what Scanlan called 
a “rough house”22 within the sacred precincts. However, we got the angry 
mechanic away without blows and regained the shelter of our room, but 
we could tell from the demeanour of Manda and others of our friends that 
our escapade was known and resented. 

But  there  was  another  shrine  which  was  freely  shown  to  us  and  
which had a very unexpected result, for it opened up a slow and imperfect 
method of communication between our companions and ourselves. This 
was  a  room  in  the  lower  quarter  of  the  Temple,  with  no  decorations  or  
distinction save that at one end there stood a statue of ivory yellow with 
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age, representing a woman holding a spear, with an owl perched upon her 
shoulder. A very old man was the guardian of the room, and in spite of his 
age  it  was  clear  to  us  that  he  was  of  a  very  different  race,  and  one  of  a  
finer, larger type than the men of the Temple. As we stood gazing at the 
ivory statue, Maracot and I, both wondering where we had seen something 
like it, the old man addressed us. 

“Thea,” said he, pointing to the figure. 
“By George!” I cried, “he is speaking Greek.” 
“Thea! Athena!” repeated the man. 
There was not a doubt of it.  “Goddess – Athena,” the words were 

unmistakable. Maracot, whose wonderful brain had absorbed something 
from every branch of human knowledge, began at once to ask questions in 
Classical Greek which were only partly understood and were answered in 
a dialect so archaic that it was almost incomprehensible. Still, he acquired 
some knowledge, and he found an intermediary through whom he could 
dimly convey something to our companions. 

“It is a remarkable proof,” said Maracot that evening, in his high 
neighing voice and in the tones of one addressing a large class, “of the 
reliability of legend. There is always a basis of fact even if in the course of 
the years it should become distorted. You are aware – or probably you are 
not aware” – (“Bet your life!” from Scanlan) – “that a war was going on 
between the primitive Greeks and the Atlanteans at the time of the 
destruction of the great island. The fact is recorded in Solon’s description 
of what he learned from the priests of Sais. We may conjecture that there 
were Greek prisoners in the hands of the Atlanteans at the time, that some 
of them were in the service of the Temple, and that they carried their own 
religion  with  them.  That  man  was,  so  far  as  I  could  understand,  the  old  
hereditary priest of the cult, and perhaps when we know more we shall see 
something of these ancient people.” 

“Well, I hand it to them for good sense,” said Scanlan. “I guess if 
you  want  a  plaster  god  it  is  better  to  have  a  fine  woman  than  that  
blatherskite with the red eyes and the coal-bunker on his knees.” 

“Lucky they can’t understand your views,” I remarked. “If they did 
you might end up as a Christian martyr.” 

“Not so long as I can play them jazz,” he answered. “I guess 
they’ve got used to me now, and they couldn’t do without me.” 

They were a cheerful crowd, and it was a happy life, but there were 
and are times when one’s whole heart goes out to the homelands which we 
have lost, and visions of the dear old quadrangles of Oxford, or of the 
ancient elms and the familiar campus of Harvard, came up before my 
mind. In those early days they seemed as far from me as some landscape 
in the moon, and only now in a dim uncertain fashion does the hope of 
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seeing them once more begin to grow in my soul. 
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IV 
 
 
It was a few days after our arrival that our hosts or our captors – we 

were dubious sometimes as to which to call them – took us out for an 
expedition upon the bottom of the ocean. Six of them came with us, 
including Manda, the chief. We assembled in the same exit chamber in 
which we had originally been received, and we were now in a conditlon to 
examine it a little more closely. It was a very large place, at least a 
hundred feet each way, and its low walls and ceiling were green with 
marine growths and dripping with moisture. A long row of pegs, with 
marks which I presume were numbers, ran round the whole room, and on 
each was hung one of the semi-transparent bells of vitrine and a pair of the 
shoulder batteries which ensured respiration. The floor was of flagged 
stone worn into concavities, the footsteps of many generations, these 
hollows now lying as pools of shallow water. The whole was highly 
illuminated by fluor tubes round the cornice. We were fastened into our 
vitrine coverings, and a stout pointed staff made of some light metal was 
handed to each of us. Then, by signals, Manda ordered us to take a grip of 
a rail which ran round the room, he and his friends setting us an example. 
The  object  of  this  soon  became  evident,  for  as  the  outer  door  swung  
slowly open the sea water came pouring in with such force that we should 
have been swept from our feet but for this precaution. It rose rapidly, 
however, to above the level of our heads, and the pressure upon us was 
eased. Manda led the way to the door, and an instant afterwards we were 
out on the ocean bed once more, leaving the portal open behind us ready 
for our return. 

Looking round us in the cold, flickering, spectral light which 
illuminates the bathybian plain, we could see for a radius of at least a 
quarter  of  a  mile  in  every  direction.  What  amazed us  was  to  observe,  on  
the very limit of what was visible, a very brilliant glow of radiance. It was 
towards this that our leader turned his steps, our party walking in single 
file  behind  him.  It  was  slow  going,  for  there  was  the  resistance  of  the  
water, and our feet were buried deeply in the soft slush with every step; 
but soon we were able to see clearly what the beacon was which had 
attracted  us.  It  was  our  own  shell,  our  last  reminder  of  terrestrial  life,  
which lay tilted upon one of the cupolas of the far-flung building, with all 
its lights still blazing. It was three-quarters full of water, but the 
imprisoned air still preserved that portion in which our electric instalment 
lay.  It  was  strange  indeed as  we gazed into  it  to  see  the  familiar  interior  
with our settees and instruments still in position, while several good-sized 
fish like minnows in a bottle swam round and round inside it. One after the 
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other  our  party  clambered  in  through the  open flap,  Maracot  to  rescue  a  
book of notes which floated on the surface, Scanlan and I to pick up some 
personal belongings. Manda came also with one or two of his comrades, 
examining with the greatest interest the bathometer and thermometer with 
the other instruments which were attached to the wall. The latter we 
detached and took away with us. It may interest scientists to know that 
forty degrees Fahrenheit represents the temperature at the greatest sea 
depth to which man has ever descended, and that it is higher, on account 
of the chemical decomposition of the ooze, than the upper strata of the sea. 

Our little expedition had, it seems, a definite object besides that of 
allowing us a little exercise upon the bed of the ocean. We were hunting 
for food. Every now and then I saw our comrades strike sharply down with 
their pointed sticks, impaling each time a large brown flat fish, not unlike 
a turbot, which was numerous, but lay so closely in the ooze that it  took 
practised eyes to detect it. Soon each of the little men had two or three of 
these dangling at his side. Scanlan and I soon got the knack of it, and 
captured a couple each, but Maracot walked as one in a dream, quite lost 
in his wonder at the ocean beauties around him and making long and 
excited speeches which were lost to the ear, but visible to the eyes from 
the contortion of his features. 

Our first impression had been one of monotony, but we soon found 
that the grey plains were broken up into varied formations by the action of 
the deep-sea currents which flowed like submarine rivers across them. 
These streams cut channels in the soft slime and exposed the beds which 
lay beneath. The floor of these banks consisted of the red clay which 
forms the base of all things on the surface of the bed of the ocean, and they 
were thickly studded with white objects which I imagined to be shells, but 
which proved, when we examined them, to be the ear bones of whales and 
the teeth of sharks and other sea monsters. One of these teeth which I 
picked up was fifteen inches long, and we could but be thankful that so 
fearful a monster frequented the higher levels of ocean. It belonged, 
according  to  Maracot,  to  a  giant  killing  grampus  or  Orca  gladiator.  It  
recalled the observation of Mitchell Hedges that even the most terrible 
sharks that he had caught bore upon their bodies the marks which showed 
that they had encountered creatures larger and more formidable than 
themselves. 

There was one peculiarity of the ocean depths which impresses 
itself  upon  the  observer.  There  is,  as  I  have  said,  a  constant  cold  light  
rising up from the slow phosphorescent decay of the great masses of 
organic matter. But above, all is black as night. The effect is that of a dim 
winter day, with a heavy black thundercloud lying low above the earth. 
Out of this black canopy there falls slowly an incessant snowstorm of tiny 
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white flakes, which glimmer against the sombre background. These are the 
shells of sea snails and other small creatures who live and die in the five 
miles of water which separate us from the surface, and though many of 
these are dissolved as they fall and add to the lime salts in the ocean, the 
rest go in the course of ages to form that deposit which had entombed the 
great city in the upper part of which we now dwelt. 

Leaving our last link with earth beneath us, we pushed on into the 
gloom of the submarine world and soon we were met by a completely new 
development. A moving patch appeared in front of us, which broke up as 
we approached it into a crowd of men, each in his vitrine envelope, who 
were dragging behind them broad sledges heaped with coal. It was heavy 
work, and the poor devils were bending and straining, tugging hard at the 
shark-skin ropes which served as traces. With each gang of men there was 
one  who  appeared  to  be  in  authority,  and  it  interested  us  to  see  that  the  
leaders and the workers were clearly of a different race. The latter were 
tall  men,  fair,  with  blue  eyes  and  powerful  bodies.  The  others  were,  as  
already described, dark and almost negroid, with squat, broad frames. We 
could not inquire into the mystery at that moment, but the impression was 
left upon my mind that the one race represented the hereditary slaves of 
the other, and Maracot was of opinion that they may have been the 
descendants of those Greek prisoners whose goddess we had seen in the 
Temple. 

Several droves of these men, each drawing its load of coal, were 
met by us before we came to the mine itself. At this point the deep-sea 
deposits and the sandy formations which lay beneath them had been cut 
away, and a great pit exposed, which consisted of alternate layers of clay 
and coal, representing strata in the old perished world of long ago which 
now lay at the bottom of the Atlantic. At the various levels of this huge 
excavation we could see gangs of men at work hewing the coal, while 
others gathered it into loads and placed it in baskets, by means of which it 
was hoisted up to the level above. The whole mine was on so vast a scale 
that  we could  not  see  the  other  side  of  the  enormous  pit  which  so  many 
generations  of  workers  had  scooped  in  the  bed  of  the  ocean.  This,  then,  
transmuted into electric force, was the source of the motive power by 
which the whole machinery of Atlantis was run. It is interesting, by the 
way, to record that the name of the old city had been correctly preserved in 
the legends, for when we had mentioned it to Manda and others they first 
looked greatly surprised that we should know it, and then nodded their 
heads vigorously to show that they understood. 

Passing the great coal pit – or, rather, branching away from it to the 
right – we came on a line of low cliffs of basalt, their surface as clear and 
shining as on the day when they were shot up from the bowels of the earth, 
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while their summit, some hundreds of feet above us, loomed up against the 
dark background. The base of these volcanic cliffs was draped in a deep 
jungle of high seaweed, growing out of tangled masses of crinoid corals 
laid  down  in  the  old  terrestrial  days.  Along  the  edge  of  this  thick  
undergrowth we wandered for some time, our companions beating it with 
their sticks and driving out for our amusement an extraordinary assortment 
of strange fishes and crustacea, now and again securing a specimen for 
their  own  tables.  For  a  mile  or  more  we  wandered  along  in  this  happy  
fashion, when I saw Manda stop suddenly and look round him with 
gestures of alarm and surprise. These submarine gestures formed a 
language in themselves, for in a moment his companions understood the 
cause of his trouble, and then with a shock we realized it also. Dr.Maracot 
had disappeared. 

He had certainly been with us at the coal pit,  and he had come as 
far as the basalt cliffs. It was inconceivable that he had got ahead of us, so 
it  was evident that he must be somewhere along the line of jungle in our 
rear. Though our friends were disturbed, Scanlan and I, who knew 
something of the good man’s absent-minded eccentricities, were confident 
that  there  was  no  cause  for  alarm,  and  that  we  should  soon  find  him  
loitering over some sea form which had attracted him. We all turned to 
retrace our steps, and had hardly gone a hundred yards before we caught 
sight of him. 

But he was running – running with an agility which I should have 
thought impossible for a man of his habits. Even the least athletic can run, 
however, when fear is the pace-maker. His hands were outstretched for 
help, and he stumbled and blundered forward with clumsy energy. He had 
good cause to exert himself, for three horrible creatures were close at his 
heels. They were tiger crabs, striped black and white, each about the size 
of a Newfoundland dog. Fortunately they were themselves not very swift 
travellers, and were scurrying along the soft sea bottom in a curious side-
long fashion which was little faster than that of the terrified fugitive. 

Their wind was better, however, and they would probably have had 
their horrible claws upon him in a very few minutes had not our friends 
intervened. They dashed forward with their pointed sticks, and Manda 
flashed a powerful electric lantern, which he carried in his belt, in the 
faces of the loathsome monsters, who scuttled into the jungle and were lost 
to  view.  Our  comrade  sat  down on a  lump of  coral  and his  face  showed 
that he was exhausted by his adventure. He told us afterwards that he had 
penetrated the jungle in the hope of securing what seemed to him to be a 
rare specimen of the deep-sea Chimoera, and that he had blundered into 
the nest of these fierce tiger crabs, who had instantly dashed after him. It 
was only after a long rest that he was able to resume the journey. 
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Our next stage after skirting the basalt cliffs led us to our goal. The 
grey plain in front of us was covered at this point by irregular hummocks 
and tall projections, which told us that the great city of old lay beneath it. 
It would all have been completely buried for ever by the ooze, as 
Herculaneun has been by lava or Pompeii by ashes,23 had an entrance to it 
not been excavated by the survivors of the Temple. This entrance was a 
long, downward cutting, which ended up in a broad street with buildings 
exposed on either side. The walls of these buildings were occasionally 
cracked and shattered, for they were not of the solid construction which 
had preserved the Temple, but the interiors were in most cases exactly as 
they had been when the catastrophe occurred, save that sea changes of all 
sorts,  beautiful  and  rare  in  some  cases  and  horrifying  in  others,  had  
modified the appearances of the rooms. Our guides did not encourage us to 
examine the first ones which we reached, but hurried us onwards until we 
came to that which had clearly been the great central citadel or palace 
round which the whole town centred. The pillars and columns and vast 
sculptured cornices and friezes and staircases of this building exceeded 
anything which I have ever seen upon earth. Its nearest approach seemed 
to me to be the remains of the Temple of Karnak at Luxor in Egypt, and, 
strange to say, the decorations and half-effaced engrabings resembled in 
detail those of the great ruin beside the Nile, and the lotus-shaped capitals 
of the columns were the same. It was an amazing experience to stand in 
the marble tessellated floors of those vast halls, with great statues looming 
high above one on every side, and to see, as we saw that day, huge silvery 
eels gliding above our heads and frightened fish darting away in every 
direction from the light which was projected before us. From room to roon 
we wandered, marking every sign of luxury and occasionally of that 
lascivious folly which is said, by the lingering legend, to have drawn 
God’s curse upon the people. One small room was wonderfully enamelled 
with mother-of-pearl, so that even now it gleamed with brilliant opalescent 
tints when the light played across it. An ornamented platform of yellow 
metal and a similar couch lay in one corner, and one felt that it may well 
have been the bedchamber of a queen, but beside the couch there lay now 
a loathsome black squid, its foul body rising and falling in a slow, stealthy 
rhythm so that it seemed like some evil heart which still beat in the very 
centre of the wicked palace. I was glad, and so, I learned, were my 
companions, when our guides led the way out once more, glancing for a 
moment at a ruined amphitheatre and again at a pier with a lighthouse at 
the  end,  which,  showed  that  the  city  had  been  a  seaport.  Soon  we  had  
emerged from these places of ill omen and were out on the familiar 
bathybian plain once more. 

Our adventures were not quite over, for there was one more which 
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was as alarmiag to our companions as to ourselves. We had nearly made 
our way home when one of our guides pointed upwards with alarm. 
Gazing in  that  direction  we saw an  extraordinary  sight.  Out  of  the  black  
gloom of the waters a huge, dark figure was emerging, falling rapidly 
downwards. At first it seemed a shapeless mass, but as it came more 
clearly into the light we could see that it was the dead body of a monstrous 
fish, which had burst so that the entrails were streaming up behind it as it 
fell.  No  doubt  the  gases  had  buoyed  it  up  in  the  higher  reaches  of  the  
ocean until, having been released by putrefaction or by the ravages of 
sharks, there was nothing left but dead weight, which sent it hurtling down 
to the bottom of the sea. Already in our walk we had observed several of 
these great skeletons picked clean by the fish, but this creature was still, 
save for its disembowelment, even as it had lived. Our guides seized us 
with the intention of dragging us out of the path of the falling mass, but 
presently they were reassured and stood still, for it was clear that it would 
miss us. Our vitrine helmets prevented our hearing the thud, but it must 
have been prodigious when that huge body struck the floor of the ocean, 
and we saw the Globigerina ooze fly upwards as the mud splashes when a 
heavy stone is hurled into it. It was a sperm whale, some seventy feet long, 
and from the excited and joyful gestures of the submarine folk I gathered 
that  they  could  find  plenty  of  use  for  the  spermaceti  and the  fat.  For  the  
moment, however, we left the derelict creature, and with joyful hearts, for 
we unpractised visitors were weary and aching, found ourselves once more 
in front of the engraved portal of the roof, and finally standing safe and 
sound, divested of our vitrine bells, on the sloppy floor of the entrance 
chamber. 

A few days – as we reckon time – after the occasion when we had 
given the community a cinema view of our own proceedings, we were 
present at a very much more solemn and august exhibition of the same 
sort,  which gave us in a clear and wonderful way the past history of this 
remarkable people. I cannot flatter myself that it was given entirely on our 
behalf, for I rather think that the events were publicly rehearsed from time 
to time in order to carry on the record, and that the part to which we were 
admitted was only some intermezzo of a long religious ceremony. 
However that may be, I will describe it exactly as it occurred. 

We were led to the same great hall or theatre where Dr.Maracot had 
thrown our own adventures upon the screen. There the whole community 
was assembled, and we were given, as before, places of honour in front of 
the great luminous screen. Then, after a long song, which may have been 
some sort of patriotic chant, a very old white-haired man, the historian or 
chronicler of the nation, advanced amid much applause to the focus point 
and threw upon the bright surface before him a series of pictures to 
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represent the rise and fall of his own people. I wish I could convey to you 
their vividness and drama. My two companions and I lost all sense of time 
and place, so absorbed were we in the contemplation, while the audience 
was moved to its depths and groaned or wept as the tragedy unfolded, 
which depicted the ruin of their fatherland, the destruction of their race. 

In the first series of scenes we saw the old continent in its glory, as 
its memory had been handed down by these historical records passed from 
fathers to sons. We had a bird’s-eye view of a glorious rolling country, 
enormous in extent, well watered and cleverly irrigated, with great fields 
of grain, waving orchards, lovely streams and woody hills, still lakes and 
occasional picturesque mountains. It was studded with villages and 
covered with farm-houses and beautiful private residences. Then our 
attention was carried to the capital, a wonderful and gorgeous city upon 
the  sea-shore,  the  harbour  crammed  with  galleys,  her  quays  piled  with  
merchandise, and her safety assured by high walls with towering 
battlements and circular moats, all on the most gigantic scale. The houses 
stretched inland for many miles, and in the centre of the city was a 
crenellated castle or citadel, so widespread and commanding that it was 
like some creation of a dream. We were then shown the faces of those who 
lived in that golden age, wise and venerable old men, virile warriors, 
saintly priests, beautiful and dignified women, lovely children, an 
apotheosis of the human race. 

Then came pictures of another sort. We saw wars, constant wars, 
war by land and war by sea. We saw naked and defenceless races trampled 
down and overridden by great chariots or the rush of mailed horsemen. We 
saw treasures heaped upon the victors, but even as the riches increased the 
faces upon the screen became more animal and more cruel. Down, down 
they  sank  from  one  generation  to  another.  We  were  shown  signs  of  
lascivious dissipation or moral degeneracy, of the accretion of matter and 
decline of spirit. Brutal sports at the expense of others had taken the place 
of the manly exercises of old. There was no longer the quiet and simple 
family life, nor the cultivation of the mind, but we had a glimpse of a 
people who were restless and shallow, rushing from one pursuit to another, 
grasping ever at pleasure, for ever missing it, and yet imagining always 
that in some more complex and unnatural form it might still be found. 
There had arisen on the one hand an over-rich class who sought only 
sensual gratification, and on the other hand an over-poor residue whose 
whole function in life was to minister to the wants of their masters, 
however evil those wants might be. 

And now once again a new note was struck. There were reformers 
at work who were trying to turn the nation from its evil ways, and to direct 
it back into those higher paths which it had forsaken. We saw them, grave 
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and earnest men, reasoning and pleading with the people, but we saw them 
scorned and jeered at by those whom they were trying to save. Especially 
we could see that it was the priests of Baal, priests who had gradually 
allowed forms and show and outward ceremonies to take the place of 
unselfish spiritual development, who led the opposition to the formers. But 
the latter were not to be bullied or browbeaten. They continued to try for 
the  salvation  of  the  people,  and their  faces  assumed a  graver  and even a  
terror-inspiring aspect, as those of men who had a fearsome warning to 
give which was like some dreadful vision before their own minds. Of their 
auditors some few seemed to heed and be terrified at the words, but others 
turned away laughing and plunged ever deeper into their morass of sin. 
There  came  a  time  at  last  when  the  reformers  turned  away  also  as  men  
who could do no more, and left this degenerate people to its fate. 

Then we saw a strange sight. There was one reformer, a man of 
singular strength of mind and body, who gave a lead to all the others. He 
had wealth and influence and powers, which latter seemed to be not 
entirely of this earth. We saw him in what seemed to be a trance, 
communing with higher spirits. It was he who brought all the science of 
his land – science which far outshone anything known by us moderns – to 
the task of building an ark of refuge against the coming troubles. We saw 
myriads of workmen at work, and the walls rising while crowds of careless 
citizens looked on and made merry at such elaborate and useless 
precautions. We saw others who seemed to reason with him and to say to 
him  that  if  he  had  fears  it  would  be  easier  for  him  fo  fly  to  some  safer  
land. His answer, so far as we could follow it,  was that there were some 
who must be saved at the last moment, and that for their sake he must 
remain in the new Temple of safety. Meanwhile he collected in it those 
who had followed him, and he held them there, for he did not himself 
know the day nor the hour, though forces beyond mortal had assured him 
of the coming fact.  So when the ark was ready and the water-tight doors 
were finished and tested, he waited upon doom, with his family, his 
friends, his followers, and his servants. 

And  doom  came.  It  was  a  terrible  thing  even  in  a  picture.  God  
knows what it could be like in reality. We first saw a huge sleek mountain 
of water rise to an incredible height out of a calm ocean. Then we saw it 
travel, sweeping on and on, mile after mile, a great glistening hill, topped 
with foam, at an ever-increasing rate. Two little chips tossing among the 
snowy fringe  upon the  summit  became,  as  the  wave rolled  towards  us,  a  
couple of shattered galleys. Then we saw it strike the shore and sweep 
over the city, while the houses went down before it like a field of corn 
before a tornado. We saw the folk upon the house-tops glaring out at the 
approaching death, their faces twisted with horror, their eyes staring, their 
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mouths contorted, gnawing at their hands and gibbering in an insanity of 
terror. The very men and women who had mocked at the warning were 
now screaming to Heaven for mercy, grovelling with their faces on the 
ground,  or  kneeling  with  frenzied  arms raised  in  wild  appeal.  There  was  
no time now to reach the ark, which stood beyond the city, but thousands 
dashed up to the Citadel, which stood upon higher ground, and the 
battlement walls were black with people. Then suddenly the Castle began 
to sink. Everything began to sink. The water had poured down into the 
remote recesses of the earth, the central fires had expanded it into steam, 
and the very foundations of the land were blown apart. Down went the city 
and ever down, while a cry went up from ourselves and the audience at the 
terrible sight. The pier broke in two and vanished. The high Pharus 
collapsed under the waves. The roofs looked for a while like successive 
reefs of rock forming lines of spouting breakers until they, too, went 
under. The Citadel was left alone upon the surface, like some monstrous 
ship, and then it  also slid sideways down into the abyss, with a fringe of 
helpless waving hands upon its summit. The awful drama was over, and an 
unbroken sea lay across the whole continent, a sea which bore no life upon 
it, but which among its huge smoking swirls and eddies showed all the 
wrack of the tragedy tossed hither and thither, dead men and animals, 
chairs, tables, articles of clothing, floating hats and bales of goods, all 
bobbing and heaving in one huge liquid fermentation. Slowly we saw it 
die away, and a great wide expanse as smooth and bright as quicksilver, 
with a murky sun low on the horizon, showed us the grave of the land that 
God had weighed and found wanting. 

The story was complete. We could ask for no more, since our own 
brains and imagination could supply the rest. We realized the slow 
remorseless descent of that great land lower and lower into the abyss of 
the ocean amid volcanic convulsions which threw up submarine peaks 
around it.  We saw it in our mind’s eye stretched out, over miles of what 
was now the bed of the Atlantic, the shattered city lying alongside of the 
ark of refuge in which the handful of nerve-shattered survivors were 
assembled. And then finally we understood how these had carried on their 
lives, how they had used the various devices with which the foresight and 
science of their great leader had endowed them, how he had taught them 
all his arts before he passed away, and how some fifty or sixty survivors 
had grown now into a large community, which had to dig its way into the 
bowels of the earth in order to get room to expand. No library of 
information could make it clearer than that series of pictures and the 
inferences which we could draw from them. Such was the fate, and such 
the causes of the fate, which overwhelmed the great land of Atlantis. Some 
day far distant, when this bathybian ooze has turned to chalk, this great 
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city will be thrown up once more by some fresh expiration of Nature, and 
the geologist of the future, delving in the quarry, will exhume not flints 
nor shells,  but the remains of a vanished civilization and the traces of an 
old-world catastrophe. 

Only one point had remained undecided, and that was the length of 
time since the tragedy had occurred. Dr.Maracot discovered a rough 
method of making an estimate. Among the many annexes of the great 
building there was one huge vault, which was the burial-place of the 
chiefs. As in Egypt and in Yucatan, the practice of mummifying had been 
usual, and in niches in the walls there were endless rows of these grim 
relics of the past. Manda pointed proudly to the next one in the succession, 
and gave us to understand that it was specially arranged for himself. 

“If you take an average of the European kings,” said Maracot, in his 
best professorial manner, “you will find that they run to about five in the 
century. We may adopt the same figure here. We cannot hope for 
scientific accuracy, but it will give us an approximation. I have counted 
the mummies, and they are four hundred in number.” 

“Then it would be eight thousand years?” 
“Exactly. And this agrees to some extent with Plato’s estimate. It 

certainly occurred before the Egyptian written records begin, and they go 
back between six and seven thousand years from the present date. Yes, I 
think  we  may  say  that  our  eyes  have  seen  the  reproduction  of  a  tragedy  
which occurred at least eight thousand years ago. But, of course, to build 
up  such  a  civilization  as  we  see  the  traces  of  must  in  itself  have  taken  
many thousands of years. 

“Thus,” he concluded – and I pass the claim on to you – “we have 
extended the horizon of ascertained human history as no men have ever 
done since history began.” 
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V 
 
 
It was about a month, according to our calculations, after our visit 

to the buried city that the most amazing and unexpected thing of all 
occurred. We had thought by this time that we were immune to shocks and 
that nothing new could really stagger us, but this actual fact went far 
beyond anything for which our imagination might have prepared us. 

It was Scanlan who brought the news that something momentous 
had happened. You must realize that by this time we were, to some extent, 
at home in the great building; that we knew where the common rest rooms 
and recreation rooms were situated; that we attended concerts (their music 
was very strange and elaborate) and theatrical entertainments, where the 
unintelligible words were translated by very vivid and dramatic gestures; 
and that, speaking generally, we were part of the community. We visited 
various families in their own private rooms, and our lives – I can speak for 
my own, at any rate – were made the brighter by the glamour of these 
strange people, especially of that one dear young lady whose name I have 
already  mentioned.  Mona  was  the  daughter  of  one  of  the  leaders  of  the  
tribe, and I found in his family a warm and kindly welcome which rose 
above all differences of race or language. When it comes to the most 
tender language of all, I did not find that there was so much between old 
Atlantis and modern America. I guess that what would please a 
Massachusetts girl of Brown’s College is just about what would please my 
lady under the waves. 

But I must get back to the fact that Scanlan came into our room 
with news of some great happening. 

“Say, there is one of them just blown in, and he’s that excited that 
he  clean  forgot  to  take  his  glass  lid  off,  and  he  was  jabbering  for  some  
minutes before he understood that no one could hear him. Then it was 
Blah  Blah  Blah  as  long  as  his  breath  would  hold,  and  they  are  all  
following him now to the jumping-off place. It’s me for the water, for 
there is sure something worth our seeing.” 

Running out, we found our friends all hurrying down the corridor 
with excited gestures, and we, joining the procession, soon formed part of 
the crowd who were hurrying across the sea bottom, led by the excited 
messenger. They drove along at a rate which made it no easy matter for us 
to keep up, but they carried their electric lanterns with them, and even 
though we fell behind we were able to follow the gleam. The route lay as 
before, along the base of the basalt cliffs until we came to a spot where a 
set of steps, concave from long usage, led up to the top. Ascending these, 
we found ourselves in broken country, with many jagged pinnacles of rock 
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and deep crevasses which made it difficult travelling. Emerging from this 
tangle of ancient lava, we came out on a circular plain, brilliant in the 
phosphorescent light, and there in the very centre of it lay an object which 
set me gasping. As I looked at my companions I could see from their 
amazed expression how fully they shared my emotion. 

Half embedded in the slime there lay a good-sized steamer. It was 
tilted upon its side, the funnel had broken and was hanging at a strange 
angle, and the foremast had snapped short off, but otherwise the vessel 
was  intact  and  as  clean  and  fresh  as  if  she  had  just  left  the  dock.  We  
hurried towards her and found ourselves under the stern. You can imagine 
how we felt when we read the name “Stratford, London.” Our ship had 
followed ourselves into the Maracot Deep. 

Of  course,  after  the  first  shock  the  affair  did  not  seem  so  
incomprehensible. We remembered the falling glass, the reefed sails of the 
experienced Norwegian skipper, the strange black cloud upon the horizon. 
Clearly there had been a sudden cyclone of phenomenal severity and the 
Stratford had been blown over. It was too evident that all her people were 
dead, for most of the boats were trailing in different states of destruction 
from the davits, and in any case what boat could live in such a hurricane? 
The tragedy had occurred, no doubt, within an hour or two of our own 
disaster. Perhaps the sounding-line which we had seen had only just been 
wound in before the blow fell. It was terrible, but whimsical, that we 
should be still alive, while those who were mourning our destruction had 
themselves been destroyed. We had no means of telling whether the ship 
had  drifted  in  the  upper  levels  of  the  ocean  or  whether  she  had  lain  for  
some time where we found her before she was discovered by the 
Atlantean. 

Poor Howie, the captain, or what was left of him, was still at his 
post upon the bridge, the rail grasped firmly in his stiffened hands. His 
body and that of three stokers in the engine-room were the only ones 
which had sunk with the ship. They were each removed under our 
direction and buried under the ooze with a wreath of sea-flowers over their 
remains. I give this detail in the hope that it may be some comfort to 
Mrs.Howie in her bereavement. The names of the stokers were unknown 
to us. 

Whilst we had been performing this duty the little men had 
swarmed over the ship. Looking up, we saw them everywhere, like mice 
upon a cheese. Their excitement and curiosity made it clear to us that it 
was  the  first  modern  ship  –  possibly  the  first  steamer  –  which  had  ever  
come down to them. We found out later that their oxygen apparatus inside 
their vitrine bells would not allow of a longer absence from the recharging 
station than a few hours, and so their chances of learning anything of what 
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was on the sea-bed were limited to so many miles from their central base. 
They set to work at once breaking up the wreck and removing all that 
would  be  of  use  to  them,  a  very  long  process,  which  is  hardly  
accomplished yet. We were glad also to make our way to our cabins and to 
get many of those articles of clothing and books which were not ruined 
beyond redemption. 

Among the other things which we rescued from the Stratford was 
the ship’s log, which had been written up to the last day by the captain in 
view of our own catastrophe. It was strange indeed that we should be 
reading it and that he should be dead. The day’s entry ran thus: 

“Oct.3. The three brave but foolhardy adventurers have today, 
against my will and advice, descended in their apparatus to the bottom of 
the ocean, and the accident which I had foreseen has occurred. God rest 
their souls. They went down at eleven a.m. and I had some doubts about 
permitting them, as a squall seemed to be coming up. I would that I had 
acted upon my impulse, but it would only have postponed the inevitable 
tragedy. I bade each of them farewell with the conviction that I would see 
them no more. For a time all was well, and at eleven-forty-five they had 
reached a depth of three hundred fathoms, where they had found bottom. 
Dr.Maracot sent several messages to me and all seemed to be in order, 
when suddenly I heard his voice in agitation, and there was considerable 
agitation of the wire hawser. An instant later it snapped. It would appear 
that they were by this time over a deep chasm, for at the Doctor’s request 
the ship had steamed very slowly forwards. The air tubes continued to run 
out for a distance which I should estimate at half a mile, and then they also 
snapped.  It  is  the  last  which  we  can  ever  hope  to  hear  of  Dr.Maracot,  
Mr.Headley, or Mr.Scanlan. 

“And yet a most extraordinary thing must be recorded, the meaning 
of which I have not had time to weigh, for with this foul weather coming 
up  there  is  much  to  distract  me.  A  deep-sea  sounding  was  taken  at  the  
same time, and the depth recorded was twenty-six thousand six hundred 
feet.  The  weight  was,  of  course,  left  at  the  bottom,  but  the  wire  has  just  
been drawn in and, incredible as it may seem, above the porcelain sample 
cup there was found Mr.Headley’s handkerchief with his name marked 
upon it. The ship’s company are all amazed, and no one can suggest how 
such a thing could have occurred. In my next entry I may have more to say 
about this. We have lingered a few hours in the hope of something coming 
to  the  surface,  and we have  pulled  up  the  hawser,  which  shows a  jagged 
end.  I  must  look  to  the  ship,  for  I  have  never  seen  a  worse  sky  and  the  
barometer is at 28.5 and sinking fast.” 

So it  was that we got the final news of our former companions. A 
terrific cyclone must have struck her and destroyed her immediately 
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afterwards. 
We stayed at the wreck until a certain stuffiness within our vitrine 

bells and a feeling of increasing weight upon our chests warned us that it 
was high time to begin our return. Then it was, on our homeward journey, 
that we had an adventure which showed us the sudden dangers to which 
these  submarine  folk  are  exposed,  and  which  may  explain  why  their  
numbers, in spite of the lapse of time, were not greater than they were. 
Including the Grecian slaves we cannot reckon those numbers at more than 
four or five thousand at the most. We had descended the staircase and 
were making our way along the edge of the jungle which skirts the basalt 
cliffs, when Manda pointed excitedly upwards and beckoned furiously to 
one of our party who was some distance out in the open. At the same time 
he and those around him ran to the side of some high boulders, pulling us 
along with them. It was only when we were in their shelter that we saw the 
cause of the alarm. Some distance above us, but descending rapidly, was a 
huge  fish  of  a  most  peculiar  shape.  It  might  have  been  a  great  floating  
feather-bed, soft and bulging, with a white under-surface and a long red 
fringe, the vibration of which propelled it through the water. It appeared to 
have neither mouth nor eyes, but it soon showed that it was formidably 
alert. The member of our party who was out in the open ran for the same 
shelter  that  we  had  taken,  but  he  was  too  late.  I  saw  his  face  convulsed  
with terror as he realized his fate. The horrible creature descended upon 
him, enveloped him on all sides, and lay upon him, pulsing in a dreadful 
way as if it were thrusting his body against the coral rocks and grinding it 
to pieces. The tragedy was taking place within a few yards of us, and yet 
our  companions  were  so  overcome  by  the  suddenness  of  it  that  they  
seemed to be bereft of all power of action. It was Scanlan who rushed out 
and, jumping on the creature’s broad back, blotched with red and brown 
markings, dug the sharp end of his metal staff into its soft tissues. 

I had followed Scanlan’s example, and finally Maracot and all of 
them attacked the monster, which glided slowly off, leaving a trail of oily 
and glutinous excretion behind it. Our help had come too late, however, 
for the impact of the great fish had broken the vitrine bell of the Atlantean 
and he had been drowned. It was a day of mourning when we carried his 
body back into the Refuge, but it was also a day of triumph for us, for our 
prompt action had raised us greatly in the estimation of our companions. 
As  to  the  strange  fish,  we  had  Dr.Maracot’s  assurance  that  it  was  a  
specimen of the blanket fish, well known to ichthyologists, but of a size 
such as had never entered into his dreams. 

I speak of this creature because it chanced to bring about a tragedy, 
but I could, and perhaps will, write a book upon the wonderful life which 
we have seen here. Red and black are the prevailing colours in deep-sea 
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life, while the vegetation is of the palest olive, and is of so tough a fibre 
that it is seldom dragged up by our trawls, so that Science has come to 
believe that the bed of the ocean is bare. Many of the marine forms are of 
surpassing loveliness, and others so grotesque in their horror that they are 
like  the  images  of  delirium  and  of  a  danger  such  as  no  land  animal  can  
rival. I have seen a black stingray thirty feet long with a horrible fang upon 
its tail, one blow of which would kill any living creature. I have seen, too, 
a frog-like beast with protruding green eyes, which is simply a gaping 
mouth with a huge stomach behind it. To meet it is death unless one has an 
electric flash with which to repel it. I have seen the blind red eel which lies 
among the rocks and kills by the emission of poison, and I have seen also 
the giant sea-scorpion, one of the terrors of the deep, and the hag fish, 
which lurks among the sea jungle. 

Once, too, it was my privilege to see the real sea-serpent, a creature 
which has seldom appeared before the human eye, for it lives in the 
extreme depths and is seen on the surface only when some submarine 
convulsion has driven it out of its haunts. Two of them swam, or rather 
glided, past us one day while Mona and I cowered among the bunches of 
lamellaria. They were enormous – some ten feet in height and two hundred 
in length, black above, silver-white below, with a high fringe upon the 
back,  and  small  eyes  no  larger  than  those  of  an  ox.  Of  these  and  many  
other such things an account will be found in the paper of Dr.Maracot, 
should it ever reach your hands. 

Week glided into week in our new life. It had become a very 
pleasant one, and we were slowly picking up enough of this long-forgotten 
tongue to enable us to converse a little with our companions. There were 
endless subjects both for study and for amusement in the Refuge, and 
already Maracot has mastered so much of the old chemistry that he 
declares that he can revolutionize all worldly ideas if he can only transmit 
his knowledge. Among other things they have learned to split the atom, 
and though the energy released is less than our scientists had anticipated, it 
is still sufficient to supply them with a great reservoir of power. Their 
acquaintance with the power and nature of the ether is also far ahead of 
ours, and indeed that strange translation of thought into pictures, by which 
we  had  told  them  our  story  and  they  theirs,  was  due  to  an  etheric  
impression translated back into terms of matter. 

And yet, in spite of their knowledge, there were points connected 
with modern scientific developments which had been overlooked by their 
ancestors. 

It was left to Scanlan to demonstrate the fact. For weeks he was in a 
state of suppressed excitement, bursting with some great secret, and 
chuckling continually at his own thoughts. We only saw him occasionally 
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during this time, for he was extremely busy and his one friend and 
confidant was a fat and jovial Atlantean named Berbrix, who was in 
charge of some of the machinery. Scanlan and Berbrix, though their 
intercourse was carried on chiefly by signs and mutual back-lapping, had 
become very close friends, and were now continually closeted together. 
One evening Scanlan came in radiant. 

“Look here, Doc,” he said to Maracot. “I’ve a dope of my own that 
I want to hand to these folk. They’ve shown us a thing or two, and I figure 
that it is up to us to return it. What’s the matter with calling them together 
tomorrow night for a show?” 

“Jazz or the Charleston?” I asked. 
“Charleston nothing. Wait till you see it. Man, it’s the greatest stunt 

– but there, I won’t say a word more. Just this, Bo. I won’t let you down, 
for I’ve got the goods, and I mean to deliver them.” 

Accordingly, the community were assembled next evening in the 
familiar hall. Scanlan and Berbrix were on the platform, beaming with 
pride.  One  or  other  of  them  touched  a  button,  and  then  –  well,  to  use  
Scanlan’s own language, “I hand it to him, for he did surprise us some!”24 

“2L.O. calling,” cried a clear voice. “London calling the British 
Isles. Weather forecast.”25 Then followed the usual sentence about 
depressions and anticyclones. “First News Bulletin. His Majesty the King 
this morning opened the new wing of the Children’s Hospital in 
Hammersmith -” and so on and on, in the familiar strain. For the first time 
we were back in a workaday England once more, plodding bravely 
through its daily task, with its stout back bowed under its war debts. Then 
we heard the foreign news, the sporting news. The old world was droning 
on the same as ever. Our friends the Atlanteans listened in amazement, but 
without comprehension. When, however, as the first item after the news, 
the Guards’ band struck up the march from Lohengrin26 a positive shout 
of delight broke from the people, and it was funny to see them rush upon 
the platform, and turn over the curtains, and look behind the screens to 
find the source of the music. Yes, we have left our mark for ever upon the 
submarine civilization. 

“No, sir,” said Scanlan, afterwards. “I could not make an issuing 
station. They have not the material, and I have not the brains. But down at 
home I rigged a two-valve set of my own with the aerial beside the clothes 
line in the yard, and I learned to handle it, and to pick up any station in the 
States. It seemed to me funny if, with all this electricity to hand, and with 
their glasswork ahead of ours, we couldn’t vamp up something that would 
catch an ether wave, and a wave would sure travel through water just as 
easy as through air. Old Berbrix nearly threw a fit27 when we got the first 
call, but he is wise to it now, and I guess it’s a permanent institution. 
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Among the discoveries of the Atlantean chemists is a gas which is 
nine times lighter than hydrogen and which Maracot has named levigen. It 
was his experiments with this which gave us the idea of sending glass balls 
with information as to our fate to the surface of the ocean. 

“I have made Manda understand the idea” said he. “He has given 
orders to the silica workers, and in a day or two the globes will be ready.” 

“But how can we get our news inside?” I asked. 
“There  is  a  small  aperture  left  through  which  the  gas  is  inserted.  

Into this we can push the papers. Then these skilful workers can seal up 
the hole. I am assured that when we release them they will shoot up to the 
surface.” 

“And bob about unseen for a year.” 
“That might be. But the ball would reflect the sun’s rays. It would 

surely attract attention. We were on the line of shipping between Europe 
and South America. I see no reason why, if we send several,  one at least 
may not be found.” 

And this, my dear Talbot, or you others who read this narrative, is 
how it comes into your hands. But a far more fateful scheme may lie 
behind it. The idea came from the fertile brain of the American mechanic. 

“Say friends,” said he, as we sat alone in our chamber, “it’s dandy 
down here, and the drink is good and the eats are good, and I’ve met a 
wren that makes anything in Philadelphia look like two cents, but all  the 
same  there  are  times  when  I  want  to  feel  that  I  might  see  God’s  own  
country once more.” 

“We may all  feel  that  way,”  said  I,  “but  I  don’t  see  how you can  
hope to make it.” 

“Look it here, Bo! If these balls of gas could carry up our message, 
maybe they could carry us up also. Don’t think I’m joshing, for I’ve 
figured  it  out  to  rights.  We  will  suppose  we  put  three  or  four  of  them  
together  so  as  to  get  a  good lift.  See?  Then we have  our  vitrine  bells  on  
and harness ourselves on to the balls. When the bell rings we cut loose and 
up we go. What is going to stop us between here and the surface?” 

“A shark, maybe.” 
“Blah! Sharks nothing! We would streak past any shark so’s he’d 

hardly  know we was  there.  He’d  think  we was  three  flashes  of  light  and 
we’d get such a lick on that we’d shoot fifty feet up in the air at the other 
end.  I  tell  you the  goof  that  sees  us  come up is  going to  say  his  prayers  
over it.” 

“ But, suppose it is possible, what will happen afterwards?” 
“For Pete’s sake, leave afterwards out of it! Let us chance our luck, 

or we are here for keeps. It’s me for cutting loose and having a dash at it.” 
“I certainly greatly desire to return to the world, if only to lay our 
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results before the learned societies,” said Maracot. “It is only my personal 
influence which can make them realize the fund of new knowledge which 
I have acquired. I should be quite in favour of any such attempt as Scanlan 
has indicated.” 

There were good reasons, as I will tell later, which made me the 
least eager of the three. 

“It would be perfect madness as you propose it. Unless we had 
someone expecting us on the surface we should infallibly drift about and 
perish from hunger and thirst.” 

“Shucks, man, how could we have someone expecting us? “ 
“Perhaps even that could be managed,” said Maracot. “We can give 

within a mile or two the exact latitude and longitude of our position.” 
“And they would let down a ladder,” said I, with some bitterness. 
“Ladder nothing! The boss is right. See here, Mr.Headley, you put 

in that letter that you are going to send the universe – my! don’t I see the 
scare  lines  in  the  journals!  –  that  we  are  at  27  North  Latitude  and  28.I4  
West Longitude, or whatever other figure is the right one. Got that? Then 
you say that three of the most important folk in history, the great man of 
Science, Maracot, and the rising star bug-collector, Headley, and Bob 
Scanlan, a peach of a mechanic and the pride of Merribank’s, are all 
yellin’ and whoopin’ for help from the bottom of the sea. Follow my 
idee?” 

“Well, what then?” 
“Well,  then  it’s  up  to  them,  you see.  It’s  kind  of  a  challenge  that  

they  can’t  forget.  Same  as  I’ve  read  of  Stanley28 finding Livingstone29 
and the like. It’s for them to find some way to yank us out or to catch us at 
the other end if we can take the jump ourselves.” 

“We could suggest the way ourselves,” said the Professor. “Let 
them  drop  a  deep-sea  line  into  these  waters  and  we  will  look  out  for  it.  
When it comes we can tie a message to it and bid them stand by for us.” 

“You’ve  said  a  mouthful!”  cried  Bob  Scanlan.  “That  is  sure  the  
way to do it.” 

“And if any lady cared to share our fortunes four would be as easy 
as three,” said Maracot, with a roguish smile at me. 

“For that matter, five is as easy as four,” said Scanlan. “But you’ve 
got it now, Mr.Headley. You write that down, and in six months we shall 
be back in London River once more.” 

So now we launch our two balls into that water which is to us what 
the air is to you. Our two little balloons will go aloft. Will both be lost on 
the  way?  It  is  possible.  Or  may  we  hope  that  one  will  get  through?  We  
leave  it  on  the  knees  of  the  gods.  If  nothing  can  be  done  for  us,  then  let  
those who care for us know that in any case we are safe and happy. If, on 
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the other hand, this suggestion could be carried out and the money and 
energy for our rescue should be forthcoming, we have given you the 
means by which it can be done. Meanwhile, good-bye – or is it au 
revoir?”30 

 
So ended the narrative in the vitrine ball. 
The preceding narrative covers the facts so far as they were 

available when the account was first drawn up. While the script was in the 
hands of the printer there came an epilogue of the most unexpected and 
sensational description. I refer to the rescue of the adventurers by 
Mr.Faverger’s steam yacht Marion and  the  account  sent  out  by  the  
wireless transmitter of that vessel, and picked up by the cable station at the 
Cape de Verde Islands, which has just forwarded it to Europe and 
America. This account was drawn up by Mr.Key Osborne, the well-known 
representative of the Associated Press. 

It would appear that immediately upon the first narrative of the 
plight of Dr.Maracot and his friends reaching Europe an expedition was 
quietly and effectively fitted up in the hope of bringing about a rescue. 
Mr.Faverger generously placed his famous steam yacht at the disposal of 
the party, which he accompanied in person. The Marion sailed from 
Cherbourg in June, picked up Mr.Key Osborne and a motion-picture 
operator at Southampton, and set forth at once for the tract of ocean which 
was indicated in the original document. This was reached upon the first of 
July. 

A deep-sea piano-wire line was lowered, and was dragged slowly 
along the bottom of the ocean. At the end of this line, beside the heavy 
lead, there was suspended a bottle containing a message. The message ran: 

“Your account has been received by the world, and we are here to 
help you. We duplicate this message by our wireless transmitter in the 
hope  that  it  may  reach  you.  We  will  slowly  traverse  your  region.  When  
you have detached this bottle, please replace your own message in it. We 
will act upon your instructions.” 

For two days the Marion cruised slowly to and fro without result.  
On the third a very great surprise awaited the rescue party. A small, highly 
luminous ball shot out of the water a few hundred yards from the ship, and 
proved to be a vitreous message-bearer of the sort which had been 
described in the original document. Having been broken with some 
difficulty, the following message was read: 

 
“Thanks, dear friends. We greatly appreciate your grand loyalty 

and energy. We receive your wireless messages with facility, and are in a 
position  to  answer  you  in  this  fashion.  We  have  endeavoured  to  get  
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possession of your line, but the currents lift it high, and it sweeps along 
rather faster then even the most active of us can move against the 
resistance of the water. We propose to make our venture at six tomorrow 
morning, which should, according to our reckoning, be Tuesday, July 5th. 
We will come one at a time, so that any advice arising from our experience 
can be wirelessed back to those who come later. Once again heartfelt 
thanks. 

“Maracot. Headley. Scanlan.” 
 
Mr.Key Osborne now takes up the narrative: 
 
“It was a perfect morning, and the deep sapphire sea lay as smooth 

as  a  lake,  with  the  glorious  arch  of  the  deep  blue  sky  unbroken  by  the  
smallest cloud. The whole crew of the Marion was early astir, and awaited 
events  with  the  most  tense  interest.  As  the  hour  of  six  drew  near  our  
anticipation was painful. A look-out had been placed upon our signal mast, 
and it was just five minutes to the hour when we heard him shouting, and 
saw  him  pointing  to  the  water  on  our  port  bow.  We  all  crowded  to  that  
side of the deck, and I was able to perch myself on one of the boats, from 
which I had a clear view. I saw through the still water something which 
looked like a silver bubble ascending with great rapidity from the depths 
of the ocean. It broke the surface about two hundred yards from the ship, 
and soared straight up into the air, a beautiful shining globe some three 
feet in diameter, rising to a great height and then drifting away in some 
slight  current  of  wind  exactly  as  a  toy  balloon  would  do.  It  was  a  
marvellous sight, but it filled us with apprehension, for it seemed as if the 
harness might have come loose, and the burden which this tractor should 
have borne through the waters had been shaken loose upon the way. A 
wireless was at once dispatched: 

“ ‘Your messenger has appeared close to the vessel. It had nothing 
attached and has flown away.’ Meanwhile we lowered a boat so as to be 
ready for any development. 

“Just after six o’clock there was another signal from our watchman, 
and  an  instant  later  I  caught  sight  of  another  silver  globe,  which  was  
swimming  up  from  the  depths  very  much  more  slowly  than  the  last.  On  
reaching the surface it floated in the air, but its burden was supported upon 
the water. This burden proved upon examination to be a great bundle of 
books, papers, and miscellaneous objects all wrapped in a casing of fish 
skin. It was hoisted dripping upon the deck, and was acknowledged by 
wireless, while we eagerly awaited the next arrival. 

“This was not long in coming. Again the silver bubble, again the 
breaking of the surface, but this time the glistening ball shot high into the 
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air, suspending under it, to our amazement, the slim figure of a woman. It 
was but the impetus which had carried her into the air, and an instant later 
she had been towed to the side of the vessel. A leather circlet had been 
firmly fastened round the upper curve of the glass ball, and from this long 
straps  depended  which  were  attached  to  a  broad  leather  belt  round  her  
dainty waist. The upper part of her body was covered by a peculiar pear-
shaped  glass  shade  –  I  call  it  glass,  but  it  was  of  the  same  tough  light  
material as the vitreous ball. It was almost transparent, with silvery veins 
running through its substance. This glass covering had tight elastic 
attachments at the waist and shoulders, which made it perfectly watertight, 
while it was provided within, as has been described in Headley’s original 
manuscript, with novel but very light and practical chemical apparatus for 
the renovation of air. With some difficulty the breathing bell was removed 
and  the  lady  hoisted  upon  deck.  She  lay  there  in  a  deep  faint,  but  her  
regular breathing encouraged us to think that she would soon recover from 
the effects of her rapid journey and from the change of pressure, which 
had  been  minimized  by  the  fact  that  the  density  of  the  air  inside  the  
protective sheath was considerably higher than our atmosphere, so that it 
may be said to have represented that half-way point at which human divers 
are wont to pause. Presumably this is the Atlantean woman referred to in 
the  first  message  as  Mona,  and if  we may take  her  as  a  sample  they  are  
indeed a race worth reintroducing to earth. She is dark in complexion, 
beautifully clear-cut and high-bred in feature, with long black hair, and 
magnificent hazel eyes which looked round her presently in a charming 
amazement. Sea-shells and mother-of-pearl were worked into her cream-
coloured tunic, and tangled in her dark hair. A more perfect Naiad of the 
Deep could not be imagined, the very personification of the mystery and 
the glamour of the sea. We could see complete consciousness coming back 
into those marvellous eyes, and then she sprang suddenly to her feet with 
the activity of a young doe and ran to the side of the vessel. ‘Cyrus! 
Cyrus!’ she cried. 

“We had already removed the anxiety of those below by a wireless. 
But now in quick succession each of them arrived, shooting thirty or forty 
feet into the air, and then falling back into the sea, from which we quickly 
raised them. All three were unconscious, and Scanlan was bleeding at the 
nose and ears, but within an hour all were able to totter to their feet. The 
first action of each was, I imagine, characteristic. Scanlan was led off by a 
laughing group to the bar, from which shouts of merriment are now 
resounding, much to the detriment of this composition. Dr.Maracot seized 
the  bundle  of  papers,  tore  out  one  which  consisted  entirely,  so  far  as  I  
could judge, of algebraic symbols, and disappeared downstairs, while 
Cyrus  Headley  ran  to  the  side  of  his  strange  maiden,  and  looks,  by  last  
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reports, as if he had no intention of ever quitting it. Thus the matter stands, 
and we trust our weak wireless will carry our message as far as the Cape 
de Verde station. The fuller details of this wonderful adventure will come 
later, as is fitting, from the adventurers themselves.” 
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VI 
 
 
There are very many people who have written both to me, Cyrus 

Headley, Rhodes scholar of Oxford, and to Professor Maracot, and even to 
Bill Scanlan, since our very remarkable experience at the bottom of the 
Atlantic, where we were able at a point 200 miles south-west of the 
Canaries to make a submarine descent which has not only led to a revision 
of our views concerning deep-sea life and pressures, but has also 
established the survival of an old civilization under incredibly difficult 
conditions. In these letters we have been continually asked to give further 
details about our experiences. It will be understood that my original 
document was a very superficial one, and yet it covered most of the facts. 
There were some, however, which were withheld, and above all the 
tremendous  episode  of  the  Lord  of  the  Dark  Face.  This  involved  some  
facts and some conclusions of so utterly extraordinary a nature that we all 
thought it  was best to suppress it  entirely for the present. Now, however, 
that Science has accepted our conclusions – and I may add since Society 
has accepted my bride – our general veracity is established and we may 
perhaps venture upon a narrative which might have repulsed public 
sympathy  in  the  first  instance.  Before  I  get  to  the  one  tremendous  
happening I would lead up to it by some reminiscences of those wonderful 
months in the buried home of the Atlanteans, who by means of their 
vitrine oxygen bells are able to walk the ocean floor with the same ease as 
those  Londoners  whom  I  see  now  from  my  windows  in  the  Hyde  Park  
Hotel are strolling among the flower beds. 

When first we were taken in by these people after our dreadful fall 
from the surface we were in the position of prisoners rather than of guests. 
I wish now to set upon record how this came to change and how through 
the splendour of Dr.Maracot we have left such a name down there that the 
memory of us will go down in their annals as of some celestial visitation. 
They knew nothing of our leaving, which they would certainly have 
prevented if they could, so that no doubt there is already a legend that we 
have returned to some heavenly sphere, taking with us the sweetest and 
choicest flower of their flock. 

I  would  wish  now  to  set  down  in  their  order  some  of  the  strange  
things  of  this  wonderful  world,  and  also  some  of  the  adventures  which  
befell us until I came to the supreme adventure of all – one which will 
leave  a  mark  upon  each  of  us  for  ever  –  the  coming  of  the  Lord  of  the  
Dark Face. In some ways I wish that we could have stayed longer in the 
Maracot Deep for there were many mysteries there, and up to the end there 
were things which we could not understand. Also we were rapidly learning 
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something of their language, so that soon we should have had much more 
information. 

Experience had taught these people what was terrible and what was 
innocent. One day, I remember, that there was a sudden alarm and that we 
all ran out in our oxygen bells on to the ocean bed, though why we ran or 
what  we  meant  to  do  was  a  mystery  to  us.  There  could  be  no  mistake,  
however, as to the horror and distraction upon the faces of those around 
us. When we got out on to the plain we met a number of the Greek coal-
workers who were hastening towards the door of our Colony. They had 
come at such a pace, and were so weary that they kept falling down in the 
ooze, and it was clear that we were really a rescue party for the purpose of 
picking up these cripples, and hurrying up the laggards. We saw no sign of 
weapons and no show of resistance against the coming danger. Soon the 
colliers were hustled along, and when the last one had been shoved 
through the door we looked back along the line that they had traversed. All 
that we could see was a couple of greenish wisp-like clouds, luminous in 
the centre and ragged at the edges, which were drifting rather than moving 
in our direction. At the clear sight of them, though they were quite half a 
mile away, my companions were filled with panic and beat at the door so 
as to get in the sooner. It was surely nervous work to see these mysterious 
centres of trouble draw nearer, but the pumps acted swiftly and we were 
soon in safety once more. There was a great block of transparent crystal,  
ten foot long and two foot broad, above the lintel of the door, with lights 
so arranged that they threw a strong glare outside. Mounted on the ladders 
kept for the purpose, several of us, including myself, looked through this 
rude window. I saw the strange shimmering green circles of light pause 
before the door. As they did so the Atlanteans on either side of me simply 
gibbered with fear. Then one of the shadowy creatures outside came 
flickering up through the water and made for our crystal window. Instantly 
my companions pulled me down below the level of vision, but it seems 
that in my carelessness some of my hair did not get clear from whatever 
the maleficent influence may be which these strange creatures send forth. 
There is a patch there which is withered and white to this day. 

It  was  not  for  a  long time that  the  Atlanteans  dared  to  open their  
door, and when at last a scout was sent forth he went amid hand-shakings 
and slaps on the back as one who does a gallant deed. His report was that 
all was clear, and soon joy had returned to the community and this strange 
visitation seemed to have been forgotten. We only gathered from the word 
“Praxa,” repeated in various tones of horror, that this was the name of the 
creature. The only person who derived real joy from the incident was 
Professor Maracot, who could hardly be restrained from sallying out with 
a  small  net  and a  glass  vase.  “A new order  of  life,  partly  organic,  partly  
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gaseous, but clearly intelligent,” was his general comment. “A freak out of 
Hell,” was Scanlan’s less scientific description. 

Two days afterwards, when we were out on what we called a 
shrimping expedition, when we walked among the deep sea foliage and 
captured in our hand-nets specimens of the smaller fish, we came suddenly 
upon the body of one of the coal-workers, who had no doubt been 
overtaken in his flight by these strange creatures. The glass bell had been 
broken – a matter which called for enormous strength, for this vitrine 
substance is extraordinarily tough, as you realized when you attempted to 
reach  my  first  documents.  The  man’s  eyes  had  been  torn  out,  but  
otherwise he had been uninjured. 

“A dainty feeder!” said the Professor after our return. “There is a 
hawk parrot in New Zealand which will kill the lamb in order to get at a 
particular morsel of fat above the kidney. So this creature will slay the 
man  for  his  eyes.  In  the  heavens  above  and  in  the  waters  below  Nature  
knows but one law, and it is, alas! remorseless cruelty.” 

We had many examples of that terrible law down there in the 
depths of the ocean. I can remember, for example, that many times we 
observed a curious groove upon the soft bathybian mud, as if a barrel had 
been rolled along it. We pointed it out to our Atlantean companions, and 
when we could interrogate them we tried to get from them some account 
of what this creature could be. As to its name our friends gave some of 
those peculiar clicking sounds which come into the Atlantean speech, and 
which cannot be reproduced either by the European tongue or by the 
European alphabet. Krixchok is, perhaps, an approximation to it. But as to 
its appearance we could always in such cases make use of the Atlantean 
thought reflector by which our friends were able to give a very clear vision 
of whatever was in their own minds. By this means they conveyed to us a 
picture of a very strange marine creature which the Professor could only 
classify as a gigantic sea slug. It seemed to be of great size, sausage-
shaped with eyes at the end of stems, and a thick coating of coarse hair or 
bristles. When showing this apparition, our friends by their gestures 
expressed the greatest horror and repulsion. 

But this, as anyone could predicate who knew Maracot, only served 
to inflame his scientific passions and to make him the more eager to 
determine the exact species and subspecies of this unknown monster. 
Accordingly I was not surprised when, on the occasion of our next 
excursion,  he  stopped at  the  point  where  we clearly  saw the  mark  of  the  
brute upon the slime, and turned deliberately towards the tangle of 
seaweed and basaltic blocks out of whigh it seemed to have come. The 
moment we left the plain the traces of course ceased, and yet there seemed 
to  be  a  natural  gully  amid  the  rocks  which  clearly  led  to  the  den  of  the  
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monster. We were all three armed with the pikes which the Atlanteans 
usually carried, but they seemed to me to be frail things with which to face 
unknown dangers. The Professor trudged ahead, however, and we could 
but follow after. 

The rocky gorge ran upwards, its sides formed of huge clusters of 
volcanic  debris  and  draped  with  a  profusion  of  the  long  red  and  black  
forms of lamellaria which are characteristic of the extreme depths of 
Ocean. A thousand beautiful ascidians and echinoderms of every joyous 
colour and fantastic shape peeped out from amid this herbage, which was 
alive with strange crustaceans and low forms of creeping life. Our 
progress was slow, for walking is never easy in the depths, and the angle 
up  which  we  toiled  was  an  acute  one.  Suddenly,  however,  we  saw  the  
creature whom we hunted, and the sight was not a reassuring one. 

It was half protruded from its lair, which was a hollow in a basaltic 
pile. About five feet of hairy body was visible, and we perceived its eyes, 
which were as large as saucers, yellow in colour, and glittering like agates, 
moving round slowly upon their long pedicles as it heard the sound of our 
approach. Then slowly it began to unwind itself from its burrow, waving 
its heavy body along in caterpillar fashion. Once it reared up its head some 
four feet from the rocks, so as to have a better look at us, and I observed, 
as it did so, that it had what looked like the corrugated soles of tennis 
shoes fastened on either side of its neck, the same colour, size, and striped 
appearance. What this might mean I could not conjecture, but we were 
soon to have an object lesson in their use. 

The Professor had braced himself with his pike projecting forward 
and a most determined expression upon his face. It was clear that the hope 
of a rare specimen had swept all fear from his mind. Scanlan and I were by 
no means so sure of ourselves, but we could not abandon the old man, so 
we stood our ground on either side of him. The creature after that one long 
stare, began slowly and clumsily to make its way down the slape, worming 
its path among the rocks, and raising its pedicled eyes from time to time to 
see what we were about. It came so slowly that we seemed safe enough, 
since we could always outdistance it. And yet, had we only known it, we 
were standing very near to death. 

It  was  surely  Providence  that  sent  us  our  warning.  The  beast  was  
still making its lumbering approach, and may have been sixty yards from 
us,  when  a  very  large  fish,  a  deep-sea  groper,  shot  out  from  the  algæ-
jungle on our side of the gorge and swam slowly across it. It had reached 
the centre, and was about midway between the creature and ourselves 
when it gave a convulsive leap, turned belly upwards, and sank dead to the 
bottom of the ravine. At the same moment each of us felt an extraordinary 
and most unpleasant tingling pass over our whole bodies, while our knees 
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seemed to give way beneath us. Old Maracot was as wary as he was 
audacious, and in an instant he had sized up the situation and realized that 
the game was up. We were faced by some creature which threw out 
electric waves to kill its prey, and our pikes were of no more use against it 
than against a machine-gun. Had it not been for the lucky chance that the 
fish drew its fire, we should have waited until it was near enough to loose 
off its full battery, which would infallibly have destroyed us. We 
blundered off as swiftly as we could, with the resolution to leave the giant 
electric sea-worm severely alone for the future. 

These were some of the more terrible of the dangers of the deep. 
Yet  another  was  the  little  black  Hydrops  ferox,  as  the  Professor  named  
him. He was a red fish not much longer than a herring, with a large mouth 
and a formidable row of teeth. He was harmless in ordinary circumstances, 
but the shedding of blood, even the very smallest amount of it, attracted 
him in an instant, and there was no possible salvation for the victim, who 
was torn to pieces by swarms of attackers. We saw a horrible sight once at 
the colliery pits, where a slave worker had the misfortune to cut his hand. 
In an instant, coming from all quarters, thousands of these fish were on to 
him. In vain he threw himself down and struggled; in vain his horrified 
companions beat them away with their picks and shovels. The lower part 
of him, beneath his bell, dissolved before our eyes amid the cloud of 
vibrant life which surrounded him. One instant we saw a man. The next 
there  was  a  red  mass  with  white  protruding  bones.  A  minute  later  the  
bones only were left below the waist and half a clean-picked skeleton was 
lying at the bottom of the sea. The sight was so horrifying that we were all 
ill, and the hard-boiled Scanlan actually fell down in a faint and we had 
some difficulty in getting him home. 

But the strange sights which we saw were not always horrifying. I 
have in mind one which will never fade from our memory. It was on one 
of those excursions which we delighted to take, sometimes with an 
Atlantean guide, and sometimes by ourselves when our hosts had learned 
that we did not need constant attendance and nursing. We were passing 
over  a  portion  of  the  plain  with  which  we were  quite  familiar,  when we 
perceived, to our surprise, that a great patch of light yellow sand, half an 
acre or so in extent, had been laid down or uncovered since our last visit. 
We were standing in some surprise, wondering what submarine current or 
seismic movement could have brought this about, when to our absolute 
amazement the whole thing rose up and swam with slow undulations 
immediately above our heads. It was so huge that the great canopy took 
some  appreciable  time,  a  minute  or  two,  to  pass  from  over  us.  It  was  a  
gigantic flat fish, not different, so far as the Professor could observe, from 
one  of  our  own  little  dabs,  but  grown  to  this  enormous  size  upon  the  
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nutritious food which the bathybian deposits provide. It vanished away 
into the darkness above us, a great, glimmering, flickering white and 
yellow expanse, and we saw it no more. 

There was one other phenomenon of the deep sea which was very 
unexpected. That was the tornadoes which frequently occur. They seem to 
be caused by the periodical arrival of violent submarine currents which set 
in with little warning and are terrific while they last, causing as much 
confusion and destruction as the highest wind would do upon land. No 
doubt without these visitations there would be that putridity and stagnation 
which absolute immobility must give, so that, as in all Nature’s processes, 
there was an excellent object in view; but the experience none the less was 
an alarming one. 

On the first occasion when I was caught in such a watery cyclone, I 
had gone out with that very dear lady to whom I have alluded, Mona, the 
daughter of Manda. There was a very beautiful bank loaded with algæ of a 
thousand varied colours which lay a mile or so from the Colony. This was 
Mona’s  very  special  garden  which  she  greatly  loved,  a  tangle  of  pink  
serpularia, purple ophiurids and red holothurians. On this day she had 
taken  me  to  see  it,  and  it  was  while  we  were  standing  before  it  that  the  
storm burst. So strong was the current which suddenly flowed upon us that 
it was only by holding together and getting behind the shelter of rocks that 
we could save ourselves from being washed away. I observed that this 
rushing  stream  of  water  was  quite  warm,  almost  as  warm  as  one  could  
bear, which may show that there is a volcanic origin in these disturbances 
and that they are the wash from some submarine disturbance in some far-
off region of the ocean bed. The mud of the great plain was stirred up by 
the rush of the current, and the light was darkened by the thick cloud of 
matter suspended in the water around us. To find our way back was 
impossible, for we had lost all sense of direction, and in any case could 
hardly  move against  the  rush  of  the  water.  Then on the  top  of  all  else  a  
slowly increasing heaviness of the chest and difficulty of breathing warned 
me that our oxygen supply was beginning to fail us. 

It is at such times, when we are in the immediate presence of death, 
that the great primitive passions float to the surface and submerge all our 
lesser emotions. It was only at that moment that I knew that I loved my 
gentle companion, loved her with all my heart and soul, loved her with a 
love  which  was  rooted  deep  down  and  was  part  of  my  very  self.  How  
strange a thing is a love like that! How impossible to analyse! It was not 
for her face or figure, lovely as they were. It was not for her voice, though 
it was more musical than any I have known, nor was it for mental 
communion, since I could only learn her thoughts from her sensitive ever-
changing face. No, it was something at the back of her dark dreamy eyes, 
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something in the very depths of her soul as of mine which made us mates 
for all time. I held out my hand and clasped her own, reading in her face 
that there was no thought or emotion of mine which was not flooding her 
own receptive mind and flushing her lovely cheek. Death at my side would 
present  no  terror  to  her,  and as  for  myself  my heart  throbbed at  the  very  
thought. 

But it was not to be. One would think that our glass coverings 
excluded sounds, but as a matter of fact the throb of certain air vibrations 
penetrated them easily, or by their impact started similar vibrations within. 
There was a loud beat, a reverberating clang, like that of a distant gong. I 
had no idea what it might mean, but my companion was in no doubt. Still 
holding my hand, she rose from our shelter, and after listening intently she 
crouched down and began to make her way against the storm. It was a race 
against death, for every instant the terrible oppression on my chest became 
more unbearable. I saw her dear face peering most anxiously into mine, 
and I staggered on in the direction to which she led me. Her appearance 
and her movements showed that her oxygen supply was less exhausted 
than mine. I held on as long as Nature would allow, and then suddenly 
everything swam around me. I threw out my arms and fell senseless upon 
the soft ocean floor. 

When  I  came  to  myself  I  was  lying  on  my  own  couch  inside  the  
Atlantean Palace. The old yellow-clad priest was standing beside me, a 
phial of some stimulant in his hand. Maracot and Scanlan, with distressed 
faces, were bending over me, while Mona knelt at the bottom of the bed 
with tender anxiety upon her features. It seems that the brave girl had 
hastened on to the community door, from which on occasions of this sort it 
was  the  custom  to  beat  a  great  gong  as  a  guide  to  any  wanderers  who  
might be lost. There she had explained my position and had guided back 
the rescue party, including my two comrades, who had brought me back in 
their arms. Whatever I may do in life, it is truly Mona who will do it, for 
that life has been a gift from her. 

Now that by a miracle she has come to join me in the upper world, 
the human world under the sky, it is strange to reflect upon the fact that 
my love was such that I was willing, most willing, to remain for ever in 
the  depths  so  long  as  she  should  be  all  my  own.  For  long  I  could  not  
understand that deep, deep intimate bond which held us together, and 
which was felt, as I could see, as strongly by her as by me. It was Manda, 
her father, who gave me an explanation which was as unexpected as it was 
satisfying. 

He had smiled gently over our love affair – smiled with the 
indulgent, half-amused air of one who sees that come to pass which he had 
already anticipated. Then one day he led me aside and in his own chamber 
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he placed that silver screen upon which his thoughts and knowledge could 
be reflected. Never while the breath of life is in my body can I forget that 
which he showed me – and her. Seated side by side, our hands clasped 
together, we watched entranced while the pictures flickered up before our 
eyes, formed and projected by that racial memory of the past which these 
Atlanteans possess. 

There was a rocky peninsula jutting out into a lovely blue ocean. I 
may not have told you before that in these thought cinemas, if I may use 
the expression, colour is produced as well as form. On this headland was a 
house of quaint design, wide-spread, red-roofed, white-walled, and 
beautiful. A grove of palm trees surrounded it. In this grove there appeared 
to be a camp, for we could see the white sheen of tents and here and there 
the glimmer of arms as of some sentinel keeping ward. Out of this grove 
there walked a middle-aged man clad in mail armour, with a round light 
shield on his arm. He carried something in his other hand, but whether 
sword or javelin I could not see. He turned his face towards us once, and I 
saw at once that he was of the same breed as the Atlantean men who were 
around me. Indeed, he might have been the twin brother of Manda, save 
that his features were harsh and menacing – a brute man, but one who was 
brutal not from ignorance but from the trend of his own nature. The brute 
and the brain are surely the most dangerous of all combinations. In this 
high forehead and sardonic, bearded mouth one sensed the very essence of 
evil. If this were indeed some previous incarnation of Manda himself, and 
by  his  gestures  he  seemed  to  wish  us  to  understand  that  it  was,  then  in  
soul, if not in mind, he has risen far since then. 

As he approached the house, we saw in the picture that a young 
woman came out to meet him. She was clad as the old Greeks were clad, 
in a long clinging white garment, the simplest and yet the most beautiful 
and dignified dress that woman has ever yet devised. Her manner as she 
approached the man was one of submission and reverence – the manner of 
a dutiful daughter to a father. He repulsed her savagely, however, raising 
his hand as if to strike her. As she shrank back from him, the sun lit up her 
beautiful, tearful face and I saw that it was my Mona. 

The silver screen blurred, and an instant later another scene was 
forming. It was a rock-bound cove, which I sensed to belong to that very 
peninsula which I had already seen. A strange-shaped boat with high 
pointed ends was in the foreground. It was night, but the moon shone very 
brightly on the water. The familiar stars, the same to Atlantis as to us, 
glittered  in  the  sky.  Slowly  and cautiously  the  boat  drew in.  There  were  
two rowers, and in the bows was a man enveloped in a dark cloak. As he 
came close to the shore he stood up and looked eagerly around him. I saw 
his pale, earnest face in the clear moonlight. It did not need the convulsive 
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clasp of Mona or the ejaculation of Manda to explain that strange intimate 
thrill which shot over me as I looked. The man was myself. 

Yes, I, Cyrus Headley, now of New York and of Oxford; I, the 
latest product of modern culture, had myself once been part of this mighty 
civilization of old. I understood now why many of the symbols and 
hieroglyphs which I had seen around me had impressed me with a vague 
familiarity. Again and again I had felt like a man who strains his memory 
because he feels that he is on the edge of some great discovery, which is 
always awaiting him, and yet is always just outside his grasp. Now, too, I 
understood that deep soul thrill which I had encountered when my eyes 
met those of Mona. They came from the depths of my own subconscious 
self where the memories of twelve thousand years still lingered. 

Now the boat had touched the shore, and out of the bushes above 
there had come a glimmering white figure. My arms were outstretched to 
enfold it. After one hurried embrace I had half lifted, half carried her into 
the boat. But now there was a sudden alarm. With frantic gestures I 
beckoned to the rowers to push out. It  was too late. Men swarmed out of 
the bushes. Eager hands seized the side of the boat. In vain I tried to beat 
them off. An axe gleamed in the air and crashed down upon my head. I fell 
forward dead upon the lady bathing her white robe in my blood. I saw her 
screaming, wild-eyed and open-mouthed, while her father dragged her by 
her long black hair from underneath my body. Then the curtain closed 
down. 

Once again a picture flickered up upon the silver screen. It was the 
inside of the house of refuge which had been built by the wise Atlantean 
for  a  place  of  refuge  on  the  day of  doom – that  very  house  in  which  we 
now stood. I saw its crowded, terrified inmates at the moment of the 
catastrophe.  There  I  saw  my  Mona  once  again,  and  there  also  was  her  
father who had learned better and wiser ways so that he was now included 
among  those  who  might  be  saved.  We  saw  the  great  hall  rocking  like  a  
ship in a storm, while the awestruck refugees clung to the pillars or fell 
upon the floor. Then we saw the lurch and fall as it descended through the 
waves. Once more the scene died away, and Manda turned smiling to 
show that all was over. 

Yes, we had lived before, the whole group of us, Manda and Mona 
and I, and perhaps shall live again, acting and reacting down the long 
chain of our lives. I had died in the upper world, and so my own 
reincarnations had been upon that plane. Manda and Mona had died under 
the waves, and so it was there that their cosmic destiny had been worked 
out. We had for a moment seen a corner lifted in the great dark veil of 
Nature and had one passing gleam of truth amid the mysteries which 
surround  us.  Each  life  is  but  one  chapter  in  a  story  which  God  has  
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designed. You cannot judge its wisdom or its justice until in some supreme 
day from some pinnacle of knowledge you look back and see at last the 
cause and the effect, acting and reacting, down all the long chronicles of 
Time.31 

This new-found and delightful relationship of mine may have saved 
us all a little later when the only serious quarrel which we ever had broke 
out between us and the community with which we dwelt. As it was, it 
might have gone ill with us had not a far greater matter come to engage the 
attention of all, and to place us on a pinnacle in their estimation. It came 
about thus. 

One  morning,  if  such  a  term  can  be  used  where  the  time  of  day  
could only be judged by our occupations, the Professor and I were seated 
in our large common room. He had fitted one corner of it as a laboratory 
and was busily engaged in dissecting a gastrostomus which he had netted 
the day before. On his table were scattered a litter of amphipods and 
copepods with specimens of Valella, Ianthina, Physalia, and a hundred 
other creatures whose smell was by no means as attractive as their 
appearance. I was seated near him studying an Atlantean grammar, for our 
friends had plenty of books, printed in curious right to left fashion upon 
what I thought was parchment but which proved to be the bladders of 
fishes, pressed and preserved. I was bent on getting the key which would 
unlock all this knowledge, and therefore I spent much of my time over the 
alphabet and the elements of the language. 

Suddenly, however, our peaceful pursuits were rudely interrupted 
by an extraordinary procession which rushed into the room. First came 
Bill Scanlan, very red and excited, one arm waving in the air, and, to our 
amazement,  a  plump  and  noisy  baby  under  the  other.  Behind  him  was  
Berbrix, the Atlantean engineer who had helped Scanlan to erect the 
wireless receiver. He was a large stout jovial man as a rule, but now his 
big fat face was convulsed with grief. Behind him again was a woman 
whose  straw-coloured  hair  and  blue  eyes  showed  that  she  was  no  
Atlantean but one of the subordinate race which we traced to the ancient 
Greeks. 

“Look it here, boss,” cried the excited Scanlan. “This guy Berbrix, 
who is a regular fellar, is going clean goofie32 and so is this skirt whom he 
has married, and I guess it is up to us to see that they get a square deal. Far 
as I understand it she is like a nigger would be down South, and he said a 
mouthful when he asked her to marry him, but I reckon that’s the guy’s 
own affair and nothing to us.” 

“Of  course  it  is  his  own affair,”  said  I.  “What  on  earth  has  bitten  
you, Scanlan?” 

“It’s like this, boss. Here has a baby come long. It seems the folk 
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here don’t want a breed of that sort nohow, and the Priests are out to offer 
up the baby to that dumm image down yonder. The chief high muck-a-
muck got hold of the baby and was sailin’ off with it but Berbrix yanked it 
away, and I threw him down on his ear-hole, and now the whole pack are 
at our heels and -” 

Scanlan  got  no  further  with  his  explanation,  for  there  was  a  
shouting and a rush of feet in the passage, our door was flung open, and 
several of the yellow-clad attendants of the Temple rushed into the room. 
Behind them, fierce and austere, came the high-nosed formidable Priest. 
He beckoned with his hand, and his servants rushed forward to seize the 
child. They halted, however, in indecision as they saw Scanlan throw the 
baby down among the specimens on the table behind him, and pick up a 
pike with which he confronted his assailants. They had drawn their knives, 
so I also ran with a pike to Scanlan’s aid, while Berbrix did the same. So 
menacing were we that the Temple servants shrank back and things 
seemed to have come to a deadlock. 

“Mr.Headley,  sir,  you  speak  a  bit  of  their  lingo,”  cried  Scanlan.  
“Tell them there ain’t no soft pickings here.33 Tell them we ain’t givin’ 
away  no  babies  this  morning,  thank  you.  Tell  them  there  will  be  such  a  
rough house as they never saw if they don’t vamose the ranche. There 
now, you asked for it and you’ve got it good and plenty and I wish you 
joy.” 

The latter part of Scanlan’s speech was caused by the fact that 
Dr.Maracot had suddenly plunged the scalpel with which he was 
performing his dissection into the arm of one of the attendants who had 
crept round and had raised his knife to stab Scanlan. The man howled and 
danced about in fear and pain while his comrades, incited by the old Priest, 
prepared to make a rush. Heaven only knows what would have happened 
if Manda and Mona had not entered the room. He stared with amazement 
at the scene and asked a number of eager questions from the High Priest. 
Mona had come over to me, and with a happy inspiration I picked up the 
baby and placed it in her arms, where it settled down and cooed most 
contentedly. 

Manda’s brow was overcast and it was clear that he was greatly 
puzzled what to do. He sent the Priest and his satellites back to the 
Temple, and then he entered into a long explanation, only a part of which I 
could understand and pass on to my companions. 

“You are to give up the baby,” I said to Scanlan. 
“Give it up! No, sir. Nothin’ doing!” 
“This lady is to take charge of mother and child.” 
“That’s another matter. If Miss Mona takes it on, I am contented. 

But if that bindlestiff of a priest -” 
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“No, no, he cannot interfere. The matter is to be referred to the 
Council. It is very serious, for I understand Manda to say that the Priest is 
within his rights and that it is an old-established custom of the nation. 
They could never, he says, distinguish between the upper and lower races 
if they had all sorts of intermediates in between. If children are born they 
must die. That is the law.” 

“Well, this baby won’t die anyhow.” 
“I hope not. He said he would do all he could with the Council. But 

it will be a week or two before they meet. So it’s safe up to then, and who 
knows what may happen in the meantime.” 

Yes, who knew what might happen. Who could have dreamed what 
did happen. Out of this is fashioned the next chapter of our adventures. 
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VII 
 
 
I have already said that within a short distance of the underground 

dwelling of the Atlanteans, prepared beforehand to meet the catastrophe 
which overwhelmed their native land, there lay the ruins of that great city 
of which their dwelling had once been part. I have described also how 
with the vitrine bells charged with oxygen upon our heads we were taken 
to visit this place, and I tried to convey how deep were our emotions as we 
viewed it. No words can describe the tremendous impression produced by 
those colossal ruins, the huge carved pillars and gigantic buildings, all 
lying stark and silent in the grey phosphorescent light of the bathybian 
deeps,  with  no  movement  save  the  slow  wash  of  the  giant  fronds  in  the  
deep-sea currents, or the flickering shadows of the great fish which passed 
through the gaping doors or flitted round the dismantled chambers. It was 
a favourite haunt of ours, and under the guidance of our friend Manda we 
passed many an hour examining the strange architecture and all the other 
remains of that vanished civilization which bore every sign of having 
been, so far as material knowledge goes, far ahead of our own. 

I have said material knowledge. Soon we were to have proof that in 
spiritual  culture  there  was  a  vast  chasm  which  separated  them  from  us.  
The lesson which we carry from their rise and their fall is that the greatest 
danger which can come to a state is when its intellect outruns its soul. It  
destroyed this old civilization, and it may yet be the ruin of our own. 

We  had  observed  that  in  one  part  of  the  ancient  city  there  was  a  
large building which must have stood upon a hill, for it was still 
considerably elevated above the general level. A long flight of broad steps 
constructed from black marble led up to it, and the same material had been 
used in most of the building, but it was nearly obscured now by a horrible 
yellow fungus, a fleshy leprous mass, which hung down from every 
cornice and projection. Above the main doorway, carved also in black 
marble, was a terrible Medusa-like head with radiating serpents, and the 
same symbol was repeated here and there upon the walls. Several times we 
had wished to explore this sinister building, but on each occasion our 
friend Manda had shown the greatest agitation and by frantic gestures had 
implored  us  to  turn  away.  It  was  clear  that  so  long  as  he  was  in  our  
company we should never have our way, and yet a great curiosity urged us 
to penetrate the secret of this ominous place. We held a council on the 
matter one morning, Bill Scanlan and I. 

“Look it here, Bo,” said he, “there is something there that this guy 
does not want us to see, and the more he hides it the more of a hunch have 
I that I want to be set wise to it. We don’t need no guides any more, you or 
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I. I guess we can put on our own glass tops and walk out of the front door 
same as any other citizen. Let us go down and explore.” 

“Why not?” said I, for I was as curious about the matter as Scanlan. 
“Do you see any objection, sir?” I asked, for Doctor Maracot had entered 
the room. “Perhaps you would care to come down with us and fathom the 
mystery of the Palace of Black Marble.” 

“It may be the Palace of Black Magic as well,” said he. “Did you 
ever hear of the Lord of the Dark Face?” 

I confessed that I never did. I forget if I have said before that the 
Professor was a world-famed specialist on Comparative Religions and 
ancient primitive beliefs. Even the distant Atlantis was not beyond the 
range of his learning. 

“Our knowledge of the conditions there came to us chiefly by way 
of Egypt,” said he. “It is what the Priests of the Temple at Sais told Solon 
which  is  the  solid  nucleus  round  which  all  the  rest,  part  fact  and  part  
fiction, has gathered.” 

“And what wise cracks did the priests say?” asked Scanlan. 
“Well, they said a good deal. But among other things they handed 

down a legend of the Lord of the Dark Face. I can’t help thinking that he 
may have been the Master of the Black Marble Palace. Some say that there 
were several Lords of the Dark Face – but one at least is on record.” 

“And what sort of a duck was he?” asked Scanlan. 
“Well, by all accounts, he was more than a man, both in his power 

and in his wickedness. Indeed, it was on account of these things, and on 
account of the utter corruption which he had brought upon the people, that 
the whole land was destroyed.” 

“Like Sodom and Gomorrah.” 
“Exactly. There would seem to be a point where things become 

impossible. Nature’s patience is exhausted, and the only course open is to 
smear it all out and begin again. This creature, one can hardly call him a 
man, had trafficked in unholy arts and had acquired magic powers of the 
most far-reaching sort which he turned to evil ends. That is the legend of 
the Lord of the Dark Face. It would explain why his house is still a thing 
of horror to these poor people and why they dread that we should go near 
it.” 

“Which makes me the more eager to do so,” I cried. 
“Same here, Bo,” Bill added. 
“I confess that I too should be interested to examine it,” said the 

Professor. “I cannot see that our kind hosts here will be any the worse if 
we make a little expedition of our own, since their superstition makes it 
difficult for them to accompany us. We will take our opportunity and do 
so.” 
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It was some little time before that opportunity came, for our small 
community was so closely knit that there was little privacy in life. It 
chanced, however, one morning – so far as we could with our rough 
calendar reckon night and morning – there was some religious observance 
which assembled them all and took up all tneir attention. The chance was 
too good for us to miss and having assured the two janitors who worked 
the great pumps of the entrance chamber that all was right we soon found 
ourselves alone upon the ocean bed and bound for the old city. Progress is 
slow  through  the  heavy  medium  of  salt  water,  and  even  a  short  walk  is  
wearying, but within an hour we found ourselves in front of the huge black 
building which had excited our curiosity. With no friendly guide to check 
us, and no presentiment of danger, we ascended the marble stair and 
passed through the huge carved portals of this palace of evil. 

It was far better preserved than the other buildings of the old city – 
so  much so,  indeed,  that  the  stone  shell  was  in  no  way altered,  and only  
the furniture and the hangings had long decayed and vanished. Nature, 
however, had brought her own hangings, and very horrible they were. It 
was  a  gloomy  shadowy  place  at  the  best,  but  in  those  hideous  shadows  
lurked the obscene shapes of monstrous polyps and strange, misformed 
fish which were like the creations of a nightmare. Especially I remember 
an enormous purple sea-slug which crawled, in great numbers, everywhere 
and  large  black  flat  fish  which  lay  like  mats  upon  the  floor,  with  long  
waving tentacles tipped with flame vibrating above them in the water. We 
had to step carefully, for the whole building was filled with hideous 
creatures which might well prove to be as poisonous as they looked. 

There were richly ornamented passages with small side rooms 
leading out from them, but the centre of the building was taken up by one 
magnificent hall, which in the days of its grandeur must have been one of 
the most wonderful chambers ever erected by human hands. In that 
gloomy light we could see neither the roof nor the full sweep of the walls, 
but as we walked round, our lamps casting tunnels of light before us, we 
appreciated its huge proportions and the marvellous decorations of the 
walls. These decorations took the form of statues and ornaments, carved 
with the highest perfection of art, but horrible and revolting in their 
subjects. All that the most depraved human mind could conceive of Sadic 
cruelty and bestial lust was reproduced upon the walls. Through the 
shadows monstrous images and horrible imaginings loomed round us on 
every side. If ever the devil had a Temple erected in his honour, it was 
there.  So  too  was  the  devil  himself,  for  at  one  end of  the  room,  under  a  
canopy of discoloured metal which may well have been gold, and on a 
high  throne  of  red  marble,  there  was  seated  a  dreadful  deity,  the  very  
impersonation of evil, savage, scowling and relentless, modelled upon the 
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same  lines  as  the  Baal  whom  we  had  seen  in  the  Atlantean  Colony,  but  
infinitely stranger and more repulsive. There was a fascination in the 
wonderful vigour of that terrible countenance, and we were standing with 
our lamps playing upon it, absorbed in our reflections, when the most 
amazing, the most incredible thing came to break in upon our reflections. 
From behind us there came the sound of a loud, derisive human laugh. 

Our heads were, as I have explained, enclosed in our glass bells, 
from which all sound was excluded, nor was it possible for anyone 
wearing a bell to utter any sound. And yet that mocking laugh fell clear 
upon the ears of each of us. We sprang round and stood amazed at what 
was before us. 

Against  one  of  the  pillars  of  the  hall  a  man was  leaning,  his  arms 
folded upon his chest, and his malevolent eyes fixed with a threatening 
glare upon ourselves. I have called him a man, but he was unlike any man 
whom I have ever seen, and the fact that he both breathed and talked as no 
man could breathe or talk, and made his voice carry as no human voice 
could carry, told us that he had that in him which made him very different 
from ourselves. Outwardly he was a magnificent creature, not less than 
seven feet in height and built upon the lines of a perfect athlete, which was 
the more noticeable as he wore a costume which fitted tightly upon his 
figure, and seemed to consist of black glazed leather. His face was that of 
a  bronze  statue  –  a  statue  wrought  by  some master  craftsman in  order  to  
depict all the power and also all the evil which the human features could 
portray. It was not bloated or sensual, for such characteristics would have 
meant weakness and there was no trace of weakness there. On the 
contrary, it was extraordinarily clean-cut and aquiline, with an eagle nose, 
dark bristling brows, and smouldering black eyes which flashed and 
glowed with an inner fire. It was those remorseless, malignant eyes, and 
the beautiful but cruel straight hard-lipped mouth, set like fate, which gave 
the terror to his face. One felt, as one looked at him, that magnificent as he 
was in his person, he was evil to the very marrow, his glance a threat, his 
smile a sneer, his laugh a mockery. 

“Well, gentlemen,” he said, talking excellent English in a voice 
which sounded as clear as if we were all back upon earth, “you have had a 
remarkable adventure in the past and are likely to have an even more 
exciting one in the future, though it may be my pleasant task to bring it to 
a sudden end. This, I fear, is a rather one-sided conversation, but as I am 
perfectly well able to read your thoughts, and as I know all about you, you 
need not fear any misunderstanding. But you have a great deal – a very 
great deal to learn.” 

We looked at each other in helpless amazement. It was hard, 
indeed,  to  be  prevented  from comparing  notes  as  to  our  reactions  to  this  
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amazing development. Again we heard that rasping laugh. 
“Yes, it is indeed hard. But you can talk when you return, for I wish 

you  to  return  and  to  take  a  message  with  you.  If  it  were  not  for  that  
message, I think that this visit to my home would have been your end. But 
first of all I have a few things which I wished to say to you. I will address 
you,  Dr.Maracot,  as  the  oldest  and  presumably  the  wisest  of  the  party,  
though none could have been very wise to make such an excursion as this. 
You hear me very well, do you not? That is right, a nod or a shake is all I 
ask. 

“Of course you know who I am. I fancy you discovered me lately. 
No one can speak or think of me that I do not know it. No one can come 
into this my old home, my innermost intimate shrine, that I am not 
summoned.  That  is  why  these  poor  wretches  down  yonder  avoid  it,  and  
wanted you to avoid it also. You would have been wiser if you had 
followed their advice. You have brought me to you, and when once I am 
brought I do not readily leave. 

“Your mind with its little grain of earth science is worrying itself 
over the problems which I present. How is it  that I can live here without 
oxygen? I do not live here. I live in the great world of men under the light 
of the sun. I only come here when I am called as you have called me. But I 
am an ether-breathing creature. There is as much ether here as on a 
mountain top. Some of your own people can live without air. The 
cataleptic  lies  for  months  and  never  breathes.  I  am  even  as  he,  but  I  
remain, as you see me, conscious and active. 

“Now you worry as to how you can hear me. Is it not the very 
essence of wireless transmission that it turns from the ether to the air? So I 
too  can  turn  my  words  from  my  etheric  utterance  to  impinge  upon  your  
ears through the air which fills those clumsy bells of yours. 

“And my English? Well, I hope it is fairly good. I have lived some 
time on earth, oh a weary, weary time. How long is it? Is this the eleventh 
thousand or the twelfth thousand year? The latter, I think. I have had time 
to learn all human tongues. My English is no better than the rest. 

“Have I resolved some of your doubts? That is right. I can see if I 
cannot hear you. But now I have something more serious to say. 

“I  am  Baal-seepa.  I  am  the  Lord  of  the  Dark  Face.  I  am  he  who  
went so far into the inner secrets of Nature that I could defy death himself. 
I have so handled things that I could not die if I would. Some will stronger 
than my own is to be found if I am ever to die. Oh, mortals, never pray to 
be delivered from death. It may seem terrible, but eternal life is infinitely 
more so. To go on and on and on while the endless procession of humanity 
goes past you. To sit  ever at the wayside of history and to see it  go, ever 
moving onwards and leaving you behind. Is it a wonder that my heart is 
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black and bitter, and that I curse the whole foolish drove of them? I injure 
them when I can. Why should I not? 

“You wonder how I can injure them. I have powers, and they are 
not small ones. I can sway the minds of men. I am the master of the mob. 
Where evil has been planned there have I ever been. I was with the Huns 
when they laid half Europe in ruins. I was with the Saracens when under 
the name of religion they put to the sword all who gainsayed them. I was 
out on Bartholomew’s night. I lay behind the slave trade. It was my 
whisper which burned ten thousand old crones whom the fools called 
witches. I was the tall dark man who led the mob in Paris when the streets 
swam in blood. Rare times those, but they have been even better of late in 
Russia. That is whence I have come. I had half forgotten this colony of sea 
rats who burrow under the mud and carry on a few of the arts and legends 
of that grand land where life flourished as never since. It is you who 
reminded me of them, for this old home of mine is still united, by personal 
vibrations of which your science knows nothing, to the man who built and 
loved it. I knew that strangers had entered it. I inquired, and here I am. So 
now since I am here – and it is the first time for a thousand years – it has 
reminded me of these people. They have lingered long enough. It is time 
for them to go. They are sprung from the power of one who defied me in 
his life, and who built up this means of escape from the catastrophe which 
engulfed all but his people and myself. His wisdom saved them and my 
powers  saved me.  But  now my powers  will  crush  those  whom he  saved,  
and the story will be complete.” 

He put his hand into his breast and he took out a piece of script. 
“You will give this to the chief of the water-rats,” said he. “I regret that 
you gentlemen should share their fate, but since you are the primary cause 
of their misfortune it is only justice, after all. I will see you again later. 
Meanwhile I would commend a study of these pictures and carvings, 
which will give you some idea of the height to which I had raised Atlantis 
during the days of my rule. Here you will find some record of the manners 
and customs of the people when under my influence. Life was very varied, 
very highly coloured, very many-sided. In these drab days they would call 
it an orgy of wickedness. Well, call it what you will, I brought it about, I 
rejoiced in it, and I have no regrets. Had I my time again, I would do even 
so  and more,  save  only  for  this  fatal  gift  of  eternal  life.  Warda,  whom I  
curse and whom I should have killed before he grew strong enough to turn 
people against me, was wiser than I in this. He still revisits earth, but it is 
as a spirit,  not a man. And now I go. You came here from curiosity, my 
friends. I can but trust that that curiosity is satisfied.” 

And  then  we  saw  him  disappear.  Yes,  before  our  very  eyes  he  
vanished. It was not done in an instant. He stood clear of the pillar against 
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which he had been leaning. His splendid towering figure seemed blurred at 
the edges. The light died out of his eyes and his features grew indistinct.  
Then  in  a  moment  he  had  become  a  dark  whirling  cloud  which  swept  
upwards through the stagnant water of this dreadful hall. Then he was 
gone, and we stood gazing at each other and marvelling at the strange 
possibilities of life. 

We did not linger in that horrible palace. It was not a safe place in 
which to loiter.  As it  was, I picked one of those noxious purple slugs off 
the shoulder of Bill Scanlan, and I was myself badly stung in the hand by 
the venom spat at me by a great yellow lamelli branch. As we staggered 
out I had one last impression of those dreadful carvings, the devil’s own 
handiwork,  upon  the  walls,  and  then  we  almost  ran  down  the  darksome  
passage, cursing the day that ever we had been fools enough to enter it. It 
was joy indeed to be out in the phosphorescent light of the bathybian 
plain, and to see the clear translucent water once again around us. Within 
an hour we were back in our home once more. With our helmets removed, 
we met in consultation in our own chamber. The Professor and I were too 
overwhelmed with it  all  to be able to put our thoughts into words. It  was 
only the irrepressible vitality of Bill Scanlan which rose superior. 

“Holy smoke!” said he. “We are up against it now. I guess this guy 
is the big noise out of hell. Seems to me, with his pictures and statues and 
the rest, he would make the wardsman of a red light precinct look like two 
cents. How to handle him – that’s the question.” 

Dr.Maracot  was  lost  in  thought.  Then  he  rang  the  bell  and  
summoned our yellow-clad attendant. “Manda,” said he. A minute later 
our friend was in the room. Maracot handed him the fateful letter. 

Never  have  I  admired  a  man as  I  did  Manda at  that  moment.  We 
had brought threatened ruin upon his people and himself by our 
unjustifiable curiosity – we, the strangers whom he had rescued when 
everything was hopelessly lost. And yet, though he turned a ghastly colour 
as  he  read  the  message,  there  was  no  touch  of  reproach  upon  the  sad  
brown eyes which turned upon us. He shook his head, and despair was in 
every gesture. “Baal-seepa! Ball-seepa!” he cried, and pressed his hands 
convulsively to his eyes, as if shutting out some horrible vision. He ran 
about the room like a man distracted with his grief, and finally rushed 
away to read the fatal message to the community. We heard a few minutes 
later the clang of the great bell which summoned them all to conference in 
the Central Hall. 

“Shall we go?” I asked. 
Dr.Maracot shook his head. 
“What can we do? For that matter, what can they do? What chance 

have they against one who has the powers of a demon? “ 
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“As  much  chance  as  a  bunch  of  rabbits  against  a  weasel,”  said  
Scanlan. But, by gosh, it’s up to us to find a way out. I guess we can’t go 
out  of  our  way to  raise  the  devil  and then  pass  the  buck to  the  folk  that  
saved us.” 

“What do you suggest?” I asked eagerly, for behind all his slang 
and his levity I recognized the strong, practical ability of this modern man 
of his hands. 

“Well, you can search me,” said he, “And yet maybe this guy is not 
as safe as he thinks. A bit of it may have got worn out with age, and he’s 
getting on in years if we can take his word for it.” 

“You think we might attack him?” 
“Lunacy!” interjected the doctor. 
Scanlan went to his locker. When he faced round he had a big six-

shooter in his hand. 
“What  about  this?”  he  said.  “I  laid  hold  of  it  when  we  got  our  

chance at the wreck. I thought maybe it might come useful. I’ve a dozen 
shells here. Maybe if I made as many holes in the big stiff it would let out 
some of his Magic. Lord save us! What is it?” 

The revolver clattered down upon the floor and Scanlan was 
writhing in agonies of pain, his left hand clasping his right wrist. Terrible 
cramps had seized his arm, and as we tried to alleviate them we could feel 
the muscles knotted up as hard as the roots of a tree. The sweat of agony 
streamed down the poor fellow’s brow. Finally, utterly cowed and 
exhausted, he fell upon his bed. 

“That lets me out,” he said. “I’m through. Yes, thank you, the pain 
is better. But it is K.O. to William Scanlan. I’ve learned my lesson. You 
don’t fight hell with six-shooters, and it’s no use to try. I give him best 
from now onwards.” 

“Yes, you have had your lesson,” said Maracot, “and it has been a 
severe one.” 

“Then you think our case is hopeless?” 
“What can we do when, as it would seem, he is aware of every 

word and action? And yet we will not despair.” He sat in thought for a few 
moments. “I think,” he resumed, “that you, Scanlan, had best lie where 
you are for a time. You have had a shock from which it will take you some 
time to recover.” 

“If there is anything doing, count me in, though I guess we can cut 
out  the  rough  stuff,”  said  our  comrade  bravely,  but  his  drawn  face  and  
shaking limbs showed what he had endured. 

“There is nothing doing so far as you are concerned. We at least 
have learned what is the wrong way to go to work. All violence is useless. 
We  are  working  on  another  plane  –  the  plane  of  spirit.  Do  you  remain  
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here, Headley. I am going to the room which I use as a study. Perhaps if I 
were alone I could see a little more clearly what we should do.” 

Both Scanlan and I had learned to have a great confidence in 
Maracot. If any human brain could solve our difficulties, it would be his. 
And yet surely we had reached a point which was beyond all human 
capacity. We were as helpless as children in the face of forces which we 
could neither understand nor control. Scanlan had fallen into a troubled 
sleep.  My  own  one  thought  as  I  sat  beside  him  was  not  how  we  should  
escape, but rather what form the blow would take and when it would fall. 
At any moment I was prepared to see the solid roof above us sink in, the 
walls collapse, and the dark waters of the lowest deep close in upon those 
who had defied them so long. 

Then suddenly the great bell pealed out once more. Its harsh 
clamour jarred upon every nerve. I sprang to my feet, and Scanlan sat up 
in bed. It was no ordinary summons which rang through the old palace. 
The agitated tumultuous ringing, broken and irregular, was calling an 
alarm. All had to come, and at once. It was menacing and insistent. “Come 
now! Come at once! Leave everything and come!” cried the bell. 

“Say, Bo, we should be with them,” said Scanlan. “I guess they’re 
up against it now.” 

“And yet what can we do?” 
“Maybe just the sight of us will give them a bit of heart. Anyhow, 

they must not think that we are quitters. Where is the Doc?” 
“He went to his study. But you are right, Scanlan. We should be 

with the others and let them see that we are ready to share their fate.” 
“The poor boobs seem to lean on us in a way. It  may be that they 

know more than we, but we seem to have more sand in our craw than they. 
I guess they have taken what was given to them, and we have had to find 
things for ourselves. Well, it’s me for the deluge – if the deluge has got to 
be.” 

But as we approached the door a most unexpected interruption 
detained us. Dr.Maracot stood before us. But was it indeed the Dr.Maracot 
whom we had known – this self-assured man with strength and resolution 
shining from every feature of his masterful face? The quiet scholar had 
been submerged, and here was a superman, a great leader, a dominant soul 
who might mould mankind to his desires. 

“Yes, friends, we shall be needed. All may yet be well. But come at 
once, or it may be too late. I will explain everything later – if there is any 
later for us. Yes, yes, we are coming.” 

The latter words, with appropriate gesture, were spoken to some 
terrified Atlanteans who had appeared at the door and were eagerly 
beckoning to  us  to  come.  It  was  a  fact,  as  Scanlan  had said,  that  we had 
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shown ourselves several times to be stronger in character and prompter in 
action than these secluded people, and now at this hour of supreme danger 
they seemed to cling to us. I could hear a subdued murmur of satisfaction 
and relief as we entered the crowded hall, and took the places reserved for 
us in the front row. 

It was time that we came, if we were indeed to bring any help. The 
terrible presence was already standing upon the dais and facing with a 
cruel, thin-lipped, demoniacal smile the cowering folk before him. 
Scanlan’s  simile  of  a  bunch of  rabbits  before  a  weasel  came back to  my 
memory as I looked round at them. They sank together, holding on to each 
other in their terror, and gazing wide-eyed at the mighty figure which 
towered above them and the ruthless granite-hewed face which looked 
down upon them. Never can I forget the impression of those semi-circular 
rows, tier above tier, of haggard, wild-eyed faces with their horrified gaze 
all directed towards the central dais. It would seem that he had already 
pronounced their doom and that they stood in the shadow of death waiting 
for its fulfilment. Manda was standing in abject submission, pleading in 
broken accents for his people, but one could see that his words only gave 
an added zest to the monster who stood sneering before him. The creature 
interrupted him with a few rasping words, and raised his right hand in the 
air, while a cry of despair rose from the assembly. 

And  at  that  moment  Dr.Maracot  sprang  upon  the  dais.  It  was  
amazing to watch him. Some miracle seemed to have altered the man. He 
had the gait and the gesture of a youth, and yet upon his face there was a 
look of such power as I have never seen upon human features yet. He 
strode up to the swarthy giant, who glared down at him in amazement. 

“Well, little man, what have you to say?” he asked. 
“I have this to say,” said Maracot. “Your time has come. You have 

over-stayed it. Go down ! Go down into the Hell that has been waiting for 
you so long. You are a prince of darkness. Go where the darkness is.” 

The demon’s eyes shot dark fire as he answered: 
“When my time comes, if it should ever come, it will not be from 

the lips of a wretched mortal that I shall learn it,” said he. “What power 
have  you  that  you  could  oppose  for  a  moment  one  who  is  in  the  secret  
places of Nature? I could blast you where you stand.” 

Maracot looked into those terrible eyes without blenching. It 
seemed to me that it was the giant who flinched away from his gaze. 

“Unhappy being,” said Maracot. “It is I who have the power and 
the will to blast you where you stand. Too long have you cursed the world 
with  your  presence.  You  have  been  a  plague-spot  infecting  all  that  was  
beautiful and good. The hearts of men will be lighter when yoo are gone, 
and the sun will shine more brightly.” 
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“What  is  this?  Who  are  you?  What  is  it  that  you  are  saying?”  
stammered the creature. 

“You speak of secret knowledge. Shall I tell you that which is at the 
very  base  of  it?  It  is  that  on  every  plane  the  good  of  that  plane  can  be  
stronger than the evil. The angel will still beat the devil. For the moment I 
am  on  the  same  plane  on  which  you  have  so  long  been,  and  I  hold  the  
power  of  the  conqueror.  It  has  been  given  to  me.  So  again  I  say:  Down  
with  you!  Down  to  Hell  to  which  you  belong!  Down,  sir!  Down,  I  say!  
Down!” 

And then the miracle occurred. For a minute or more – how can one 
count time at such moments? – the two beings, the mortal and the demon, 
faced each other as rigid as statues, glaring into each other’s eyes, with 
inexorable will upon the two faces, the dark one and the fair. Then 
suddenly the great creature flinched. His face convulsed with rage, he 
threw two clawing hands up into the air. “It is you, Warda, you cursed 
one! I recognize your handiwork. Oh, curse you, Warda. Curse you! Curse 
you!” His voice died away, his long dark figure became blurred in its 
outline, his head drooped upon his chest, his knees sagged under him, 
down he sank and down, and as he sank he changed his shape. At first it 
was a crouching human being, then it was a dark formless mass, and then 
with sudden collapse it had become a semi-liquid heap of black and 
horrible putrescence which stained the dais and poisoned the air. At the 
same  time  Scanlan  and  I  dashed  forward  on  to  the  platform,  for  
Dr.Maracot, with a deep groan, his powers exhausted, had fallen forward 
in helpless collapse. “We have won! We have won!” he muttered, and an 
instant later his senses had left him and he lay half dead upon the floor. 

 
Thus it was that the Atlantean colony was saved from the most 

horrible danger that could threaten it, and that an evil presence was 
banished  for  ever  from  the  world.  It  was  not  for  some  days  that  
Dr.Maracot could tell his story, and when he did it was of such a character 
that  if  we  had  not  seen  the  results  we  should  have  put  it  down  as  the  
delirium of his illness. I may say that his power had left him with the 
occasion  which  had called  it  forth,  and that  he  was  now the  same quiet,  
gentle man of science whom we had known. 

“That it should have happened to me!” he cried. “To me, a 
materialist, a man so immersed in matter that the invisible did not exist in 
my philosophy. The theories of a whole lifetime have crumbled about my 
ears.” 

“I guess we have all been to school again,” said Scanlan. “If ever I 
get back to the little home town, I shall have something to tell the boys.” 

“The less you tell them the better, unless you want to get the name 
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of being the greatest liar that ever came out of America,” said I. “Would 
you or I have believed it all if someone else had told us?” 

“Maybe not. But say, Doc, you had the dope right enough. That 
great  black  stiff  got  his  ten  and out  as  neat  as  ever  I  saw.  There  was  no  
come-back there. You clean pushed him off the map. I don’t know on 
what other map he has found his location, but it is no place for Bill 
Scanlan anyhow.” 

“I will tell you exactly what occurred,” said the Doctor. “You will 
remember that I left you and retired into my study. I had little hope in my 
heart, but I had read a good deal at different times about black magic and 
occult arts. I was aware that white can always dominate black if it can but 
reach the same plane. He was on a much stronger – I will not say higher – 
plane than we. That was the fatal fact. 

“I saw no way of getting over it. I flung myself down on the settee 
and I prayed – yes, I, the hardened materialist, prayed – for help. When 
one is at the very end of all human power, what can one do save to stretch 
appealing hands into the mists which gird us round? I prayed – and my 
prayer was most wonderfully answered. 

“I was suddenly aware of the fact that I was not alone in the room. 
There stood before me a tall figure, as swarthy as the evil presence whom 
we fought, but with a kindly, bearded face which shone with benevolence 
and love. The sense of power which he conveyed was not less than the 
other,  but  it  was  the  power  of  good,  the  power  within  the  influence  of  
which evil would shred away as the mists do before the sun. He looked at 
me  with  kindly  eyes,  and  I  sat,  too  amazed  to  speak,  staring  up  at  him.  
Something within me, some inspiration or intuition, told me that this was 
the spirit of that great and wise Atlantean who had fought the evil while he 
lived, and who, when he could not prevent the destruction of his country, 
took such steps as would ensure that the more worthy should survive even 
though they should be sunk to the depths of the Ocean. This wondrous 
being  was  now  interposing  to  prevent  the  ruin  of  his  work  and  the  
destruction of his children. With a sudden gush of hope I realized all this 
as clearly as if he had said it. Then, still smiling, he advanced, and he laid 
his two hands upon my head. It was his own virtue and strength, no doubt, 
which he was transferring to me. I felt it coursing like fire down my veins. 
Nothing in the world seemed impossible at that moment. I had the will and 
the might to do miracles. Then at that moment I heard the bell clang out, 
which told me that the crisis had come. As I rose from the couch the spirit, 
smiling his encouragement, vanished before me. Then I joined you, and 
the rest you know.” 

“Well, sir,” said I, “I think you have made your reputation. If you 
care to set up as a god down here, I expect you would find no difficulty.” 
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“You  got  away  with  it  better  than  I  did,  Doc,”  said  Scanlan  in  a  
rueful voice. “How is it this guy didn’t know what you were doing? He 
was quick enough on to me when I laid hand on a gun. And yet you had 
him guessing.” 

“I  suppose  that  you were  on  the  plane  of  matter,  and that,  for  the  
moment, we were upon that of spirit,” said the Doctor thoughtfully. “Such 
things teach one humility. It is only when you touch the higher that you 
realize how low we may be among the possibilities of creation. I have had 
my lesson. May my future life show that I have learned it.” 

So this  was  the  end of  our  supreme experience.  It  was  but  a  little  
time later that we conceived the idea of sending news of ourselves to the 
surface, and that later by means of vitrine balls filled with levigen, we 
ascended ourselves to be met in the manner already narrated. Dr.Maracot 
actually talks of going back. There is some point of Ichthyology upon 
which he wants more precise information. But Scanlan has, I hear, married 
his wren in Philadelphia, and has been promoted as works manager of 
Merribanks, so he seeks no further adventure, while I – well, the deep sea 
has given me a precious pearl, and I ask for no more. 

 
1928 
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APPENDICES 
 

Notes on Chapters 6 and 7. 
 
 

THE PSYCHIC QUEST. 
MY MEMORIES AND ADVENTURES 

 
 
I have not obtruded the psychic question upon the reader, though it 

has grown in importance with the years, and has now come to absorb the 
whole energy of my life. I cannot, however, present these scattered 
memories of my adventures in thought and action without some reference, 
however incomplete, to that which has been far the most important thing 
in  my  life.  It  is  the  thing  for  which  every  preceding  phase,  my  gradual  
religious development, my books, which gave me an introduction to the 
public, my modest fortune, which enables me to devote myself to 
unlucrative work, my platform work, which helps me to convey the 
message, and my physical strength, which is still sufficient to stand 
arduous tours and to fill the largest halls for an hour and a half with my 
voice, have each and all been an unconscious preparation. For thirty years 
I have trained myself exactly for the rôle without the least inward 
suspicion of whither I was tending. 

Early  in  my  career,  I  had  a  year  with  the  Jesuits,  for  I  was  
despatched to Feldkirch, which is a Jesuit school in the Voralberg 
province of Austria, to which many better-class German boys are sent. It 
was in the summer of 1876 that I left Feldkirch, and I have always had a 
pleasant memory of the Austrian Jesuits and of their old school. 

Indeed I have a kindly feeling towards all Jesuits, far as I have 
strayed from their paths. I see now both their limitations and their virtues. 
They  have  been  slandered  in  some  things,  for  during  eight  years  of  
constant contact I cannot remember that they were less truthful than their 
fellows, or more casuistical than their neighbours. They were keen, clean-
minded earnest men, so far as I knew them, with a few black sheep among 
them, but not many, for the process of selection was careful and long. In 
all ways, save in their theology, they were admirable, though this same 
theology made them hard and inhuman upon the surface, which is indeed 
the general effect of Catholicism in its more extreme forms. The convert is 
lost to the family. Their hard, narrow outlook gives the Jesuits driving 
power, as is noticeable in the Puritans and all hard, narrow creeds. They 
are devoted and fearless and have again and again, both in Canada, in 
South  America  and  in  China,  been  the  vanguard  of  civilization  to  their  
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own grievous hurt. They are the old guard of the Roman Church. But the 
tragedy is that they, who would gladly give their lives for the old faith, 
have in effect helped to ruin it,  for it  is they, according to Father Tyrrell 
and the modernists, who have been at the back of all those extreme 
doctrines of papal infallibility and Immaculate Conception, with a general 
all-round tightening of dogma, which have made it so difficult for the man 
with scientific desire for truth or with intellectual self-respect to keep 
within the Church. 

For some years Sir Charles Mivart, the last of Catholic Scientists, 
tried  to  do  the  impossible,  and then  he  also  had to  leave  go  his  hold,  so  
that there is not, so far as I know, one single man of outstanding fame in 
science or in general thought who is a practising Catholic. This is the work 
of the extremists and is deplored by many of the moderates and fiercely 
condemned by the modernists. It depends also upon the inner Italian 
directorate who give the orders. Nothing can exceed the uncompromising 
bigotry of the Jesuit theology, or their apparent ignorance of how it shocks 
the modern conscience. I remember that when, as a grown lad, I heard 
Father  Murphy,  a  great  fierce  Irish  priest,  declare  that  there  was  sure  
damnation for every one outside the Church, I looked upon him with 
horror, and to that moment I trace the first rift which has grown into such a 
chasm between me and those who were my guides. 

This brings me to my own spiritual unfolding, if such it may be 
called, during those years of constant struggle. I have already in my 
account of the Jesuits shown how, even as a boy, all  that was sanest and 
most  generous  in  my  nature  rose  up  against  a  narrow  theology  and  an  
uncharitable outlook upon the other great religions of the world. In the 
Catholic Church to doubt anything is to doubt everything, for since it is a 
vital axiom that doubt is a mortal sin when once it has, unbidden and 
unappeasable, come upon you, everything is loosened and you look upon 
the whole wonderful interdependent scheme with other and more critical 
eyes. Thus viewed there was much to attract – its traditions, its unbroken 
and  solemn  ritual,  the  beauty  and  truth  of  many  of  its  observances,  its  
poetical appeal to the emotions, the sensual charm of music, light and 
incense, its power as an instrument of law and order. For the guidance of 
an unthinking and uneducated world it could in many ways hardly be 
surpassed, as has been shown in Paraguay, and in the former Ireland 
where, outside agrarian trouble, crime was hardly known. All this I could 
clearly see, but if I may claim any outstanding characteristic in my life, it 
is that I have never paltered or compromised with religious matters, that I 
have always weighed them very seriously, and that there was something in 
me which made it absolutely impossible, even when my most immediate 
interests were concerned, to say anything about them save that which I, in 
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the depth of my being, really believed to be true. Judging it thus by all the 
new knowledge which came to me both from my reading and from my 
studies, I found that the foundations not only of Roman Catholicism but of 
the whole Christian faith, as presented to me in nineteenth century 
theology, were so weak that my mind could not build upon them. 

It is to be remembered that these were the years when Huxley,34 
Tyndall,35 Darwin,36 Herbert Spencer37 and John Stuart Mill38 were our 
chief philosophers, and that even the man in the street felt the strong 
sweeping current of their thought, while to the young student, eager and 
impressionable, it was overwhelming. I know now that their negative 
attitude was even more mistaken, and very much more dangerous, than the 
positive positions which they attacked with such destructive criticism. A 
gap had opened between our fathers and ourselves so suddenly and 
completely that when a Gladstone wrote to uphold the Gadarene swine,39 
or the six days of Creation,40 the youngest student rightly tittered over his 
arguments, and it did not need a Huxley to demolish them. 

I can see now very clearly how deplorable it is that manifest 
absurdities should be allowed to continue without even a footnote to soften 
them in the sacred text, because it has the effect that what is indeed sacred 
becomes overlaid, and one can easily be persuaded that what is false in 
parts can have no solid binding force. There are no worse enemies of true 
religion than those who clamour against all revision or modification of that 
strange mass of superbly good and questionable matter which we lump all 
together into a single volume as if there were the same value to all of it. It 
is  not  solid  gold,  but  gold  in  clay,  and  if  this  be  understood  the  earnest  
seeker will not cast it aside when he comes upon the clay, but will value 
the gold the more in that he has himself separated it. 

It was, then, all Christianity, and not Roman Catholicism alone, 
which had alienated my mind and driven me to an agnosticism, which 
never for an instant degenerated into atheism, for I had a very keen 
perception of the wonderful poise of the universe and the tremendous 
power of conception and sustenance which it implied. I was reverent in all 
my  doubts  and  never  ceased  to  think  upon  the  matter,  but  the  more  I  
thought the more confirmed became my non-conformity. In a broad sense 
I was a Unitarian, save that I regarded the Bible with more criticism than 
Unitarians usually show. This negative position was so firm that it seemed 
to me to be a terminus; whereas it  proved only a junction on the road of 
life  where  I  was  destined  to  change from the  old  well-worn  line  on  to  a  
new one. Every materialist, as I can now clearly see, is a case of arrested 
development. He has cleared his ruins, but has not begun to build that 
which would shelter him. As to psychic knowledge, I knew it only by the 
account of exposures in the police courts and the usual wild and malicious 
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statements in the public press. Years were to pass before I understood that 
in that direction might be found the positive proofs which I constantly 
asserted were the only conditions upon which I could resume any sort of 
allegiance to the unseen. I must have definite demonstration, for if it were 
to be a matter of faith then I might as well go back to the faith of my 
fathers. “Never will I accept anything which cannot be proved to me. The 
evils of religion have all come from accepting things which cannot be 
proved.” So I said at the time and I have been true to my resolve. 

It was in these years after my marriage and before leaving Southsea 
that I planted the first seeds of those psychic studies which were destined 
to revolutionize my views and to absorb finally all the energies of my life. 
I had at that time the usual contempt which the young educated man feels 
towards the whole subject which has been covered by the clumsy name of 
Spiritualism. I had read of mediums being convicted of fraud, I had heard 
of  phenomena which  were  opposed to  every  known scientific  law,  and I  
had deplored the simplicity and credulity which could deceive good, 
earnest people into believing that such bogus happenings were signs of 
intelligence outside our own existence. Educated as I had been during my 
most plastic years in the school of medical materialism, and soaked in the 
negative  views  of  all  my  great  teachers,  I  had  no  room  in  my  brain  for  
theories which cut right across every fixed conclusion that I had formed. I 
was  wrong  and  my  great  teachers  were  wrong,  but  still  I  hold  that  they  
wrought well and that their Victorian agnosticism was in the interests of 
the human race, for it shook the old iron-clad unreasoning Evangilical 
position which was so universal before their days. For all rebuilding a site 
must be cleared. There were two separate Victorian movements towards 
change, the one an attempt to improve the old building and make it good 
enough to carry on – as shown in the Oxford and High Church 
development, the other a knocking down of ruins which could only end in 
some fresh erection springing up. As I have shown my own position was 
that of a respectful materialist who entirely admitted a great central 
intelligent cause, without being able to distingnish what that cause was, or 
why  it  should  work  in  so  mysterious  and  terrible  a  way  in  bringing  its  
designs to fulfilment. 

From my point of view the mind (and so far as I could see the soul, 
which was the total effect of all the hereditary or personal functionings of 
the mind) was an emanation from the brain and entirely physical in its 
nature.  I  saw,  as  a  medical  man,  how  a  spicule  of  bone  or  a  tumour  
pressing on the brain would cause what seemed an alteration in the soul. I 
saw also how drugs or alcohol would turn on fleeting phases of virtue or 
vice. The physical argument seemed an overpowering one. It had never 
struck me that the current of events might really flow in the opposite 
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direction, and that the higher faculties could only manifest themselves 
imperfectly through an imperfect instrument. The broken fiddle is silent 
and yet the musician is the same as ever. 

The first thing which steadied me and made me reconsider my 
position was the question of telepathy, which was already being discussed 
by William Barrett41 and others, even before the appearance of Myers’ 
monumental work on “Human Personality”42 –  the  first  book  which  
devoted to these psychic subjects the deep study and sustained brain power 
which they demand. It may, in my opinion, take a permanent place in 
human literature like the “Novum Organum”43 or “The Descent of 
Man”44 or any other great root-book which has marked a date in human 
thought. Having read some of the evidence I began to experiment in 
thought transference, and I found a fellow-researcher in Mr.Ball, a well-
known architect in the town. Again and again, sitting behind him, I have 
drawn diagrams, and he in turn has made approximately the same figure. I 
showed beyond any doubt whatever that I could convey my thought 
without words. 

But if I could verify such conclusions up to six feet I could not well 
doubt them when they gave me the evidence that the same results could be 
obtained at a distance. With an appropriate subject, and some undefined 
sympathy between the two individuals, it was independent of space. So the 
evidence seemed to show. I had always sworn by science and by the need 
of fearless following wherever truth might lie. It was clear now that my 
position had been too rigid. I had compared the thought-excretion of the 
brain to the bile-excretion of the liver. Clearly this was untenable. If 
thought could go a thousand miles and produce a perceptible effect then it 
differed entirely not only in degree but in kind from any purely physical 
material. That seemed certain, and it must involve some modification of 
my old views. 

About this time (1886) the family of a General whom I attended 
professionally became interested in table turning and asked me to come 
and check their results. They sat round a dining-room table which after a 
time, their hands being upon it, began to sway and finally got sufficient 
motion to tap with one leg. They then asked questions and received 
answers, more or less wise and more or less to the point. They were got by 
the tedious process of reciting the alphabet and writing down tho letter 
which the tap indicated. It seemed to me that we were collectively pushing 
the table, and that our wills were concerned iu bringing down the leg at the 
right moment. I was iuterested but very sceptical. Some of these messages 
were not vague platitudes but were definite and from dead friends of the 
family, which naturally impressed theirs greatly, though it had not the 
same effect  upon me,  since  I  did  not  know them.  I  have  the  old  records  
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before me as I write. “Don’t tell the girls when you see them, but they will 
talk about me. Kiss my baby for me. I watch her always. Francie.” This 
was the style of message, mixed up with a good many platitudes. We held 
twenty or more of such meetings, but I never received anything evidential 
to my own address, and I was very critical as to the whole proceedings. 

None the less there was a problem to be solved and I went on with 
its solution, reading the pros and the cons, and asking advice from those 
who had experience, especially from General Drayson, a very 
distinguished thinker and a pioneer of psychic knowledge, who lived at 
that time at Southsea. I had known Drayson first as an astronomer, for he 
had worked out a revolutionary idea by which there is a fatal mistake in 
our present idea as to the circle which is described in the heavens by the 
prolonged axis of the earth. It is really a wider circle round a different 
centre, and this correction enables us to explain several things now 
inexplicable, and to make astronomy a more exact science, with certain 
very important reactions upon geology and the recurrent glacial epochs, 
the exact date of which could be fixed. His views impressed me much at 
the time, and several books upholding them have appeared since his death, 
notably “Draysoniana” by Admiral de Horsey. If he makes good, as I think 
he will, Drayson will make a great permanent name. His opinion therefore 
was not negligible upon any subject,  and when he told me his views and 
experiences on Spiritualism I could not fail to be impressed, though my 
own philosophy was far too solid to be easily destroyed. I was too poor to 
employ professional mediums, and to work on such subjects without a 
medium is as if one worked at astronomy without a telescope. Once only 
an  old  man  with  some  reputed  psychic  power  came  for  a  small  fee  and  
gave us a demonstration. He went into a loud-breathing trance to the alarm 
of his audience, and then gave each of us a test. Mine was certainly a very 
remarkable  one,  for  it  was  “Do  not  read  Leigh  Hunt’s  book.”  I  was  
hesitating at the time whether I should read his “Comic Dramatists of the 
Restoration” or not, for on the one hand it is literature and on the other the 
treatment repelled me. This then was a very final and excellent test so far 
as  telepathy went,  but  I  would  not  fully  grant  that  it  was  more.  I  was  so  
impressed, however, that I wrote an account of it to “Light,” the psychic 
paper, and so in the year 1887 I actually put myself on public record as a 
student of these matters. That was thirty-seven years ago, as I write, so I 
am a very senior student now. From that time onwards I read and thought 
a  great  deal,  though  it  was  not  until  the  later  phase  of  my  life  that  I  
realized whither all this was tending. 

I  was  deeply  interested  and  attracted  for  a  year  or  two  by  
Theosophy, because while Spiritualism seemed at that time to be chaos so 
far as philosophy went, Theosophy presented a very well thought-out and 
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reasonable scheme, parts of which, notably reincarnation and Karma, 
seemed to offer an explanation for some of the anomalies of life.45 I read 
Sinnett’s “Occult World” and aferwards with even greater admiration I 
read his fine exposition of Theosophy in “Esoteric Buddhism,” a most 
notable  book.  I  also  met  him,  for  he  was  an  old  friend  of  General  
Drayson’s, and I was impressed by his conversation. Shortly afterwards, 
however, there appeared Dr.Hodgson’s report46 upon this investigation 
into Madame Blavatsky’s47 proceedings  at  Adyar,  which  shook  my  
confidence very much. It is true that Mrs.Besant48 has since then 
published a powerful defence which tends to show that Hodgson may have 
been deceived, but the subsequent book “A Pristless of Isis”49 which 
contains many of her own letters leaves an unpleasant impression, and 
Sinnett’s posthumous work seems to show that he also had lost 
confidence. On the other hand Colonel Olcott shows that the woman 
undoubtedly had real psychich powers, whatever their source. As to 
Spiritualism it seems to have only interested her in its lower phemomenal 
aspect.50 Her books show extraordinary erudition and capacity for hard 
work, even if they represent the transfer of other people’s conclusions, as 
they frequently do. It would be unjust, however, to condemn the old 
wisdom simply because it was introduced by this extraordinary and 
volcanic  person.  We  have  also  had  in  our  branch  of  the  occult  many  
dishonest mediums, but we have hastened to unveil them where we could 
do  so,  and  Theosophy  will  be  in  a  stronger  position  when  it  shakes  off  
Madame Blavatsky altogether.51 In any case it  could never have met my 
needs for I ask for severe proof, and if I have to go back to unquestioning 
faith I should find myself in the fold from which I wandered. 

My own life was so busy that I had little time for religious 
development, but my thoughts still ran much upon psychic matters, and it 
was  at  this  time that  I  joined the  Psychical  Research  Society,  of  which  I  
am now one of the senior members. I had few psychic experiences myself, 
and my material philosophy, as expressed in the “Stark Munro Letters,” 
which were written just at the end of the Norwood period, was so strong 
that it did not easily crumble. Yet as year by year I read the wonderful 
literature of psychic science and experience, I became more and more 
impressed by the strength of the Spiritualist position and by the levity and 
want of all dignity and accurate knowledge which characterized the 
attitude of their opponents. The religious side of the matter had not yet 
struck me, but I felt more and more that the case for the phenomena 
vouched for by such men as Sir William Crookes,52 Barrett, Russel 
Wallace,53 Victor Hugo54 and Zöllner55 was so strong that I could see no 
answer to their exact record of observations. “It is incredible but it is true,” 
said Crookes, and the aphorism seemed to exactly express my dawning 
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convictious. I had a weekly impulse from the psychic paper, “Light,” 
which has, I maintain, during its long career and up to the present day, 
presented as much brain to the square inch as any journal published in 
Great Britain. 

Duriug these long and happy years before the War I did not lose my 
interest  in  psychic  matters,  but  I  cannot  say  that  I  increased  my grasp  of  
the religious or spiritual side of the subject. I read, however, and 
investigated whenever the chance arose. A gentleman had arranged a 
series of psychical séances in a large studio in North London, and I 
attended them, the mediums being Cecil Husk and Craddock. They left a 
very mixed impression upon my mind, for in some cases, I was filled with 
suspicion and in others I was quite sure that the result was genuine. The 
possibility that a genuine medium may be unscrupulous and that when 
these very elusive forces fail to act he may simulate them is one which 
greatly complicates the whole subject, but one can only concentrate upon 
what one is sure is true and try to draw conclusions from that. I remember 
that many sheeted ghosts walked about in the dim light of a red lamp on 
these occasions, and that some of them came close to me, within a foot of 
my face, and illuminated their features by the light of a phosphorescent 
slate held below them. One splendid Arab, whom the medium called 
Abdullah,  came  in  this  fashion.  He  had  a  face  like  an  idealized  
W.G.Grace, swarthy, black-bearded and dignified, rather larger than 
human. I was looking hard at this strange being, its nose a few inches from 
my own, and was wondering whether it could be some very clever bust of 
wax, when in an instant the mouth opened and a terrible yell was emitted. 
I nearly jumped out of my chair. I saw clearly the gleaming teeth and the 
red tongue. It certainly seemed that he had read my thought and had taken 
this very effective way of answering it. 

I cannot go into very lengthy detail or complete argument upon the 
subject. It is the more unnecessary since I have already in my psychic 
volumes outlined very clearly how I arrived at my present knowledge. Of 
these volumes the first and second, called respectively The New Revelation 
and The Vital Message,  show how gradual evidence was given me of the 
continuation of life, and how thorough and long were my studies before I 
was at last beaten out of my material agnostic position and forced to admit 
the validity of the proofs. 

In the days of universal sorrow and loss, when the voice of Rachel 
was  heard  throughout  the  land,  it  was  borne  in  upon  me  that  the  
knowledge which had come to me thus was not for my own consolation 
alone, but that God had placed me in a very special position for conveying 
it to that world which needed it so badly. 

I found in the movement many men who saw the truth as clearly as 
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I did; but such was the clamour of the “religious,” who were opposing that 
which is the very essence of living religion, of the “scientific,” who broke 
the first laws of Science by pronouncing upon a thing which they had not 
examined, and of the Press, who held up every real or imaginary rascality 
as being typical of a movement which they had never understood, that the 
true men were abashed and shrank from the public exposition of their 
views.  It  was  to  combat  this  that  I  began a  campaign in  1916 which  can  
only finish when all is finished. 

One grand help I had. My wife had always been averse from my 
psychic studies, deeming the subjeet to be uncanny and dangerous. Her 
own experiences soon convinced her to the contrary, for her brother, who 
was killed at Mons, came back to us in a very convincing way. From that 
instant she threw herself with all the whole-hearted energy of her generous 
nature into the work which lay before us. 

A devoted mother, she was forced often to leave her children; a 
lover of home, she was compelled to quit it for many months at a time; 
distrustful of the sea, she joyfully shared my voyages. We have now 
travelled a good 50,000 miles upon our quest. We have spoken face to face 
with a quarter of a million of people. Her social qualities, her clear sanity, 
her ardent charity, and her gracious presence upon the platforms all united 
with her private counsel and sympathy, have been such an aid to me that 
they have turned my work into a joy. The presence of our dear children 
upon our journeys has also lightened them for both of us. 

I began our public expositions of the subject by three years of 
intermittent lecturing in my country, during which period I visited nearly 
every town of importance, many of them twice and thrice. Everywhere I 
found attentive audiences, critical, as they should be, but open to 
conviction. I roused antagonism only in those who had not heard me, and 
there were demonstrations outside the doors, but never in the halls. I 
cannot remember a single interruption during that long series of addresses. 
It was interesting to notice how I was upheld, for though I was frequently 
very weary before the address, and though my war lectures had often been 
attended by palpitation of the heart, I was never once conscious of any 
fatigue during or after a lecture upon psychic subjects. 

On August 13, 1920, we started for Australia. In proportion to her 
population she had lost almost as heavily as we during the war, and I felt 
that my seed would fall upon fruitful ground. I have written all details of 
this episode in my Wanderings of a Spiritualist,  in which the reader will 
find among other things some evidences of that preternatural help which 
went  with  us  in  our  journeys.  I  addressed  large  audiences  in  all  the  big  
towns of Australia and New Zealand. An unfortunate shipping strike 
prevented me from reaching Tasmania, but otherwise the venture was an 
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unalloyed  success.  Contrary  to  expectation  I  was  able  to  pay  all  the  
expenses of our large party (we were seven) and to leave a balance behind 
me to help the successor whom I might choose. 

At  the  end  of  March,  1921,  we  were  back  in  Paris  again,  where,  
greatly  daring,  I  lectured  in  French  upon  psychic  subjects.  Our  stay  at  
home was not a very long one, for urgent invitations had come from 
America, where the Spiritual movement had fallen into a somewhat 
languishing state. On April 1, 1922, our whole party started for the States. 
What happened to us I have recorded in Our American Adventure. Suffice 
it  to  say  that  the  trip  was  very  successful,  and  that  from  Boston  to  
Washington, and from New York to Chicago, I spoke in all the larger 
cities and brought about a great revival of interest in the subject. We were 
back in England at the beginning of July, 1922. 

I was by no means satisfied about America, however, as we had not 
touched the great West, the land of the future. Therefore we set forth again 
in March, 1923, getting back in August. Our adventures, which were 
remarkable upon the psychic side, are recorded in Our Second American 
Adventure. When I returned from that journey I had travelled 55,000 miles 
in  three  years,  and  spoken  to  quarter  of  a  million  of  people.  I  am  still  
unsatisfied, however, for the Southern States of the Union have not been 
touched, and it is possible that we may yet make a journey in that 
direction. 

I have placed on record our experiences, and no doubt they have 
little interest at the moment for the general public, but the day will come, 
and that speedily, when people will understand that this proposition for 
which  we  are  now  fighting  is  far  the  most  important  thing  for  two  
thousand  years  in  the  history  of  the  world,  and  when  the  efforts  of  the  
pioneers will have a very real interest to all who have sufficient 
intelligence to follow the progress of human thought. 

I am only one of many working for the cause, but I hope that I may 
claim that I brought into it a combative and aggressive spirit which it 
lacked before, and which has now so forced it upon public attention that 
one can hardly pick up a paper without reading some comment upon it. If 
some of these papers are hopelessly ignorant and prejudiced, it is not a bad 
thing  for  the  cause.  If  you  have  a  bad  case,  constant  publicity  is  a  
misfortune, but if you have a good one, its goodness will always assert 
itself, however much it may be misrepresented. 

Many Spiritualists have taken the view that since we know these 
comforting and wonderful things, and since the world chooses not to 
examine the evidence, we may be content with our own happy assurance. 
This seems to me an immoral view. 

If God has sent a great new message of exceeding joy down to 
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earth, then it is for us, to whom it has been clearly revealed, to pass it on at 
any cost of time, money and labour. It is not given to us for selfish 
enjoyment,  but  for  general  consolation.  If  the  sick  man  turns  from  the  
physician, then it cannot bo helped, but at least the healing draught should 
be offered. 

The  greater  the  difficulty  in  breaking  down  the  wall  of  apathy,  
ignorance and materialism, the more is it a challenge to our manhood to 
attack and ever attack in the same bulldog spirit with whieh Foch faced the 
German lines. 

I trust that the record of my previous life will assure the reader that 
I have within my limitations preserved a sane and balanced judgment, 
since I have never hitherto been extreme in my views, and since what I 
have said has so often been endorsed by the actual course of events. But 
never have I said anything with the same certainty of conviction with 
which I now say that this new knowledge is going to sweep the earth and 
to revolutionize human views upon every topic save only on fundamental 
morality, which is a fixed thing. 

All modern inventions and discoveries will sink into insignificance 
beside those psychic facts which will force themselves within a few years 
upon the universal human mind. 

The subject has been obscured by the introduction of all sorts of 
side issues, some of interest but not vital, others quite irrelevant. There is a 
class of investigator who loves to wander round in a circle, and to drag 
you with him if you are weak enough to accept such guidance. He trips 
continually over his own brains, and can never persuade himself that the 
simple and obvious explanation is also the true one. His intellect becomes 
a positive curse to him, for he uses it to avoid the straight road and to 
fashion  out  some  strange  devious  part  which  lands  him  at  last  in  a  
quagmire, whilst the direct and honest mind has kept firmly to the 
highway of knowledge. When I meet men of this type, and then come in 
contact with the lowly congregations of religious Spiritualists, I think 
always of Christ’s words when He thanked God that He had revealed these 
things to babes and withheld them from the wise and the prudent. I think 
also of a dictum of Baron Reichenbach: “There is a scientific incredulity 
which exceeds in stupidity the obtuseness of the clodhopper.” 

But what I say in no way applies to the reasonable researcher 
whose experiences are real stepping-stones leading to his fixed conclusion. 
There must to every man be this novitiate in knowledge. The matter is too 
serious to be taken without due intellectual conviction. 

It must not be imagined that I entirely deny the existence of fraud. 
But it is far less common than is supposed, and as for its being universal, 
which is the theory of the conjurers and some other critics, such an opnion 
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is beyond reason or argument. In an experience with mediums which has 
been excelled by very few living men, and which has embraced three 
continents, I have not encountered fraud more than three or four times. 

There is conscious and uncounscious fraud, and it is the existence 
of the latter which complicates the question so badly. Consious fraud 
usually arises from a temporary failure of real psychic power, and a 
consequent attempt to replace it by an imitation. Unconscious fraud comes 
in that curious half-way state which I have called the “half-trance 
condition” when the medium seems normal, and yet is actually hardly 
responsible for his actions. 

At such a time the process by which his personality leaves his body 
seems to have set in, and his higher qualities have already passed, so that 
he can apparently no longer inhibit the promptings received from the 
suggestion of those around him, or from his own unchecked desires. Thus 
one will find mediums doing stupid and obvious things which expose 
them to the charge of cheating. Then if the observer disregards these and 
waits, the true psychic phenomena of unmistakable character will follow 
as he sinks more deeply into trance. 

This was, I gather, noticeable in the case of Eusapia Paladino,56 
but I have seen it with several others. In those cases where a medium has 
left the cabinet, and is found wandering about among the sitters, as has 
happened with Mrs.Corner, with Madame d’Esperance, and with 
Craddock57 – all of them mediums who have given many proofs of their 
real  powers  –  I  am convinced that  the  very  natural  supposition  that  they  
are fraudulent is really quite a mistaken one. 

When,  on  the  other  hand,  it  is  found  that  the  medium  has  
introduced false drapery or accessories, which has sometimes occurred, we 
are in the presence of the most odious and blasphemous crime which a 
human being can commit. 

People ask me, not unnaturally, what it is which makes me so 
perfectly certain that this thing is true. That I am perfectly certain is surely 
demonstrated by the mere fact that I have abandoned my congenial and 
lucrative work, left my home for long periods at a time, and subjected 
myself to all sorts of inconveniences, losses, and even insults, in order to 
get the facts home to the people. 

To  give  all  my  reasons  would  be  to  write  a  book  rather  than  a  
chapter,  but  I  may  say  briefly  that  there  is  no  physical  sense  which  I  
possess which has not been separately assured, and that there is no 
conceivable method by which a spirit could show its presence which I 
have not on many occasions experienced. In the presenee of Miss 
Besinnet58 as medium and of several witnesses I have seen my mother 
and my nephew, young Oscar Hornung, as plainly as ever I saw them in 
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life – so plainly that I could almost have counted the wrinkles of the one 
and the freckles of the other. 

In the darkness the face of my mother shone up, peaceful, happy, 
slightly inclined to one side, the eyes closed. My wife upon my right and 
the  lady  upon  my  left  both  saw  it  as  clearly  as  I  did.  The  lady  had  not  
known my mother in life but she said, “How wonderfully like she is to her 
son,” which will show how clear was the detail of the features. 

On another occasion my son came back to me. Six persons heard 
his conversation with me, and signed a paper afterwards to that effect. It 
was in his voice and concerned itself with what was unknown to the 
medium, who was bound and breathing deeply in his chair. If the evidence 
of six persons of standing and honour may not be taken, then how can any 
human fact be established? 

My brother, General Doyle, came back with the same medium, but 
on  another  occasion.  He  discussed  the  health  of  his  widow.  She  was  a  
Danish lady, and he wanted her to use a masseur in Copenhagen. He gave 
the name. I made inquiries and found that such a man did exist. Whence 
came  this  knowledge?  Who  was  it  who  took  so  close  an  interest  in  the  
health of this lady? If it was not her dead husband then who was it? 

All fine-drawn theories of the subconscious go to pieces before the 
plain  statement  of  the  intelligence,  “I  am a  spirit.  I  am Innes.  I  am your  
brother.” 

I have clasped materialized hands. 
I have held long conversations with the direct voice. 
I have smelt the peculiar ozone-like smell of ectoplasm. 
I have listened to prophecies which were quickly fulfilled. 
I have seen the “dead” glimmer up upon a photographic plate 

which no hand but mine had touched. 
I have received through the hand of my own wife, notebooks full of 

information which was utterly beyond her ken. 
I have seen heavy articles swimming in the air, untouched by 

human hand, and obeying directions given to unseen operators. 
I have seen spirits walk round the room in fair light and join in the 

talk of the company. 
I have known an untrained woman, possessed by an artist spirit, to 

produce rapidly a picture, now hanging in my drawing-room, which few 
living painters could have bettered. 

I have read books which might have come from great thinkers and 
scholars, and which were actually written by unlettered men who acted as 
the medium of the unseen intelligence, so superior to his own. 

I have recognized the style of a dead writer which no parodist could 
have copied, and which was written in his own handwriting. 
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I have heard singing beyond earthly power, and whistling done 
with no pause for the intake of breath. 

I have seen objects from a distance projected into a room with 
closed doors and windows. 

If  a  man  could  see,  hear,  and  feel  all  this,  and  yet  remain  
unconvinced of unseen intelligent forces around him, he would have good 
cause  to  doubt  his  own  sanity.  Why  should  he  heed  the  chatter  of  
irresponsible journalists, or the head-shaking of inexperienced men of 
science, when he has himself had so many proofs? They are babies in this 
matter, and should be sitting at his feet. 

It is not, however, a question to be argued in a detached and 
impersonal  way,  as  if  one  were  talking  of  the  Baconian  theory  or  the  
existence of Atlantis. It is intimate, personal, and vital to the last degree. 

A closed  mind means  an  earthbound soul,  and that  in  turn  means  
future darkness and misery. If you know what is coming, you can avoid it. 
If you do not, you run grave risk. Some Jeremiah or Savonarola is needed 
who will shriek this into the ears of the world. A new conception of sin is 
needed. The mere carnal frailties of humanity, the weaknesses of the body, 
are not to be lightly condoned, but are not the serious part of the human 
reckoning. It is the fixed condition of mind, narrowness, bigotry, 
materialism – in a word, the sins not of the body, but of the spirit, which 
are the real permanent things, and condemn the individual to the lower 
spheres until he has learnt his lesson. 

We know this from our rescue circles when these poor souls come 
back to bewail their errors and to learn those truths which they might have 
learnt here, had their minds not been closed by apathy or prejudice. 

The radical mistake which science has made in investigating the 
subject is that it has never troubled to grasp the fact that it is not the 
medium who is producing the phenomena. It has almays treated him as if 
he  were  a  conjurer,  and  said,  “Do  this  or  do  that,”  failing  to  understand  
that little or nothing comes from him, but all or nearly all comes through 
him. I say “nearly” all, for I believe that some simple phenomena, such as 
the rap, can within limits be produced by the medium’s own will. 

It is this false view of science which has prevented sceptics from 
realizing that a gentle and receptive state of mind on the part of sitters and 
an easy natural atmosphere for the medium are absolutely essential in 
order to produce harmony with the outside forces. 

If in the greatest of all séances, that of the upper room on the day of 
Pentecost,59 an aggressive sceptic had insisted upon test conditions of his 
own foolish devising, where would the rushing wind and the tongues of 
fire have been? “All with one accord,”60 says the writer of the Acts of the 
Apostles, and that is the essential condition. I have sat with saintly people, 
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and I too have felt the rushing wind, seen the flickering tongues and heard 
the great voice, but how could such results come where harmony did not 
reign? 

That is the radical mistake which science has made. Men know well 
that even in her own coarse, material work the presence of a scrap of metal 
may upset the whole balance of a great magnetic installation, and yet they 
will not take the word of those who are in a position to speak from 
experience that a psychic condition may upset a psychic experiment. 

But indeed when we speak of science in this connection it is a 
confusion of thought. The fact that a man is a great zoologist like 
Lankester, or a great physicist like Tyndall or Faraday, does not give his 
opinion any weight in a subject which is outside his own speciality. There 
is many an unknown Smith and Jones whose twenty years of practical 
work have put him in a far stronger position than that of these intolerant 
scientists; while as to the real Spiritualist leaders, men of many 
experiences and much reading and thought, it is they who are the real 
scientific experts who are in a position to teach the world. One does not 
lose one’s judgment when one becomes a Spiritualist. One is as much a 
researcher as ever, but one understands better what it is that one is 
studying and how to study it. 

This controversy with bumptious and ignorant people is a mere 
passing thing which matters nothing. The real controversy, which does 
matter very much, is with the Continental school who study ectoplasm and 
other semi-material manifestations, but who have not got the length of 
seeing independent spirit behind them. Richet,61 Schrenck-Notzing62 and 
other great investigators are still in this midway position, and 
Flammarion63 is little more advanced. Richet goes the length of admitting 
that he has assured himself by personal observation of the materialized 
form that it can walk and talk and leave moulds of its hands. So far he has 
gone. And yet even now he clings to the idea that these phenomena may 
be the externalization of some latent powers of the human body and mind. 

Such an explanation seems to me to be the desperate defence of the 
last trench by one of those old-time materialists, who say with Brewster64: 
“Spirit is the last thing which we will concede,” adding as their reason “it 
upsets the work of fifty years.” It is hard when a man has taught all his life 
that the brain governs spirit to have to learn after all that it may be spirit 
which acts independently of the human brain. But it is their super-
materialism which is the real difficulty with which we now have to 
contend. 

And what is the end of it all? 
I have no idea. How could those who first noted the electric 

twitching of muscles foresee the Atlantic cable or the arc lamp? Our 
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information is that some great shock is coming shortly to the human race 
which will finally break down its apathy, and which will be accompanied 
by such psychic signs that the survivors will be unable any longer to deny 
the truths which we preach. 

The real meaning of our movement will then be seen, for it will 
become apparent that we have accustomed the public mind to such ideas, 
and provided a body of definite teaching, both scientific and religious, to 
which they can turn for guidance. 

As  to  the  prophecy of  disaster,  I  admit  that  we have  to  be  on  our  
guard. Even the Christ circle was woefully deceived, and declared 
confidently that the world would not survive their own generation. Various 
creeds, too, have made vain predictions of the end of the world. 

I am keenly aware of all this, and also of the difficulty in reckoning 
time when seen from the other side. But, making every allowance for this, 
the information upon the point has been so detailed, and has reached me 
from so many entirely independent sources, that I have been forced to take 
it seriously, and to think that some great watershed of human experience 
may be passed within a few years – the greatest, we are told, that our long-
suffering race has yet encountered. 

People who have not gone into the subject may well ask, “But what 
do you get out of it? How are you the better?” We can only auswer that all 
life has changed to us since this definite knowledge has come. No longer 
are we shut in by death. We are out of the valley and up on the ridge, with 
vast clear vistas before us. 

Why  should  we  fear  a  death  which  we  know  for  certain  is  the  
doorway to unutterable happiness? 

Why should we fear our dear ones’ death if we can be so near to 
them afterwards? 

Am I not far nearer to my son than if he were alive and serving in 
that Army Medical Service which would have taken him to the ends of the 
earth? There is never a month, often never a week, that I do not commune 
with him. Is it not evident that such facts as these change the whole aspect 
of life, and turn the grey mist of dissolution into a rosy dawn? 

You may say that we have already all these assurances in the 
Christian revelation. It is true, and that is why we are not anti-Christian so 
long as Christianity is the teaching of humble Christ and not of his 
arrogant representatives. 

Every form of Chriatianity is represented in our ranks, often by 
clergymen of the various denominations. But there is nothing precise in 
the definitions of the other world as given in the holy writings. The 
information we have depicts a heaven of congenial work and of congenial 
play, with every mental and physical activity of life carried on to a higher 
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plane – a heaven of art, of science, of intellect, of organization, of combat 
with evil, of home circles, of flowers, of wide travel, of sports, of the 
mating of souls, of complete harmony. This is what our “dead “ friends 
describe. 

On the other hand we hear from them, and sometimes directly, of 
the hells, which are temporary spheres of purification. We hear of the 
mists, the darkness, the aimless wanderings, the mental confusion, the 
remorse. 

“Our condition ie horrible,” wrote one of them to me recently at a 
séance. These things are real and vivid and provable to us. That is why we 
are an enormous force for the resuscitation of true religion, and why the 
clergy take a heavy responsibility when they oppose us. 

The final result upon scientific thought is unthinkable, save that the 
sources of all force would be traced rather to spiritual than to material 
causes. 

In religion one can perhaps see a little more clearly. Theology and 
dogma would disappear. 

People would realize that such questions as the number of persons 
in  God,  or  the  process  of  Christ’s  birth,  have  no  bearing  at  all  upon  the  
development of man’s spirit, which is the sole object of life. 

All religions would be equal, for all alike produce gentle, unselflsh 
souls who are God’s elect. Christian, Jew, Buddhist, and Mohammedan 
would shed their distinctive doctrines, follow their own high teachers on a 
common path of morality, and forget all that antagonism which has made 
religion a curse rather than a blessing to the world. 

We shall be in close touch with other-world forces, and knowledge 
will supersede that faith which has in the past planted a dozen different 
signposts to point in as many different directions. 

Such will be the future, so far as I can dimly see it, and all this will 
spring from the seed which now we tend and water amid the cold blasts of 
a hostile world. 

Do not let it be thought that I claim any special leadership in this 
movement. I do what I can, but many others have done what they could – 
many  humble  workers  who  have  endured  loss  and  insult,  but  who  will  
come to be recognized as the modern Apostles. For my part, I can only 
claim that I have been an instrument so fashioned that I have had some 
particular advantages in getting this teaching across to the people. 

That is the work which will occupy, either by voice or pen, the 
remainder of my life. What immediate shape it will take I cannot say. 
Human plans are vain things, and it is better for the tool to lie passive until 
the great hand moves it once more. 

1924 
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The Evening News, Portsmouth 
20 November 1889 

MR. SHUTTE’S CRITIC 
 
Sir, – I have read with much interest the very moderate letter of 

“Broad Churchman,” and the answers which it has called forth. From my 
own  point  of  view  he  errs  rather  in  the  direction  of  narrowness  than  of  
breadth, but it is well that every phase of religious thought should have its 
champions.  From  the  friction  of  many  views  a  spark  of  truth  may  be  
elicited. 

“A Southsea Curate’s” position appears to me to be a very 
untenable one. He upholds the absolute and entire inspiration of the Bible. 
But  does  he  not  know  that  there  are  in  the  Bible  statements  which  we  
know to be untrue? Are these untruths to be put down to the Deity? The 
supposition is absurd. Was it He, the possessor of all knowledge, who fell 
into errors that a modern school child would smile at? Was it He who was 
the author of the statement that the world was created in six days, that the 
creation was some five thousand years ago, or that Joshua commanded the 
sun, which was never moving, to stand still?65 If it was, then alas for our 
conceptions of the Deity. If it was not, then what becomes of the absolute 
inspiration of Scripture? 

Winwood Reade in his Martyrdom of Man remarks that at the time 
of the Reformation men pulled down idols of stone and wax, in order to 
put up in their place an idol of paper and printer’s ink. Let us take the good 
of the Bible and make the most of it, but let us, in the name of reverence 
and reason, forbear from ascribing to the All-wise that which would 
represent Him as a magnified man, full of the petty angers, jealousies, and 
revenges, which we condemn in our fellow mortals. We need no book and 
no inspiration to tell us of His wisdom and His power. The starry heavens, 
where a hundred million worlds are circling above us, are enough to bring 
it home to us far more closely than the words of any Jewish prophet, and 
there is a moral sense within us which guides the agnostic as well as the 
Christian. The broader our views the better, for the broadest that human 
mind can attain to must yet be infinitely narrow when compared to that 
final truth which must embrace the universe, and all that dwells upon it. In 
the meanwhile our best aspiration must be, 

 
“That nothing walks with aimless feet, 
 That not one life shall be destroyed, 
 Or cast as rubbish to the void 
 When God has made the pile complete.” 

Yours faithfully,  
A Southsea Physician. 
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P.S. – One gentleman, I observe, wants to know how modern 
thought is superior to that of the 16th century. One sign of progress is that 
a discussion of this sort may be courteously carried on without any of the 
disputants having the power, or, I hope, the desire, to make a bonfire of 
their opponents. 

 
The Daily Express 

7 August 1906 
 

ARE WE BECOMING LESS RELIGIOUS? (1) 
Sir A. Conan Doyle’s Views 

 
Sir, – It appears to me that one fallacy runs through a great deal of 

the  correspondence  about  religion  in  your  columns,  and  that  is  the  
postulate that any form of ritual, including the ritual of going to a large 
stone building for the purpose of communion with the great Unseen, has 
any bearing upon true religion. 

The lesson which life has taught me is that it has none. 
I have known most admirable people who did these practices, and I 

have known most wicked ones. I have known most admirable people who 
did not do such things, and I have known most wicked ones. Never yet 
have I known a person who was good because he went to church, or evil 
because he did not. And yet in most of your letters such practices are taken 
as a test whether religion is waning or increasing. There is no relation 
between them.66 

The true tests of progress in true religion are (1) Is there a kinder 
and broader view of such subjects, enabling all men of all creeds to live in 
amity and charity? (2) Are the criminal statistics better? (3) Are the drink 
returns better, showing that man is acquiring greater animal self-control 
(4) Are the illegitimacy returns better, showing the same thing? (5) Is there 
more reading, more demand for lectures, more interest in science, showing 
that the mind is gaining upon the body? (6) Are the savings bank returns 
better, showing thrift and self-denial? (7) Are the trade returns better, 
showing greater industry and efficiency? (8) Are there more charitable 
institutions, and does man show more clearly his sense of duty towards the 
lower animals? 

Such practical tests as these, which do actually for the most part 
show progress, are worth more than the ritual observances which may or 
may not go with a good life. 

There is an aggressive form of religion, calling itself Dogmatic 
Faith, which has done far more harm to the human race than pestilence or 
famine. Directly to its door must be laid, not only all the bloodstained 
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history of Mahometanism, but all the murderous doings which have in turn 
disgraced every sect of Christianity. 

In the name of Christ, the Apostle of Peace, this dreadful school of 
thought, within a few centuries of His death, brought about such quarrels 
and  such  murders  as  had  never  been  heard  of  in  pagan  days.  Over  the  
Homoiousian question, a theological point depending upon a diphthong, it 
has been reckoned that a hundred thousand people lost their lives, 
champions and victims of Faith. The Crusades, the murders of the 
Albigenses and of the Cevennes, the Thirty Years’ War, the Inquisition, 
the outrages of Catholics on Protestants, the no less detestable outrages of 
Protestants on Catholics, the persecutions of Nonconformists by the 
Church, the persecutions of Quakers by the Nonconformists, the manifold 
domestic tragedies and tyrannies, embittering the lives of countless 
numbers – surely when all these are considered, the reader must admit that 
Faith in the positive aggressive sense, has wrought more mischief than 
famine or pestilence. 

All sects have been misled by men of the same acrid frame of mind, 
and have incurred the same blood-guiltiness. I only know four cults the 
original Buddhists, the Quakers, the Unitarians, and the Agnostics – who 
can,  I  think,  say  that  they  have  no  blood  on  their  hands.  Certainly  the  
Atheists cannot, for their excesses in France – in the Revolution, and also 
in 187067 – have been as bad as those of the Churches. 

And what has been the root cause of it all? Saying you believe what 
your mind cannot grasp, and what your free reason would frequently 
reject. A makes his proofless assertion and calls it his faith. B has the right 
to do the same. Then A and B hate each other with a holy hatred, and there 
is the epitome of the blackest chapter in the history of the world. We, who 
are like ship-wrecked mariners upon this little raft of a world, moving 
upon the face of the infinite ocean, have enough to do to live kindly 
among ourselves without quarrelling bitterly about that which is beyond 
the horizon. 

Perhaps you say that even in these very words I myself show 
religious want of charity. But surely it  is not so. If the Catholic finds the 
Pope, or the Anglican the bishop, or the Nonconformist the minister a help 
upon his path, then in every case it is a good thing – a splendid thing – if it 
causes that man to be a better, more noble, human creature. Every form of 
belief is admirable so far as it does that. But when, as in the letters of some 
of your correspondents, it turns to want of charity, and the reviling of 
those who have other methods, then it is a petty twentieth-century 
exhibition of that which ranks in history among the gravest and most 
bloodthirsty of human crimes. 

Arthur Conan Doyle 
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The Daily Express 
11 August 1906 

 
ARE WE BECOMING LESS RELIGIOUS? (2) 

A Reply from Sir A.Conan Doyle 
 
Sir,  –  I  had  no  desire  to  be  led  into  the  morass  of  a  theological  

discussion; but in answer to Mr.Pollock’s categorical question as to my 
view upon a series of texts, I would answer by reminding him of the words 
of the Founder of the Christian Faith, that it is the letter which kills, and 
the virtue lies in the spirit. 

This insistence upon the literal meaning of texts is, in the words of 
Winwood Reade, “to pull down idols of wood only to replace them with 
idols of paper and printer’s ink.” They are the weapons by which 
theologians from the earliest days of Christianity have spread disunion and 
strife. Every creed can found its position upon a text, and every other 
creed can find some other to controvert it. 

When, for example, the Catholic founds his doctrine of 
transubstantiation upon the plain text, “This is my body and this is my 
blood,” it seems that nothing could be worded more clearly. And yet the 
Protestant stoutly denies its validity, and insists upon a metaphorical 
meaning. To the Unitarian there are many texts which make it appear to 
him that Christ did not claim the attributes of Deity. 

When we consider the origin of the gospels, their translation from 
language to language, and the fact that every revision has shown the text 
to be faulty, it is inconceivable that any absolutely hard-and-fast 
incontrovertible system of theology can be built from them. 

But the spirit of the New Testament is clear enough, and there lies 
the justification of Christianity. 

 
Arthur Conan Doyle 

 
The Daily Express 

31 August l906 
 

ARE WE BECOMING LESS RELIGIOUS? (3) 
Summing Up 

 
Sir, – I had not intended to intervene again in the interesting 

controversy which has occupied your columns, but so many of the 
controversialists have alluded to my original letter that it might seem 
discourteous if I took no notice of their objections. 
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These objections have come for the most part from clerical 
correspondents. In all ages any attempt at breadth of thought and at wide 
charity in the interpretation of the relations between man and his Maker 
have always met with the same clerical opposition; but history records 
that, though it has often retarded, it has never checked the gradual 
emancipation of the human reason from iron-bound ritual and dogma. We 
are fortunate in the present age in having, on the other hand, many clergy 
of all denominations who recognise that their creeds must grow more 
tolerant and more comprehensive lest they be left behind entirely by 
civilisation. 

Those who know how large a proportion of the most earnest-
minded and thoughtful men in this country are already outside all 
dogmatic creeds will admit that the contingency is not a fanciful one. 

Throughout this controversy the term “religion” has been 
continually used where, as it seems to me, “ritual” was a more appropriate 
expression. Religion is the relation between any human soul and the 
Creator, and is shown outwardly by the actions of the individual. All 
canonical observances, rituals, and dogmas are aids to the soul in its 
developments. So far as they do aid it they are justified. So far as they do 
not, but become petrified forms which prevent life and growth, they stand 
condemned. But always “by their fruit shall you know them,” and by that 
standard England has enormously improved, and is, therefore, more truly 
religious. 

What  are  these  pious  days  to  which  so  many  of  your  
correspondents allude? Are they the days drawn by Hogarth and described 
by Fielding? When was England ever so sober, so intelligent, so well 
educated, so thrifty, and so industrious as at present. As to this decay of 
forms and ceremonies,  while  some deplore  it  others  may regard  it  as  the  
sunrise of saner, better, and more charitable days. I believe that our 
descendants, looklng back at this age, will regard it as one of darkness and 
superstition, but will admit that it is an advance upon the even darker ages 
which preceded it. 

Insistance upon dogma and ritual, or “religion” in the sense in 
which your correspondents have misused it, must infallibly result in the 
human race being eternally divided into rival factions, since it is 
impossible to conceive that any sect will absorb all the others. It is all very 
well for one of your correspondents to talk about our little earthly raft 
having a compass given it. We know by experience that no two people can 
see alike how the compass is pointing. The Divine Creator has indeed 
given us one compass, and that is reason, the noblest of all faculties. It is 
reason which tells us that if each sect would abate something of its rigid 
doctrine, and insist upon the points which unite it with its neighbours 
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instead of accentuating those which divide it there would be some hope for 
the gradual extinction of those theologigal differences, which have, as I 
hold, nothing to do with true religion, and have been the source of more 
bloodshed and misery than any other single cause in the world’s history. 

Several of your clerical correspondents term me an Agnostic. What 
my individual faith may be is a matter of microscopic interest to others, 
but  since  the  term  has  been  used  I  may  say  that  I  am  not  an  Agnostic  
though I extend to that body the respect which I feel for all earnest-minded 
men. I am a believer in the Christian system in its simplest and least 
dogmatic  form  as  being  on  the  whole  the  noblest  which  the  world  has  
evolved, though it has been so overlaid by the bigots and the formalists 
that it is difficult sometimes to see the original outlines at all. It is not a 
shaven head, but it is wide charity in the heart which is the essence of that 
creed. I am a convinced Theist also, and a profound believer in the direct 
action of a guiding force in the affairs of this world. 

Finally, I may say that I do not believe that the Divine Message to 
the human race was delivered once for all two thousand years ago, but I 
hold that every piece of prose and verse which has in it anything which is 
helpful to the individual soul is in some sense a message from Beyond – a 
message which grows and expands as all vital things must do. 

Let me end this letter by a quotation from verse of this character: 
 
“Our little systems have their day; 
 They have their day and cease to be; 
 They are but broken lights of Thee; 
 For Thou, oh Lord, art more than they.” 

 
Arthur Conan Doyle 

 
Common Sense 

12 July 1919 
 

MODERN MIRACLES – REPLY TO 
JEROME K. JEROME 

 
 

Sir, – Mr.Jerome K.Jerome appeals to me to answer some questions 
about spiritualism, propounded in your columns. This I am happy to do, 
although I am bound to say that if he had read, even superficially, upon the 
subject he would not have needed to ask them. 

1. Why is a medium bound in a physical phenomenon séance? 
Because otherwise the sceptics would declare that he himself 

produced the results. In some cases he has been put in a locked cage for 
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the same reason. 
2. Why in the dark? 
Because experience has shown that the results are better in the dark. 

It  would  be  more  convenient  if  this  were  not  so.  It  would  also  be  more  
convenient if photographs could be developed outside a dark room. In 
each case physical law is the obstacle. 

3. Why a tambourine? 
It is the only instrument which shows by its rattle where it is in a 

dark room. A luminous cross is equally good and is now occasionally 
used. 

4. Why such puerile messages? 
Death alters nothing, and we find every grade of intelligence upon 

the further side from a sprite to an archangel. We get what we deserve. If 
Mr.Jerome would come to me and examine the 120 books upon this 
subject which form my reference library he would find that the tone of the 
communications is by no means so low as he thinks. Some of them are as 
high as mortal brain can follow. 

Mr.Jerome complains that the raps at Hydesville did not disclose 
something wonderful. I think that when they disclosed intelligence 
separated from ordinary matter they did disclose something wonderful – 
the most wonderful thing that our age has known. I agree that many of the 
manifestations seem puerile, but if one looks behind them at the force 
which produces them they cease to be puerile, but form the starting point 
of a chain of thought and experiment which is all-important. The appeal 
was made to a coarse-minded and materialistic generation, and it was just 
such crude phenomena that were needed to shake them out of their 
complacency. It would have seemed better to us if an archangel had 
appeared in Trafalgar Square, but I suppose the problem was made more 
obscure so that we should have the merit of using our wits and our 
patience. 

Mr.Jerome compares the modern miracles with those of the New 
Testament. They are, I think, the same. Save for the raising of the dead I 
cannot recall any miracle in the New Testament which has not been 
claimed, upon good authority, as having occurred in the experience of 
spiritualists. 

I have myself experienced the rushing wind, the tongues of fire, 
and the direct voice. As to our modern miracles being funny and those of 
the Testament free from this taint,  it  all  depends upon the spirit  in which 
an incident is described. I have no doubt that if a cynical press man had 
told the story of the loaves and fishes or of the Gadarene swine he could 
have made it very funny, but that does not really dispose of the matter.68 

I cannot cover all  the ground here, but I have done so in my New 
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Revelation,  and  would  be  glad  to  send Mr.Jerome a  copy.  I  care  nothing  
about proselytising, but if I could give so old a friend the joy which this 
knowledge brings with it I should spare no pains to do so. 

Yours faithfully, 
Arthur Conan Doyle 

 
Common Sense 
16 August 1919 

 
MR. JEROME AND SPIRITS 

 
 
Sir, – As Mr.Jerome K.Jerome has had his second innings, perhaps 

you will kindly allow me to be upon equal terms with him. I note from his 
remarks that he is sceptical about the facts of the physical phenomena of 
Spiritualism. But from every word of his article it is evident that he has 
never examined these alleged facts, and that apart from my own short 
epitome of the subject, which he has read in the interval between articles, 
he has no acquaintance with the evidence. Under these circumstances, 
what is his dissent worth? Clever man as he is, it is not the same weight as 
the opinion of the first man you meet in the street, if that man has chanced 
to have real knowledge of what has occurred. To put it in a definite form, 
has he carefully read Sir William Crookes’ laboratory experiments as 
described by himself from 1871 to 1873? Has he read the researches of 
Dr.Crawford, of Belfast, set forth in two books between 1915 and 1919? 
Has he read Professor Geley’s recent experiments, which were checked by 
a  hundred  French  scientists  of  various  types?  Has  he  read  the  work  of  
Professor Schrenck-Notzing, the German inquirer? Has he seen the books 
of the famous Professor Lombroso and the record of his twenty years’ 
work? All these works have been accompanied by photographs. Does he 
accuse all these distinguished scientists of faking these photographs, 
without the faintest personal object, and indeed with risk of incurring 
professional ruin? If he has not consulted these authorities then he has no 
right to assume so intolerant an attitude, and to jeer at those who have. If, 
on the other hand, he has consulted those authorities, and is still a sceptic, 
then his mental attitude is beyond my comprehension. It seems to me that 
the  maddest  theory  ever  invented  by  the  human brain  is  that  for  seventy  
years  a  great  number  of  people  in  many varying countries  have  all  been 
claiming to have certain personal experiences, often seen by many at one 
time, and that the whole thing originates in colossal stupidity or impish 
mischief.  Can  anyone  really  continue  to  hold  such  a  theory  as  that?  I  
notice that opponents of the movement are more and more being pushed 
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away from it, and are adopting the alternative, but contradictory ground, 
that such knowledge is illicit. 

In quoting some small instances of abnormal happenings given in 
my book, Mr.Jerome entirely misrepresents them, and shows that 
extraordinary inaccuracy which seems inseparable from every 
controversialist who attacks Spiritualism. For example, in the case of the 
lady who wrote automatically about the terrible nature of the Lusitania 
disaster, Mr.Jerome suppresses the fact that it was at a time when we had 
every reason to believe that there was no loss of life. That is, of course, the 
whole point of the story. Again, in describing my Piave dream, he does not 
mention that I had never at that time consciously heard of the Piave, and 
that it was not within the war zone when I recorded the dream. This, again, 
is  the  whole  point  of  the  anecdote.  As  to  the  argument  that  three  cool-
headed and responsible men of the world like Lord Adair, Lord Seaton and 
Captain Wynne are to be disbelieved as witnesses to a fact which all three 
have seen – namely, the levitation of Mr.Home – because false witnesses 
swore away the lives of witches in the Middle Ages, I can hardly believe 
that Mr.Jerome would seriously uphold it. I am fairly well acquainted with 
the history of witchcraft, and the main characteristics of the old trials were 
the illiteracy and general independability of the witnesses. 

Mr.Jerome  is  very  anxious  to  know  what  is  our  “new  religion.”  I  
think he will find something very like it if he goes back nineteen hundred 
years and studies the Christianity of Christ. There he will read of those 
same signs and wonders which we call “phenomena,” there he will read of 
the discerning of spirits which we call “clairvoyance,” and there also he 
will read of a good deal of ridicule and misrepresentation which did not 
prevent the new movement from conquering the world, even as this, its 
successor, is bound to do. This time, however, we must see to it  that the 
sacred fire is not smothered by formalism and the intrusion of materialism. 
I agree with Mr.Jerome that we have lived to see some very terrible phases 
of human history. At the same time, I am convinced that anything more 
unselfish and noble than the conduct of the British Empire as a whole, and 
of Britons as individuals, during the last five years, has never been known. 
It  is true that the present and future may not be at so high a level,  but at 
least in the wartime the nation has risen with hardly an exception to an 
extraordinary point of moral grandeur. Personally, I do not at all take the 
view  that  Christ  was  one  who  would  stand  by  and  see  cruelty  or  
oppression without interference; but I prefer to believe that had He been 
amongst us, He would have been the first to risk a second martyrdom in 
the cause of justice and freedom. He would have done His part in the 
scourging of the Germans out of Belgium as whole-heartedly as He 
scourged the tradespeople out of the Temple. I cannot accept the watery, 
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cold-blooded, unpractical reading which some have given to His character. 
However, I have said enough, and must not lay any greater burden upon 
your hospitable columns. 

Yours, etc., 
Arthur Conan Doyle 

 
 

The New York Times 
2 September 1923 

 
OSCAR WILDE’S COMMUNICATION 

ACCEPTED AS GENUINE 
 
Sir, – You have occasionally allowed me to use your columns in 

order  to  keep  the  American  public  informed  as  to  the  progress  which  is  
being made in Europe upon the all-important subject of psychic evidence. 
Upon the last occasion I gave some description of Dr.Schrenck-Notzing’s 
experiments with Willy at Munich, and I told how he had demonstrated 
that mysterious substance ectoplasm to 100 incredulous men of science, 
including twenty-six professors of universities, and that all without 
exception had been compelled to accept the evidence of their own senses. 

A  second  similar  mass  demonstration  has  just  been  concluded  at  
Paris and has received far less public attention than it deserves. Indeed, it 
is one of the curiosities of this controversy that when a negative result is 
obtained, which means, of course, nothing at all, it goes like wildfire 
through the press, while the positive results, which mean everything, are 
received with apathy. One is forced to the conclusion that the human 
instinct really shrinks from the idea that we do most certainly continue our 
existence, and do most certainly answer for our action, whether private or 
public. 

The new demonstration has been carried out by Dr.Geley of the 
Metapsychique Institute of Paris. He assembled thirty-four men of 
distinction and in successive sittings demonstrated the usual physical 
phenomena of spiritualism, using as a medium one Jean Gusik, a Pole. The 
results were perfectly conclusive, and all the observers signed their 
acquiescence. The signatures include those of Dr.Rehm, scientific editor 
of the Matin; Cinisty, editor of the Petit Parisien; Huc, editor of the 
Dépeche de Toulouse; a dozen leading doctors from the Parisian hospitals; 
Marcel Prévost of the French Academy; Bayle of the Prefecture of Police; 
several men of letters, and finally, three great men of science – Richet, 
Flammarion and Sir Oliver Lodge. 

The phenomena to which these gentlemen subscribe are movements 
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of objects without touch at a distance from the medium and taps received 
when out of reach of the medium. There were, however, many other 
phenomena. Their confession of faith ends with the words: “We simply 
affirm our conviction that the phenomena are not to be explained by 
illusions and that there was no possiple cheating.” 

They certify to the fact that these various phenomena showed every 
sign of having an intelligence at the back of them. In fact, they answered 
requests and obeyed orders. Since these facts are surely indisputable, we 
are faced by the question, Whose intelligence is it? Is it that of the 
unconscious medium acting independently? Is it the collective 
consciousness of the company? Or is it an outside independent intelligence 
which is directing the experiment? 

It is only fair to say that even among the most experienced psychic 
researchers the answer to their question is a varied one. We have to 
remember that many of the best Continental minds start from a position of 
extreme materialism. Sir David Brewster said: “Spirit is the last thing 
which  I  would  give  in  to,”  and  though  he  said  it  sixty  years  ago,  it  still  
represents a common phase of thought. Such men as Richet or Notzing 
have been converted from materialism to a sort of super-materialism, 
which needs one more step, but a very vital one, to elevate them into 
spiritualism. To get that step they would need, I think, to turn from those 
physical phases where they have done such splendid work and to examine 
more carefully the mental and religious sides of the question, without 
neglecting those methods of analysis and exact thought which they have 
applied to the lower phenomena. No faith is needed, but simply an 
extension of their present experimental methods to another class of 
evidence. As they are already prepared to admit that an ectoplasmic figure 
can move about a room, can talk and can claim an individuality, it would 
not seem a great gulf which they have to cross in admitting that claim to 
be true, and that the discarnate soul can indeed find means to manifest 
itself in this lower world of matter. 

An interesting mental and literary problem has presented itself 
lately in England by the appearance of a script which claims to be from 
Oscar Wilde. Wilde was a man with a very peculiar quality of thought and 
of expression. The latter may be parodied, but the former can hardly be 
copied in its fullness, for to do so would imply that the copyist had as 
great  a  brain  as  the  original.  Yet  both  in  thought  and  in  expression  this  
script rings true. There are passages in it which Wilde in his best 
movements has never bettered. He had in life a very fine cue for colours 
which often manifested itself in his writings gave them a peculiarly vivid 
touch. Thus, in a private letter to me he spoke of the “honey coloured 
harvest moon.” The script shows this rare quality to a remarkable degree. 
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“In eternal twilight I move, but I know that in the world... red sunset must 
follow apple-green dawn.” Then again, “The rose-flushed anemones that 
star  the  woodland  ways,”  or  again,  “Already  the  May  is  creeping  like  a  
white mist over lane and hedgerow, and year after year, the hawthorn 
bears blood-red fruit after the white death of its May.” 

The other charactenstic of Wilde was his freakish, paradoxical 
humour. This also is much in evidence in the script. “Being dead is the 
most boring experience in life, that is if one excepts being married or 
dining with a school-master!” Those last four words are Wilde all over.69 
“My life was like a candle that had guttered at the end.” 

I defy any man of real critical instinct to read that script and doubt 
that it emanates from Wilde. One may imitate a man’s features, one may 
forge his name, but it is impossible to sustain a deception in a prolonged 
communication from a great writer. Verily, there is no sort of proof under 
Heaven which has not been accorded to us, and those beyond must despair 
sometimes of ever penetrating our obtuse intelligence. 

 
Arthur Conan Doyle 

 
Occult Review 

April 1924 
OSCAR WILDE 

 
 
Sir, – I should wish with all courtesy, but also with all decision, to 

express my dissent from Mr.C.W.Soal in what he says concerning the 
style of Oscar Wilde. He had, as has frequently been pointed out, two 
separate styles, each very marked and individual, and each quite different 
from the other. The one is poetic, ornamental and artificial, with lovely 
word effects and a profuse use of colour. It is shown in the script by such 
phrases as “from russet eve to apple-green dawn” or “the rose-flushed 
anemones that star the dark woodland ways” or “the May is creeping like a 
white mist over lane and hedgerow.” The second style is epigrammatic, 
witty, cynical and full of paradox. Here we have it  in “Death is the most 
boring experience in life – if one excepts being married or dining with a 
school-master.” “It is always bad advice that is given away.” “Even God 
does  not  know  what  to  do  with  the  industrious.”  “The  woman  who  was  
content merely to be was always charming.” It is difficult to note these 
close analogies of style and to doubt that an Oscar Wilde brain is at the 
back of them. 

The idea that a weekly prize competition could produce a flood of 
Barries70 and Stevensons,71 with all the marks of the original, is surely 
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untenable and could hardly have been meant to be taken seriously. It is 
easy  to  produce  a  short  comic  parody,  by  exaggerating  the  features  of  a  
style, but to write or talk in exactly the same style and with equally good 
matter, argues an equal brain, which would certainly exhibit itself in 
something more ambitious than parody. 

Mr.Soal claims that he has traced all the allusions to their “probable 
sources.” In the case of a man whose life was so public and who has been 
the centre of a whole literature, it is difficult to imagine that there is 
anything of any importance in his life – anything which would now 
emerge from his own memory – which was not directly or indirectly 
alluded to in some quarter or another. But such an explanation would 
mean that the automatists had ransacked all the Wilde literature. We have 
their assurance that this is not so, and that their acquaintance with it  was 
very limited. As to the suggestion, put into the mouth of a suppositious 
critic, that the writers memorise great sections of script, that would of 
course be a direct accusation of deliberate fraud which is not justified by 
the character and position of the writers. Such suggestions are made far 
too readily and should be banished from the controversy. 

When I consider the various corroborations in this case of Oscar 
Wilde: 

1. The reproduction of his heavy style. 
2. The reproduction of his light style. 
3. The reproduction of character. 
4. The recollection of incidents, some of them quite obscure, in his 

own life. 
5. The reproduction of his handwriting. 
6. And (not least in my eyes) the similarity of the conditions which 

he describes upon the other side with those which our psychic knowledge 
would assign to such a man I consider that the case is a very powerful one 
indeed. I quite agree that George Pelham and The Ear of Dionysius72 are 
very convincing, but to me the Wilde case is even more so. 

Yours faithfully, 
A.Conan Doyle 

 
 

ON LOVE AND MARRIAGE IN HEAVENS73 
 
 
I will say a few words on that. I wish you to understand that there is 

one man, and only one, for each woman, and one woman only for each 
man. When those two meet they fly together and are one through all the 
endless chain of existence. Until they meet all unions are mere accidents 
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which have no meaning. Sooner or later each couple becomes complete. It 
may not be here. It may be in the next sphere where the sexes meet as they 
do on earth. Or it may be further delayed. But every man and every 
woman has his or her affinity, and will find it. 

Of earthly marriages perhaps one in five is permanent. The others 
are accidental. Married couples do not necessarily reunite, but the love of 
man and woman continues and is freed of elements which with us often 
militate against its perfect realization. Real marriage is of the soul and 
spirit. Sex actions are a mere external symbol which mean nothing and are 
foolish, or even pernicious, when the thing which they should symbolize is 
wanting. Some have the wrong mate here. Some have no mate, which is 
more fortunate. But all will sooner or later get the right mate. That is 
certain. 

Do not think that you will necessarily have your present husband, 
or wife, when you pass over. It is love – real love – which unites us there. 
He,  or  she,  goes  his,  or  her,  way.  You  go  yours.  You  are  on  separate  
planes, perhaps. Some day you will each find your own, when your youth 
has come back as it will over here. 

There is no sexuality in the grosser sense. Children are not born 
there.  That  is  only  on  the  earth  plane.  It  was  this  aspect  of  marriage  to  
which the great Teacher referred when he said: “There will be neither 
marriage nor giving in marriage.” No! It is purer, deeper, more wonderful, 
a unity of souls, a complete merging of interests and knowledge without a 
loss of individuality. The nearest you ever get to it is the first high 
passions, too beautiful for physical expression when two high-souled 
lovers meet upon earthly plane. They find lower expression afterwards, 
but they will always in their hearts know that the first delicate, exquisite 
soul-union was the more lovely. So it is with the spirits. 

 
Arthur Conan Doyle 

 
 

MEDIUMSHIP, EVIL FORCES 
AND RESCUE CIRCLES 

 
Psychic power in its varied manifestations is found in humble 

quarters, but surely that has been its main characteristic from the 
beginning – fishermen, carpenters, tent-makers, camel drivers, these were 
the prophets of old. At this moment some of the highest psychic gifts in 
England lie in a miner, a cotton operative, a railway-porter, a bargeman 
and a charwoman. Thus does history repeat itself, thus does the old wheel 
go round. 
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Mediumship can be developed. One might almost say it was 
catching. That was what the laying-on of hands meant in the early Church. 
It  was  the  conferring  of  thaumaturgic  powers.  We  can’t  do  it  now  as  
rapidly as that. But if a man or woman sits with the desire of development, 
and especially if that sitting is in the presence of a real medium, the chance 
is that powers will come. 

But in some circumstances this coming would be worse even than 
false mediumship, because it could be used for evel. I assure you that the 
talk of black magic and of evil entities is not an invention of the 
superstition. Such things do happen and centre round the wicked medium. 
You  can  get  down  into  a  region  which  is  akin  to  the  popular  idea  of  
witchcraft. Like attracts like, and you get what you deserve. It is usually 
an axiom among Spiritualists that the spirit visitors to a circle represent in 
some way the mental and spiritual tendency of the circle. If you sit with 
wicked people you get wicked visitors. Then there is a dangerous side to 
it. 

But do you know anything on earth which has not a dangerous side 
if it is mishandled and exaggerated? This dangerous side exists quite apart 
from orthodox Spiritualism, and our knowledge is the surest way to 
counteract it. I believe that the witchcraft of the Middle Ages was a very 
real thing, and that the best way to meet such practices is to cultivate the 
higher powers of the spirit. To leave the thing entirely alone is to abandon 
the field to the forces of evil. 

It might be argued that a subject with such possibilities had better 
be left alone. The answer seems to be that these manifestations are, 
fortunately, very rare, whereas the daily comfort of spirit intercourse 
illumines thousands of lives. We do not abandon exploration because the 
land explored contains some noxious creatures. To abandon the subject 
would be to hand it over to such forces of evil as chose to explore it while 
depriving ourselves of that knowledge which would aid us in 
understanding and counteracting their results. 

I speak of these evil forces, because we continually come in contact 
with  them.  And  when  there  is  an  intrusion  of  that  kind  we  do  not  
necessarily drove it  away. It  is part of our job, we specialize on it.  If we 
can help any lower spirit we do so, and we can only do it by encouraging it 
to tell us its troubles. Most of them are not wicked. They are poor, 
ignorant, stunted creatures who are suffering the effects of the narrow and 
false views which they have learned in this world. We try to help them – 
and we do. In the extremely interesting case very carefully observed by the 
Psychic Research Society of Reykjavik in Iceland, the formidable 
earthbound creature proclaimed how it got its vitality. The man was in life 
a fisherman of rough and violent character who had committed suicide. He 
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attached himself to the medium, followed him to the seances of the 
Society, and caused indescribable confusion and alarm, until he was 
exorcised by some such means as described in my story. A long account 
appeared in the Proceedings of the American Society of Psychic Research 
and also in the organ of the Psychic College, Psychic Research for 
January, 1925. Iceland, it may be remarked, is very advanced in psychic 
science, and in proportion to its population or opportunities is probably 
ahead of  any other  country.  The  Bishop of  Reykjavik  is  President  of  the  
Psychic Society, which is surely a lesson to our own prelates whose 
disassociation from the study of such matters is little less than a scandal. 
The matter relates to the nature of the soul and to its fate in the Beyond, 
yet there are, I believe, fewer students of the matter among our spiritual 
guides than among any other profession. 

So, we try to help these lost souls – and we do. And we know that 
we do because they report to us afterwards and register their progress. 
Such methods are often used by our people. They are called “rescue 
circles”. Among the careful and trustworthy experimenters are Mr.Tozer 
of Melbourne, and Mr.McFarlane of Southsea, borh of whom have run 
methodical circles for the purpose of giving help to earthbound spirits. 
Detailed accounts of experiences which I have personally had in the 
former circles are to be found in Chapters IV and VI of my Wanderings of 
a Spiritualist. I may add that in my own domestic circle, under my wife’s 
mediumship, we have been privileged to bring hope and knowledge to 
some of these unhappy beings. 

Full reports of a number of these dramatic conversations are to be 
found in the last hundred pages of the late Admiral Usborne Moore’s 
Glimpses of the Next State.  It  should  be  said  that  the  Admiral  was  not  
personally present at these sittings, but that they were carried out by 
people in whom he had every confidence, and that they were confirmed by 
sworn affidavits of the sitters. ‘The high character of Mr.Leander Fisher’, 
says the Admiral, ‘is sufficient voucher for their authenticity’. The one 
may be said of Mr.E.G.Randall, who has published many such cases. He is 
one of the leading lawyers of Buffalo, while Mr.Fisher is a Professor of 
Music in that city. 

The natural objection is that, granting the honesty of the 
investigators, the whole experience may be in some way subjective and 
have no relation to real facts. Dealing with this the Admiral says: ‘I made 
inquiries as to whether any of the spirits, thus brought to understand that 
they had entered a new state of consciousness, had been satisfactorily 
identified. The reply was that many had been discovered, but after several 
had been verified it was considered useless to go on searching for the 
relatives and places of abode in earth life of the remainder. Such inquiries 
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involved much time and labour, and always ended with the same result’. 
In  one  of  the  cases  cited  (op.  cit.,  p.524)  there  is  the  prototype  of  the  
fashionable woman who died in her sleep, as depicted in the text. In all 
these instances the returning spirit did not realize that its earth life was 
over. 

The  dramatic  case  where  the  spirit  of  a  man  (it  was  the  case  of  
several men in the original) manifested at the very time of the accident 
which caused their death, and where the names were afterwards verified in 
the newspaper report, is given by Mr.E.G.Randall. Another example given 
by that gentleman may be added for the consideration of those who have 
not realized how cogent is the evidence, and how necessary for us to 
reconsider our views of death. It is in The Dead Have Never Died (p.104). 

‘I recall an incident that will appeal to the purely materialistic. I 
was one of my father’s executors, and after his dissolution and the 
settlement of his estate, speaking to me from the next plane, he told me 
one night that I had overlooked an item that he wanted to mention to me. 

‘I replied: “Your mind was ever centred on the accumulation of 
money. Why take up the time that is so limited with the discussion of your 
estate? It has already been divided”. 

‘“Yes”,  he  answered,  “I  know that,  but  I  worked too  hard  for  my 
money to  have  it  lost,  and there  is  an  asset  remaining that  you have  not  
discovered”. 

‘“Well”, I said “if that be true, tell me about it”. 
‘He answered: “Some years before I left I loaned a small sum of 

money to Susan Stone, who resided in Pennsylvania, and I took from her a 
promissory note upon which, under the laws of that State, I was entitled to 
enter a judgment at once without suit.  I  was somewhat anxious about the 
loan, so, before its maturity, I took the note and filed it with the 
prothonotary at Erie, Pennsylvania, and he entered judgment, which 
became a lien on her property. In my books of account there was no 
reference to that note or judgement. If you will go to the prothonotary’s 
office in Erie, you will find the judgment on record, and I want you to 
collect it. There are many things that you don’t know about and this is one 
of them’. 

‘I  was  much  surprised  at  the  information  thus  received,  and  
naturally sent for a transcript of that judgment. I found it entered Oct. 21, 
1896, and with that evidence of the indebtedness I collected from the 
judgment debtor 70 dollars with interest. I question if anyone knew of that 
transaction  besides  the  makers  of  the  note  and  the  prothonotary  at  Erie.  
Certainly I did not know about it. I had no reason to suspect it. The 
psychic present at that interview could not have known about the matter, 
and I certainly collected the money. My father’s voice was clearly 
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recognizable on that occasion, as it has been on hundreds of others, and I 
cite this instance for the benefit of those who measure everything from a 
monetary standpoint.’ 

The most striking, however, of all these posthumous 
communications are to be found in Thirty Years Among the Dead, by 
Dr.Wickland of Los Angeles. This, like many other valuable books of the 
sort,  can  only  be  obtained  in  Great  Britain  at  the  Psychic  Bookshop  in  
Victoria Street, S.W. 

Dr.Wickland and his heroic wife have done work which deserves 
the very closest attention from the alienists of the world. If he makes his 
point, and the case is a strong one, he not only revolutionizes all our ideas 
about insanity, but he cuts deep also into our views of criminology, and 
may well show that we have been punishing as criminals people who were 
more deserving of commiseration than of censure. 

Having framed the view that many cases of mania were due to 
obsession from undeveloped entities, and having found out by some line 
of inquiry, which is not clear to me, that such entities are exceedingly 
sensitive to static electricity when it is passed through the body which they 
have invaded, he founded his treatment with remarkable results upon this 
hypothesis. The third factor in his system was the discovery that such 
entities were more easily dislodged if a vacant body was provided for their 
temporary reception. Therein lies the heroism of Mrs.Wickland, a very 
charming and cultivated lady, who sits in hypnotic trance beside the 
subject ready to receive the invader when he is driven forth. It is through 
the lips of this lady that the identity and character of the undeveloped spirit 
are determined. 

The subject having been strapped to the electric chair – the 
strapping is very necessary as many are violent maniacs – the power is 
turned on. It does not affect the patient, since it is static in its nature, but it 
causes acute discomfort to the parasitical spirit, who rapidly takes refuge 
in the unconscious form of Mrs.Wickland. Then follow the amazing 
conversations which are chronicled in this volume. The spirit is cross-
questioned by the doctor, is admonished, instructed, and finally dismissed 
either in the care of some ministering spirit who superintends the 
proceedings, or relegated to the charge of some sterner attendant who will 
hold him in check should he be unrepentant. 

To  the  scientist  who  is  unfamiliar  with  psychic  work  such  a  bald  
statement sounds wild, and I do not myself claim that Dr.Wickland has 
finally  made  out  his  case,  but  I  do  say  that  our  experiences  at  rescue  
circles bear out the general idea, and that he has admittedly cured many 
cases which others have found intractable. Occasionally there is very 
cogent confirmation. 
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It is not apparently everyone who is open to this invasion, but only 
those who are in some peculiar way psychic sensitives. The discovery, 
when fully made out, will be one of the root facts of the psychology and 
jurisprudence of the future. 

So  I  repeat:  these  powers  are  given  to  some  of  us  for  the  
consolation of humanity and for a proof of immortality. They were never 
meant for worldly use. Trouble always comes of such use, trouble to the 
medium and trouble to the client. 

 
Arthur Conan Doyle 

 
 

THE SPIRITUALISM AND THE PROGRESS 
OF OUR RACE 

 
 
Spiritualism is infinitely the most important thing in the world, so it 

is worth taking time over. Folk can be blamed for neglecting it, but no one 
can be blamed for being cautious in examination. I would repeat in my 
own person the words of Thackeray. He said to some objector: “What you 
say is natural,  but if you had seen what I have seen you might alter your 
opinion.” We must fit our theories to the facts. Up to now we have fitted 
the facts to our theories. If you are not yet among our adherents, you are 
quite right. You should take your time over it. I took many years myself. 
Now I am all out for it, because I know it is true. There is such a difference 
between  believing  and  knowing.  It  is  only  when  these  things  come  to  
one’s own address that one understands their full force. 

I  lecture  a  good deal.  But  I  never  want  to  convert  my audience.  I  
don’t believe in sudden conversions. They are shallows, superficial things. 
All I want is to put the thing before the people as clearly as I can. I just tell 
them the truth and why we know it is the truth. Then my job is done. They 
can  take  it  or  leave  it.  If  they  are  wise  they  will  explore  along the  paths  
that I indicate. If they are unwise they miss their chance. I don’t want to 
press them or to proselytize. It’s their affair, not mine. As La Bruyère very 
finely said: “Il faut chercher seulement à penser et à parler juste, sans 
vouloir amener les autres à notre goût et à nos sentiments: c’est une trop 
grande entreprise.”74 

Science is gradually sweeping the world clear of all old cobwebs of 
superstition. The world was like some old, dusty attic, and the sun of 
science is bursting in, flooding it with light, while the dust settles 
gradually to the floor. And yet, as regards science and scientists, I can say 
only one thing: it is this scientific world which is at the bottom of much of 
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our materialism. What a grand world it would be if it would only realize 
its own limitations! It is an extraordinary fact that many scientific men, 
when their passions and prejudices are excited, show a ludicrous disregard 
for all their own tenets. Of these tenets there are none more rigid than that 
a subject should be examined before it was condemned. We have seen of 
late years, in such matters as wireless or heavier-than-air machines, that 
the most unlikely things may come to pass. It is most dangerous to say a 
priori that a thing is impossible. Yet this is the error into which either 
scientific critic has fallen. They have used the fame which they have 
rightly won in subjects which they have mastered in order to cast discredit 
upon a subject which they have not mastered. The fact that a man was a 
great physiologist and physicist did not in itself make him an authority 
upon psychic science. 

In this world of science there are many fools and dolts which are 
holding back the world’s progress. They admit that they have read nothing 
of the psychic subject, and I’ll swear they have seen nothing. Yet they use 
the position and the name which they have won in other matters in order to 
discredit a number of people who, whatever they may be, are certainly 
very earnest and very thoughtful. 

Science  has  helped  us  in  comfort  –  if  comfort  is  any  use  to  us.  
Otherwise it has usually been a curse to us, for it has called itself 
“progress” and given us a false impression that we are making progress, 
whereas we are really drifting very steadely backwards. 

One can object to this: “Look at wireless. Look at the S.O.S. call at 
sea. Is that not a benefit to mankind?”. I quite agree, it works out all right 
sometimes. I value my electric reading-lamp, and that is a product of 
science. It gives us, as I said before, comfort and occasionally safety. And 
nevertheless I depreciate it, because it obscures the vital thing – the object 
of  life.  We were  not  put  into  this  planet  in  order  that  we should  go  fifty  
miles an hour in a motor-car, or cross the Atlantic in an airship, or send 
messages either with or without wires. These are the mere trimmings and 
fringes of life. But those men of science have so riveted our attention on 
these fringes that we forget the central object. 

It is not how fast you go that matters, it is the object of your 
journey.  It  is  not  how  you  send  a  message,  it  is  what  the  value  of  the  
messsage may be. At every stage this so-called progress may be a curse, 
and yet as long as we use the word we confuse it  with real progress and 
imagine that we are doing that for which God sent us into the world, which 
is to prepare ourselves for the next phase of life. There is mental 
preparation and spiritual preparation, and we are neglecting both. To be in 
an old age better men and women, more unselfish, more broadminded, 
more genial and tolerant, that is what we are for. It is a soul factory, and it 
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is turning out a bad article. 
Surely the world has been worse before now, but never with the 

same advantages – never with the education and knowledge and so-called 
civilization, which has been turned to evil. We got the knowledge of 
airships. We bomb cities with them. We learn how to steam under the sea. 
We murder seamen with our new knowledge. We gain command over 
chemicals.  We  turn  them  into  explosives  or  poison  gases.  It  goes  from  
worse to worse. At the present moment every nation upon earth is plotting 
secretly  how it  can  best  poison the  others.  Did  God create  the  planet  for  
this end, and is it likely than He will allow it to go on from bad to worse? 

The  most  dangerous  conditon  for  a  man  or  a  nation  is  when  his  
intellectual side is more developed than his spiritual. Is that not exactly the 
condition of the world today? Our spiritual guides speak of a breaking of 
all the phials. There is war, famine, pestilence, earthquake, flood, tidal 
waves – all ending in peace and glory unutterable. 

I have been ordered to give the message wherever I think that there 
are ears to hear it. Our guides wish that the human race should gradually 
understand the situation so that there shall be the less shock or panic. I am 
one of several who are chosen to carry the news. 

Things have now reached a climax. The very idea of progress has 
been made material. It is progress to go swiftly, to send swift messages, to 
build new machinery. All this is a diversion of real ambition. There is only 
one real progress – spiritual progress. Mankind gives it a lip tribute but 
presses on upon its false road of material science. Even in psychic matters, 
there is a certain class of psychic researcher who is absolutely incapable of 
receiving evidence. They misuse their brains by straining them to find a 
way round when the road is quite clear before them. When the human race 
advances into its new kingdom, these intellectual men will form the 
absolute rear. 

The Central Intelligence recognized that amid all the apathy there 
was also much honest doubt which had out-grown old creeds and had a 
right to fresh evidence. Therefore fresh evidence was sent – evidence 
which made the life after death as clear as the sun in the heavens. It was 
laughed at by scientists, condemned by the churches, become the butt of 
the newspapers, and was discarded with contempt. That was the last and 
greatest blunder of humanity. 

The thing was now hopeless. It had got beyond all control. 
Therefore something sterner was needed since Heaven’s gift had been 
desregarded. The blow fell. Ten million young men were laid dead upon 
the ground. Twice as many were mutilated. That was God’s first warning 
to mankind. But it was vain. The same dull materialism prevailed as 
before. Years of grace were given, and no change was anywhere to be 
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seen. The nations heaped up fresh loads of sin, and sin must ever be 
atoned for. Russia became a cesspool. Germany was unrepentant of her 
terrible materialism which had been the prime cause of the war. Spain and 
Italy were sunk in alternate atheism and superstition. France had no 
religious ideal. Britain was confused and distracted, full of wooden sects 
which had nothing of life in them. America had abused her glorious 
opportunities and, instead of being the loving younger sister to a stricken 
Europe, she held up all economic reconstruction by her money claims; she 
dishonoured the signature of her own president, and she refused to join 
that Leage of Peace which was the one hope of the future. All have sinned, 
but  some  more  than  others,  and  their  punishment  will  be  in  exact  
proportion. 

And that punishment soon comes. Under the guidance of 
materialism the wrong path has been followed, and it becomes 
increasingly clear that the people must return or perish. 

These are the exact words I have been asked to give you: 
“What we want is, not that folk should be frightened, but that they 

should begin to change themselves – to develop themselves on more 
spiritual lines. We are not trying to make people nervous, but to prepare 
while there is yet time. The world cannot go on as it has done. It would 
destroy  itself  if  it  did.  Above all  we must  sweep away the  dark  cloud of  
theology which has come between mankind and God. 

The day is coming soon when all truth will be manifest and all 
these corrupt Churches will be swept off the earth with their cruel 
doctrines and their caricatures of God. Love! That is all that counts. What 
matter what you believe if you are sweet and kind and unselfish as the 
Christ was of old? 

Teach the folk what death is. God wants them to know. That is why 
He lets us come back. It is nothing. You are no more changed than if you 
went into the next room. You can’t believe you are dead. We didn’t. Teach 
them the truth! Oh, it  is so much more important than all the things men 
talk about. If your papers for one week only gave as much attention to 
psychic things as they do to football, it would be known to all. 

There is so much false progress of material mechanical kind. That 
is not progress. If you build a car to go one thousand miles this year, then 
you build one to go two thousand miles next year. No one is the better for 
that.  We want real progress – to understand the power of mind and spirit  
and to realize the fact that there is a spirit world. 

So  much help  could  be  given from our  side  if  only  people  on  the  
earth would fit themselves to take it, but we cannot force our help on those 
who are not prepared for it. That is your work, to prepare people for us. 
Some of them are so hopelessly ignorant, but sow the seed, even if you do 
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not see it coming up. 
The clergy are so limited in their ideas and so bound by a system 

which should be an obsolete one. It is like serving up last week’s dinner 
instead of having a new one. We want fresh spiritual food, not a hash of 
the old food. We know how wonderful Christ is. We realize His love and 
His power. He can help both us and you. But He will do so by kindling 
fresh fires, not by raking always in the old ashes. 

That is what we want – the fire of enthusiasm on the two altars of 
imagination and knowledge. Some people would do away with the 
imagination, but it is often the gateway to knowledge. The Churches have 
had the right teaching, but they have not put it to practical use. 

One  must  be  able  to  demonstrate  one’s  spiritual  knowledge  in  a  
practical form. The plane on which you live is a practical one in which you 
are expected to put your knowledge and belief into action. On our plane 
knowledge and faith are action – one thinks a thing and at once puts it into 
practice, but on earth there are so many who say a thing is right, but never 
do it. The Church teaches, but does not demonstrate its own teaching. The 
blackboard  is  useful  at  times,  you  know.  That  is  what  you  need.  You  
should teach, and then demonstrate upon the blackboard. Thus physical 
phenomena are really most important. There will be some in this upheaval. 
It is difficult for us to manifest physically now because the greater bulk of 
collective thought is against and not for us. But when the upheaval comes, 
people will be shaken out of their pig-headed, ignorant, antagonistic 
attitude to us, which will immediately open the way to a fuller 
demonstration than we have hitherto been able to give. 

It is like a wall now that we have to batter against, and we lose 
ninety per cent of our power in the battering and trying to find a weak spot 
in this wall of ignorance through which we can creep to you. But many of 
you are chiselling and hammering from your side to let us through. You 
have not built the wall, and you are helping us to penetrate it. In a little 
while you will have so weakened it that it will crumble, and instead of 
creeping through with difficulty we shall all emerge together in a glorious 
band. That will be the climax – the meeting of spirit and matter.” 

That is what I have been asked to tell you. Spread the news where 
there seems to be a window in the soul. Say to them: “Repent! Reform! the 
Time is at hand.” 

 
Arthur Conan Doyle 
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КОММЕНТАРИИ И ОБЪЯСНЕНИЯ 
 
 

1 «Ложнокоралловые образования» и «Морфология 
пластинчатожаберных» – названия вымышленных научных 
монографий. 

 
2 date with a skirt – свидание с девчонкой (вульг.) 
 
3 Зд.: самый чёрствый сухарь на свете 
 
4 «О планктоне»  (нем.) – название одной из монографий 

Эрнста Геккеля (1834-1919) – немецкого естествоиспытателя, 
видного последователя учения Чарльза Дарвина. 

 
5 Джироламо Савонарола (1452-1498) – итальянский 

проповедник-реформатор, изобличавший распущенность 
духовенства, тиранию Медичи, создатель Флорентийской 
республики. Когда сторонники его были разбиты папистами, его 
обвинили в ереси и сожгли. 

 
6 Томасо Торквемада (1420-1498) – глава испанской 

инквизиции, первый «великий инквизитор». 
 
7 This guy is clean loco. – Этот парень спятил. 
 
8 ...put a crystal sheet into the ship, like the Catalina Island boats. – 

Зд.: устроить на корабле прозрачное дно. 
 
9 ...what he calls a mean wallop in both mitts – по его выражению, 

у него часто кулаки чешутся. 
 
10 У млекопитающих в ухе различают три отдела: внешнее ухо, 

состоящее из ушной раковины и наружного слухового прохода; 
среднее ухо, или барабанную полость; и внутреннее ухо, или 
лабиринт, с так называемыми полукружными каналами и улиткой. 
Внутреннее ухо содержит в себе окончание слухового нерва. 

 
11 Фатом равен 1,82 метра. 
 
12 Sure, I’d be as yellow as a Chink with the jaundice if I let you go 

alone. – Да я весь пожелтею от зависти, если вы спуститесь без меня. 
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13 Химера –  рыба,  похожая на акулу,  с продолговатым телом,  

низко врезанным ртом, голой кожей и длинной хвостовой нитью. 
 
14 I felt like the morning after a bottle of Prohibition Hoosh. (амер.) 

– Зд.: Чувствуешь себя, как наутро после попойки. 
 
15 Some sport, the Doc! I guess he has the best guts of the bunch. – 

Да вы молодчага, док! Вы нам сто очков вперёд дадите! 
 
16 Имеется в виду рассказ греческого философа Платона (в 

диалогах «Тимей» и «Критий») об Атлантиде, континенте, 
занимавшем, по преданию, значительную часть Атлантического 
океана. Платон, как утверждается, записал этот рассказ со слов 
Солона, греческого мудреца и законодателя, в свою очередь всё это 
узнавшего со слов одного египетского жреца. 

 
17 Соответствует 0o по Цельсию. 
 
18 Зд.: начальник. Усечённая форма от Boss, несёт сильный 

оттенок фамильярности. 
 
19 Эндрю Джон Вольдштед (1860-1947) – американский 

конгрессмен. В 1919 году добился проведения в конгрессе закона о 
запрещении производства, продажи и перевозки спиртных напитков. 

 
20 коллеги, собратья (франц.) 
 
21 Clean dippy. Bats in the belfry. – Зд.: Спятил! Винтиков в 

голове не хватает. 
 
22 rough house – зд.: скандал 
 
23 Италийские города, погибшие при извержении Везувия в 79 

году после Р.Х. 
 
24 ...he did surprise us some – нас здорово ошарашило. 
 
25 2L.O. Calling. London calling the British Isles. – «Внимание, 

говорит Лондон» – позывные британского радио. 
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26 Имеется в виду антракт к III действию оперы Рихарда 
Вагнера (1813-1883) «Лоэнгрин». 

 
27 nearly threw a fit – зд.: чуть не спятил. 
 
28-29 Давид Ливингстон (1813-1873) и Генри Мортон Стэнли 

(1841-1904) – знаменитые путешественники, исследователи Африки. 
 
30 До свидания. (франц.) Здесь обыгрывается буквальное 

значение французского «au revoir» в противовес английскому «good-
bye», которое буквально скорее значит прощай, спи спокойно. 

 
31 Очень похожую, но не вымышленную историю описывает в 

своей книге «От прошлых жизней к жизням грядущим, бессмертие и 
перевоплощение» Патрик Друо, современный французский 
исследователь проблемы множественности существований и 
припоминания прошлых жизней (так наз. «регрессия памяти»). По-
русски её приводит в своей книге «Регрессия и реинкарнация. Память 
прошлых жизней и множественность существований» Йог 
Раманантата. Для пользы читателя не откажем себе в этом 
удовольствии и мы: 

«Следующий пример гораздо длиннее прочих. Мы так 
подробно останавливаемся на этой истории, потому что она очень 
трогательна и поучительна: история эта свидетельствует о 
кармической силе любви, которая может соединять две души в 
течение бесконечного периода времени. Она, помимо того, 
показывает, как, собственно, действует карма. Итак, перед нами двое 
влюблённых, которые в последнем воплощении зовутся Пьером и 
Луизой. 

Если придерживаться материалистических представлений о 
жизни, которые сегодня разделяет большинство человечества, то о 
каждом из эпизодов этой драмы можно было бы сказать строфой 
Шекспира: «Нет повести печальнее на свете...» – и слова эти 
прозвучали бы как удары молотка по крышке гроба.  Но знающие о 
законе реинкарнации и, соответственно, о разворачивающейся перед 
нами перспективе множественности существований, воспримут эту 
повесть совершенно иначе: они увидят в ней для двух влюблённых 
несомненный повод для надежды и обещание невыразимо и 
невообразимо счастливых дней, лет и жизней в бесконечном 
будущем.  Патрик Друо поместил эту историю в своей книге «От 
жизней предшествовавших к жизням грядущим. Бессмертие и 
Реинкарнация». 
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Когда автор рассказа познакомился с героем своей повести, он 
не мог представить себе,  во что выльется их знакомство.  В ту пору 
автор был уже известным исследователем регрессии. И вот когда у 
него завязались с Пьером*** дружественные отношения, тот впервые 
и рассказал ему начало этой истории,  вернее,  тот кусок её,  который 
перевернул его нынешнюю жизнь. Это была любовь, вспыхнувшая у 
него к женщине по имени Луиза. 

– Я уже пять лет её не видел, но не перестаю думать о ней дни 
напролёт.  Она всё время у меня в голове.  Иногда мне кажется,  что я 
вижу её на улице, и сердце у меня начинает бешено колотиться. 
Достаточно какой-то вещи или детали напомнить о ней, и в голове у 
меня тут же начинает прокручиваться целый клубок вопросов: где 
она сейчас? думает ли она обо мне? и т.д. И однако же я люблю свою 
жену. Я даже часто говорил себе: если б сегодня у меня была 
возможность начать всё с начала с Луизой,  я сказал бы «нет».  Я не 
хочу отказываться от того, что я мало-помалу построил со своей 
женой. Но мне хотелось бы понять истоки этого одержания, почему 
мысль о Луизе так неотступно меня преследует. 

Г-н Друо высказал тогда предположение, что причина, должно 
быть, заключается в существующей между ними кармической связи. 

– Значит, ты считаешь, что у нас будет шанс вновь встретиться 
в следующей жизни? – спросил Пьер. 

– Души, соединённые кармической связью, зачастую 
воплощаются в одно и то же время, чтобы работать вместе и учиться 
друг у друга,  –  ответил г-н Друо.  –  Это,  как я считаю,  относится не 
только к супругам,  но и к друзьям,  родителям и детям,  и даже –  к 
целым группам людей. 

Пьер согласился, у него было смутное ощущение, что так оно 
и есть. Но он колебался, стоит ли предпринимать «путешествие» в 
свои прошлые жизни, чтобы отыскать там причину своей 
одержимости Луизой. Для начала он подробно рассказал свою 
историю. 

– Случилось это шесть лет назад.  Мне было тридцать лет,  и я 
работал в одной фирме инженером-наладчиком реализованной 
продукции. Мы заключили выгодный контракт по продаже 
оборудования с концерном в Бургундии, и я часто приезжал туда, 
чтобы следить за сборкой и наладкой машин.  Иногда мне 
приходилось задерживаться там на несколько дней.  Так я и 
познакомился с Луизой. Дочь испанских переселенцев, она работала 
секретаршей у одного из патронов бургундского предприятия. Ей 
было ровно 19  лет.  Она была необычайно красива:  длинные чёрные 
волосы,  смуглая кожа,  большие глаза.  Когда я в первый раз увидел 
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её,  у меня был шок.  Я был уже женат:  я поженился,  когда закончил 
инженерную школу. У меня был сын. Но у меня с женой не всё 
ладилось. Мы много и постоянно спорили: вкусы наши не совпадали, 
всё было проблемой и превращалось в драму:  куда поехать на 
каникулы,  когда вставать и т.д.  Короче говоря,  частые поездки в 
Бургундию стали для меня необходимой отдушиной. И вот однажды 
вечером, будучи там, я случайно встретил Луизу, когда она уходила с 
работы. Было довольно поздно. Она задержалась, чтобы закончить 
срочную работу. Я пригласил её в кафе на рюмку вина. Она немного 
поколебалась,  а потом приняла моё приглашение.  В кафе,  как это 
водится,  мы болтали о пустяках.  Чем больше я с ней говорил,  тем 
сильнее меня влекло к ней. Мы обнаружили, что у нас много общего. 
Нам нравилось одно и то же, мы смеялись в тех же самых местах... Я 
уже сказал,  что мои отношения с женой складывались не лучшим 
образом. В течение многих лет моя супружеская жизнь была поводом 
для бесконечных разочарований, но несмотря на это, я ни разу не 
изменил жене.  Но в тот вечер,  расставшись с Луизой,  я заметил,  что 
не могу перестать думать о ней. На следующий день я уехал в Париж, 
и всю дорогу,  пока я вёл машину,  образ Луизы стоял у меня перед 
глазами. И мне от этого было и радостно, и грустно. 

Через две недели я вернулся в Бургундию,  чтобы 
проконтролировать работы, которые вступили в завершающую 
стадию. Мы почти закончили монтаж агрегатов, и пора было 
приступать к испытаниям, которые предшествовали уже вводу 
нашего оборудования в действие.  Я был страшно занят,  и у меня 
совсем не было времени встретиться с Луизой, с которой я мог 
только обменяться парой слов у дверей её шефа. И всё-таки однажды 
я предложил ей позавтракать в кафе, и она согласилась. За завтраком 
я снова почувствовал глубокое и непреодолимое влечение к ней.  Я 
вполне отдавал себе в этом отчёт: я был на пути к тому, чтобы 
безумно влюбиться в Луизу.  Моя командировка должна была 
продлиться ещё две недели.  Два-три раза я снова приглашал её 
вечером после работы в кафе. В один из таких вечеров, когда мы бок 
о бок шли по улице, я обнял её. И она сразу же ответила мне. И затем 
призналась:  она разделяла мои чувства и тоже страдала от того,  что 
не может свободно со мной встречаться, поскольку я женатый 
мужчина. 

В субботу утром я вернулся в цех, чтобы пробыть там полдня, 
так как сборочная группа работала также по выходным. Вечером мы 
с Луизой наметили совместный ужин, и, конечно же, произошло то, 
что должно было произойти. Я и не представлял себе, что физическая 
близость может быть настолько сильным и сокрушительным 
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переживанием. С этой минуты я проводил с Луизой каждую 
свободную секунду. Вскоре я должен был вернуться в Париж. Всё 
переменилось в моём сознании. На этот раз я встретил свою супругу 
с чувством,  мне ранее не ведомым – чувством вины.  Я стал тем,  кто 
притворяется,  –  я,  которому так хотелось кричать,  что я люблю 
Луизу.  В последующие недели я не раз отправлялся в Бургундию.  
Однажды, вернувшись в Париж, я во всём сознался жене. Меня 
мучили угрызения совести,  и я смутно отдавал себе отчёт в 
происходящем. Жена уже и прежде догадывалась, что что-то не так. 
Произошла сцена.  Я был готов к этому.  Затем она забрала с собой 
сына и уехала к родителям. Через несколько дней она вернулась, но 
потом опять уехала. Я не покидал Парижа, но каждый день звонил 
Луизе. 

А в Бургундии в это время развёртывалась другая драма. Луиза 
открылась родителям, с которыми она ещё жила (как я сказал, это 
была совсем молодая девушка). В её глубоко католической семье 
испанских эмигрантов держались строгих правил. Родители Луизы 
крайне отрицательно отнеслись к случившемуся, а вместе с ними и 
всё ближайшее окружение Луизы – её братья, сёстры и даже подруги. 
Как? женатый мужчина, к тому же с ребёнком и на 12 лет старше её! 
И с той поры Луиза находилась под постоянным давлением. Она 
также не вполне отдавала себе отчёт в происходящем. А со мной 
было и того хуже.  Моя супружеская жизнь превратилась в 
повседневный ад, но я был очень привязан к сыну и, в определённом 
смысле, у меня сохранились чувства к жене. Но я понимал, что в ней 
растёт неуверенность в завтрашнем дне.  Мы не были богаты,  но я в 
конце концов начал получать жалованье, которое позволило ей 
оставить работу и заняться воспитанием нашего сына. И если бы я 
ушёл от неё,  то что с нею бы стало?  Это никоим образом не могло 
оставить меня равнодушным.  Но была Луиза.  Каждый раз,  как я 
вновь видел её, были те же объятия, то же единство, но теперь мы оба 
страдали от чувства вины, и мы стали задаваться вопросом, есть ли у 
нас будущее? 

Был конец весны. Наладка машин заканчивалась, всё было 
готово.  Я предложил Луизе уехать со мной.  Мы начали бы вдвоём 
новую жизнь. Нужно было, чтобы она поехала со мной. Но в тот 
момент у неё не было духовных сил уехать. Я вернулся к своей 
парижской жизни. Через несколько месяцев, совершенно отчаявшись, 
я бросил всё и переехал жить на север Франции.  Не для того,  чтобы 
увеличить число километров, отделяющих меня от Луизы, так как это 
в конечном счёте ничего бы не дало:  мысленно она постоянно была 
во мне,  но я попросту надеялся,  что там она согласится ко мне 
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присоединиться. Но она не смогла сразу же решиться на такой шаг. Я 
ждал её. Мы почти каждый день перезванивались. Прошёл год. Мы с 
женой развелись. Подавленный и унылый я жил в своей квартире 
один.  Это был какой-то кошмар!  Тогда-то я и встретил ту,  которая 
стала моей сегодняшней женой. Очень умная и великодушная 
молодая женщина. Я видел её несколько раз. Между прочим, на 
севере мне подвернулась очень интересная работа. Я больше не был 
таким несчастным. И я вдруг решил жениться на этой женщине. Мы 
были женаты не более месяца, когда мне позвонила Луиза и сказала, 
что она наконец решилась уйти из дома и что она теперь свободна. 
Слишком поздно! Смириться с этим было нелегко: несколько 
месяцев мы ещё продолжали перезваниваться. Затем начали звонить 
друг другу всё реже и реже...  Но всеми фибрами души я оставался 
привязан к ней. Всякий раз разговария с супругой, я думал о Луизе и 
о том,  что мы могли бы жить вместе.  Моя жена была беременна.  Я 
прекрасно понимал, что не могу всю жизнь жить, оглядываясь назад. 
Затем Луиза сообщила мне,  что она,  в свою очередь,  тоже выходит 
замуж.  Больше я о ней почти ничего не слышал.  Моя жена сильно 
помогла мне. Наши отношения прочные, но в глубине души я 
постоянно ощущаю грусть и горечь:  почему мы с Луизой не смогли 
прожить жизнь вместе? 

Несколько лет назад моя фирма направила меня на работу в 
свой парижский офис.  Вот я снова здесь.  Всё вернулось на круги 
своя. Мне сорок лет, и я сказал себе, что ещё есть время во всём 
разобраться.  Потому что я чувствую,  как эта история мешает мне 
углубить свои отношения с женой. 

Таков был рассказ Пьера***. Г-н Друо встретился с Пьером 
через несколько дней, и тот был полон решимости предпринять 
путешествие в прошлые жизни. После обычной психофизической 
подготовки исследователь обратился к высшему сознанию субъекта: 

– В своей нынешней жизни вы встретили, узнали и полюбили 
Луизу. Если вы уже встречались в какой-то другой жизни, в каком-то 
другом месте, то мы сейчас отправимся прямо туда. 

И исследователь провёл субъекта сквозь временной туннель и, 
когда тот увидел себя в окружении белого света, спросил его: 

– Что вы видите? Вы в помещении или на улице? 
– «Это замкнутое пространство. Большой зал. Очень много 

света.» 
– Вы один? 
–  «Нет.  Много народу.  У меня такое впечатление,  что я на 

торжественном приёме. Все люди одеты в вечернее платье. Повсюду 
подсвечники. Я слышу также музыку: похоже на клавесин». 
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Исследователь просит субъекта сосредоточиться на самом 
себе, мысленно пройтись по себе руками и узнать – мужчина он или 
женщина. Пьер выполняет приказание и говорит: 

–  «Я мужчина.  Я чувствую,  что у меня высокий рост и 
незаурядная сила. На мне надета какая-то униформа с брандебурами 
и чёрные сапоги». 

– На какие мысли это вас наводит? 
– «У меня впечатление, что я офицер в армии Наполеона». 
– Есть ли с вами также другие офицеры? 
– «Да, есть несколько офицеров». 
– Я бы хотел, чтобы вы теперь сосредоточились на людях, 

собравшихся там. Каковы они из себя? Опишите их. 
– «Мужчины во фраках, женщины в широких платьях. Среди 

них есть одна...  Волосы у неё собраны на затылке в пучок.  У неё 
матовая смуглая кожа и чёрные волосы». 

– Что вы теперь чувствуете, описывая мне эту женщину? 
– «Это Луиза! Я уверен, что это она». 
– На какие мысли наводит вас этот приём? Где, по-вашему, вы 

находитесь? 
– «В Испании. Мы во время войны с Испанией. Это приём у 

знатных испанцев. Здесь несколько офицеров Наполеона». 
– И вы – один из них? 
– «Да, именно так». 
– Как, по-вашему, относятся к вам испанцы? 
–  «Они любезны,  но несколько отчуждены.  Мы для них –  

захватчики». 
– Продвинемся во времени немного вперёд и посмотрим, что 

произойдёт в этот вечер. 
– «Я разговариваю с той молодой женщиной». 
– Как её зовут? Пусть имя проступит в вашем сознании. 
– «Мария». 
– О чём вы говорите? 
– «Ни о чём особенно. Мы просто болтаем». 
– Что вы чувствуете по отношению к этой особе? 
– «Влечение. Она очень красива, но ведёт себя весьма 

сдержанно. С мужчиной не говорят в такой манере». 
– В какой манере? 
– «Женщина не может говорить одна с мужчиной. Мария была 

воспитана в самых строгих правилах.  Как и все молодые знатные 
испанки». 

– Но вы не одни! Вокруг вас полно народу! 
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–  «Это не имеет значения.  Она не может долго говорить со 
мной». 

– Приблизимся к концу этого вечера. Что происходит теперь? 
– «Люди уходят. Мы тоже. Я вижу, как Мария уходит вместе с 

родителями и старшим братом. Мы возвращаемся в казарму, я думаю 
только о ней. Меня поразила красота её лица. В нём есть что-то 
особенное». 

– Продвинемся вперёд. Вы видели её ещё? 
–  «Я в маленьком тёмном переулке.  Мария здесь,  и в 

нескольких метрах от нас её дуэнья». 
– Вы хотите сказать что она пришла на это свидание тайком, в 

сопровождении доверенного лица? 
– «Да, именно так». 
– Что вы говорите друг другу? 
–  «Я говорю ей,  что люблю её и что хотел бы снова её 

увидеть». 
– Как реагирует Мария? 
–  «Она очень волнуется.  На глазах у неё слёзы.  Она говорит,  

что между нами ничего невозможно». 
– Что вы теперь будете делать? 
–  «Я не знаю.  Я думаю только об одном:  увидеть её опять.  

Снова и снова. Бежать с нею». 
– Ещё немного продвинемся во времени, к концу этой истории. 
Субъект начинает ворочаться на диване, по всей видимости, он 

сильно взволнован. 
– «Мария больше не может выходить из дому.  Мы больше не 

видимся. Родители её решили, что она уйдёт в монастырь». 
– У вас были более личные отношения с нею? 
–  «Нет.  Но мы любим друг друга,  и она дома призналась в 

этом. Поэтому её и отправляют в монастырь». 
– Что вы собираетесь делать? 
–  «Я хотел бы бежать с нею.  Вернуться во Францию или ещё 

куда-нибудь». 
– Но ведь вы офицер Наполеона, и вы на войне! 
–  «Да,  именно поэтому я не знаю,  на что мне решиться.  Я во 

власти безумия. Я всё время думаю о ней, её образ преследует меня. 
И я не могу её видеть!  Я пытаюсь передать ей записку.  Она 
взаперти». 

Г-н Друо говорит: 
– Я буду считать до трёх, и мы окажемся в конце этой истории. 

Мы узнаем, удалось ли вам бежать вместе с Марией или в конце 
концов вам пришлось расстаться. 
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Оператор считает до трёх. 
– «Ночь,  – говорит субъект.  – Я брожу вокруг дома Марии.  Я 

очень часто прихожу сюда и смотрю на дом,  в котором она живёт.  
Подходят какие-то люди. Их трое.» 

– Что вы чувствуете? 
– «Я чувствую опасность. Но, странное дело, это не ночные 

грабители. Они подходят ко мне. Один из них быстро обнажает 
длинную шпагу. Я не успеваю защититься. Боль пронзает мне грудь. 
Это брат Марии!  Я узнаю его.  Я падаю на землю.  Остальные 
убегают». 

– Что вы чувствуете теперь? 
Субъект плачет. 
– «Я умираю.  Всюду кровь.  Мне плохо.  Я совсем один.  Она в 

нескольких метрах от меня, а я умру здесь, так и не повидав её!» 
– Я буду считать до трёх,  а вы оставите это тело там,  где оно 

лежит. Вы совершите переход, после того как тело умрёт. Давайте, 
оставьте это тело. (Оператор считает до трёх.) Что вы теперь 
чувствуете? 

– «Я парю в воздухе». 
– А ваше тело? 
– «Я вижу его. Оно внизу. Лежит недвижимо. Мне видно 

также бегущих к нему людей, а я всё поднимаюсь и поднимаюсь». 
– Очень хорошо. Теперь вы можете найти связь между 

историей французского офицера с Марией и историей Пьера и 
Луизы? 

–  «В обоих случаях их разделила Испания:  социальные и 
культурные принуждения. Им не было позволено любить друг 
друга». 

Исследователь постепенно возвращает Пьера в его 
сегодняшнее сознание. 

– Как ты себя чувствуешь? – спрашивает он. 
–  Какое путешествие!  Это была она,  я уверен!  И всё-таки это 

не Луиза, у неё было совсем другое лицо. Единственное, что меня 
смущает, это то, что мы в конце концов не так уж много виделись и в 
этой жизни! 

– Причина у этого, несомненно, кармическая. На следующем 
сеансе, если хочешь, можно попробовать проникнуть ещё дальше. 

Затем Патрик спросил у Пьера, не видит ли он ещё каких-
нибудь соответствий между своей жизнью и жизнью 
наполеоновского офицера. 
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– Нет, ничего особенного. Кроме, пожалуй, того, что меня 
всегда привлекала к себе наполеоновская эпоха. Я даже ездил в 
Бельгию, на поле Ватерлоо. 

– А какие соответствия ты усматриваешь со стороны Луизы? 
–  Мария и Луиза –  обе испанки!  Но мне кажется,  что есть и 

ещё что-то. Луиза получила очень строгое религиозное воспитание, и 
она говорила,  что не выносит религии,  потому что та сковывает её 
свободу. А Мария, кажется, была заточена в монастырь. Может быть, 
в нём она и закончила свои дни? 

Второй сеанс состоялся две недели спустя. Оператор говорит, 
обращаясь к высшему сознанию субъекта: 

– Вы снова вернётесь назад во времени. Вы отправитесь очень 
далеко,  в ту эпоху,  когда вы и женщина,  которую вы знаете в этой 
жизни как Луизу, встретились впервые. Идите к какому-нибудь 
важному событию,  которое позволит вам твёрдо встать на почву в 
той жизни, если, разумеется, такая жизнь существует. Что вы видите? 
Где вы? 

– «Я на корабле». 
– В море? 
– «Да, но совсем рядом я вижу берег». 
– Есть ли рядом с вами на корабле и другие люди? 
– «Да, нас приблизительно человек пятнадцать». 
– Вы мореход или пассажир? 
–  «Я солдат.  Это маленький корабль,  перевозящий солдат.  У 

нас копья.  У меня на голове шлем со своеобразным белым гребнем,  
спускающимся на затылок». 

– Как выглядит море? Как выглядит местность? 
– «Всё очень красиво. Море и небо голубые. Прекрасная 

погода. Я чувствую себя очень хорошо». 
– Вы на войне? 
– «Нет, всё, напротив, очень спокойно. У меня впечатление, 

что это просто обычная дозорная поездка по морю. Мы 
возвращаемся. Я вижу белый город с какими-то низкими холмами и 
гаванью». 

– Что это вам напоминает? 
– «Может быть, Ближний Восток, а, может быть, Грецию». 
– Приблизимся к минуте, когда вы причаливаете к берегу. 
– «Царит большое оживление. Повсюду кипит жизнь! 

Торговцы, лавки, дети, собаки. Цвета очень живые, яркие. Очень 
похоже на ближневосточный базар». 

– Что вы теперь делаете? 
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– «Мы идём по городу и входим в казармы. Там упражняются 
гоплиты». 

– Постойте, вы сказали, будто вы на Ближнем Востоке. Откуда 
там гоплиты? 

–  «Мне теперь уже кажется,  что мы в Греции.  Я думаю об 
Александре. Да, я – солдат Александра». 

– Но сейчас не идёт война? 
– «Нет, но ходят слухи о готовящихся далёких походах. 

Александр собирается двинуть свою армию». 
– Вы простой солдат или офицер? 
– «Я не простой солдат, но и не офицер. Наверное, это можно 

назвать «унтер-офицером». Я знаю, что только что командовал 
баркасом с дюжиной солдат на борту». 

– Как вы себя чувствуете? 
– «Чувствую себя хорошо. У меня нет разлада с самим собой. 

Мне хорошо в этой жизни, в этом краю». 
– Идите туда, где вы живёте. 
– «Я живу здесь,  в этом подобии казармы.  Это моя семья.  Я у 

себя дома». 
–  Я хочу,  чтобы вы сосредоточились на себе и сказали мне,  в 

каком периоде своей жизни вы находитесь. 
– «Я чувствую, что молод, мне порядка 20-25 лет. Я чувствую 

себя в прекрасной форме. Всё хорошо. Здесь очень весело: люди, 
белые дома...» 

Исследователь решает передвинуть воина Александра 
Македонского немного вперёд: 

– Направьтесь к тому моменту, в который дожно произойти 
нечто важное. 

– «Я в маленьком городе у основания холма. Видно море. 
Очень красиво. Растут оливковые деревья. Я вижу, как люди 
поднимаются к храму». 

– Что вы делаете? 
–  «Я вместе с двумя другими солдатами,  и мы тоже идём к 

храму. Мне кажется, мы идём воздать благодарение богам. Толком не 
знаю». 

– Подойдём к храму. 
– «Я стою в группе людей у подножия ступенчатой лестницы. 

На верхних ступенях возвышается жрец. Он одет в длинную тунику и 
обращается к толпе. У него внушительный облик, это – верховный 
жрец. Он говорит о богах и о том месте, из которого мы пришли все. 
Он говорит также о Великом Переходе». 

– Вы хотите сказать о «смерти»? 
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– «Да». 
– Есть ли рядом с жрецом другие люди? 
– «Да, молодые девушки, оне сидят. И тоже слушают великого 

жреца». 
– Вы знаете, кто оне? 
–  «Это весталки.  Оне воспитаны в храме.  Оне заботятся о 

храме и чтят богов.  Некоторые из них развили в себе дар 
ясновидения». 

– Их много? 
– «Порядка дюжины». 
– Опишите их мне. 
–  «Оне все одинаково одеты,  в белых туниках.  У них 

распущенные волосы. Некоторые украсили себе волосы маленькими 
цветками. Это очень красиво». 

– Что вы чувствуете по отношению к этим девушкам? 
–  «Ничего,  кроме уважения.  Это весталки из храма.  Оне 

девственницы, посвящённые богам. Я вижу одну из них, сидящую 
возле жреца в глубокой задумичивости. Наши взгляды встретились. 
Это как удар молнии. У меня впечатление, что на какой-то миг мне 
открылся мир богов». 

– Продвинемся немного вперёд и посмотрим, что происходит. 
– «Осталось мало народу.  Солнце клонится к горизонту,  и мы 

начинаем спускаться с холма. Жрец всё время там, и весталки возле 
него». 

– Оне проведут свою жизнь в храме? 
– «Часть из них останется здесь, а другие уедут в иные храмы. 

Некоторые станут прорицательницами: боги будут говорить их 
устами, и оне будут пророчествовать. Мне бы хотелось ещё 
встретиться взглядом с той девушкой». 

– Вам позволено с ними разговаривать? 
– «Да, мы можем говорить с ними, но не сближаться с ними, в 

обычном смысле этого слова». 
– Посмотрим, не произойдёт ли ещё что-нибудь? Вы говорили, 

что ходят слухи о войне и походах. Направьтесь к событию, которое 
позволит нам глубже погрузиться в эту греческую жизнь времён 
Александра Великого. (Речь действительно шла об эпохе, когда 
произошло завоевание долины Инда войсками Александра 
Македонского.) 

– «Я вернулся в храм и нашёл там девушку. И мы говорили». 
– О чём вы говорили? 
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– «О том,  о сём.  Она очень красива.  Она не похожа на других 
девушек и женщин,  которых я знал прежде.  От неё веет какой-то 
необычной силой и вместе с тем мягкостью». 

– Каково её отношение к вам? 
– «Немного странное. Такое впечатление, что ей непривычно 

разговаривать с мужчиной. Я рассказываю ей о себе, о своей жизни, о 
битвах, в которых участвовал. Я говорю ей, что мы очень скоро 
отправимся далеко-далеко, туда, где солнце садится за горизонт». 

– Продвинемся ещё вперёд и попытаемся узнать, встретитесь 
ли вы ещё с этой девушкой. 

– «Ночь. Мы сидим вдвоём у подножия оливы, совсем рядом с 
храмом». 

– Есть ли вокруг вас люди? 
–  «Нет,  у меня впечатление,  что мы видимся тайком.  Нас 

сильно влечёт друг к другу. Это сильнее нас». 
– Что вы испытываете? 
–  «Чувство вины.  Это весталка,  святая девственница.  Но я 

должен снова её увидеть. Мне это необходимо. Мы говорим о богах, 
о звёздах, о смысле жизни и других вещах, разговора о которых мне 
никогда прежде слышать не доводилось». 

– А она? Как она держится? 
– «Она немного смущена, но в то же время ей очень интересно 

то, что я рассказываю ей о жизни «внизу», о повседневной жизни. Я 
чувствую, что это очень её привлекает». 

– Что вы теперь делаете? 
– «Я беру её за руку, и она её не отнимает. Между нами словно 

пробегает дрожь. Я беру её в свои объятия и целую. Она испугалась, 
и я тоже. Сердце у меня бешено бьётся. Мне кажется, что мы сошли с 
ума. Если нас застанут, то нас обоих казнят. Но я знаю, что люблю её. 
И она тоже любит меня.  Перед нами стена.  Но я держу её в своих 
объятиях, и я счастлив». 

– Пока она здесь, в ваших объятиях, мне бы хотелось, чтоб вы 
мне сказали,  не знакомы ли вы с этой особой в нынешней вашей 
жизни? 

– «О, да, я знаком с нею. Это Луиза. Это снова она». 
– Что вы собираетесь делать? 
– «Я не знаю. Думаю, мы собираемся бежать. Это безумие, но 

мы так и поступим». 
– Ещё продвинемся в будущее. 
– «Я вместе с ней. Не знаю где. Здесь жарче, чем раньше. Вижу 

деревья». 
– Сколько времени прошло после предыдущей сцены? 
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– «Может быть, несколько недель, а может, месяц или два. Мы 
сбежали». 

– Что вы делаете? 
– «Мы входим в дом.  Здесь мы нашли прибежище,  немного в 

стороне от маленькой деревни». 
– Как выглядит ваш дом? 
– «Очень простой, сделан из соломы и извести». 
– Что вы собираетесь предпринять? 
– «Не знаю. Мы попробуем жить здесь». 
– Продвиньтесь ещё в будущее. 
– «Мы всё время в доме. У Арны девочка. Она счастлива». 
– Кто это – Арна? 
– «Моя жена. Я люблю её». 
– Как вы зарабатываете на жизнь? 
– «Я рублю лес и делаю деревянные скульптуры. Собираю 

травы.  Мы живём очень скромно,  но мы счастливы.  Я немного 
занимаюсь также гончарным делом». 

– Вам там спокойно? Вы не подвергаетесь никакой опасности? 
– «Мы попрежнему очень осторожны, но я думаю, что 

опасность уже позади». 
– У вас есть какие-то планы? 
– «Мы ждём, когда дочурка подрастёт, а потом попробуем 

вернуться в более значительный город,  где бы я мог найти 
настоящую работу». 

– Вы далеко от «города на берегу моря»? 
– «Думаю, что да. Мы очень и очень долго шли». 
– Продвинемся в будущее и посмотрим теперь, что 

происходит. Вы всё попрежнему в этой деревне вместе с Арной или 
уже в другом городе? 

Субъект в сильнейшем волнении заворочался на диване: 
– «Солдаты! Они пришли за Арной. Их два десятка. Я не могу 

защищаться. Арна истошно кричит. Из рук у неё вырывают ребёнка. 
Я пытаюсь броситься к ней на помощь. Они осыпают меня ударами. 
Они связали Арну.  Они уводят её!  Я не хочу.  Они меня держат.  Их 
трое. Приближается ещё один. Он поднимает меч и пронзает мне 
грудь. Я падаю. Я кричу. Всё смешалось. Я вижу солдата с ребёнком, 
кричащим у него в руках,  и Арну,  которую они тащат.  Я чувствую 
другой ужасный ожог в спине.  Всё кончено.  Я парю в воздухе над 
этой сценой. Арна, что они с тобой сделают? Ещё несколько 
мгновений я остаюсь там, а затем чувствую, что начинаю 
подниматься. Величайшее спокойствие и мир овладевают мною». 
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Таким образом,  драма невозможной любви между Пьером и 
Луизой завязалась тогда, между солдатом Александра Македонского 
и Арной, весталкой, обещанной богам. Здесь и образовалась 
кармическая связь.  Мы не хотим навязывать читателям свою 
интерпретацию этой истории – им стоит подумать над нею самим. 

Завершая рассказ о трагической судьбе двух влюблённых, мы 
предпочитаем предоставить слово самому автору: 

«Вернувшись в своё нормальное состояние, Пьер спросил 
меня:  «Считаешь ли ты,  что Луиза и я встречались ещё и в других 
жизнях, помимо этих двух?» 

Я ответил ему, что обязательно должны были быть и другие. В 
самом деле, мой опыт говорит, что он и она более чем вероятно 
много раз воплощались в интервале между этими двумя жизнями. И в 
тех воплощениях у них также было много шансов встретиться. 
Может быть, в этих жизнях отношения их были иными. Может быть 
даже, они были тогда родственниками, друзьями или просто 
случайными попутчиками, а не влюблёнными. Вполне определённо, 
повидимому, лишь то, что сегодня Пьеру было назначено 
окончательно развязать свой кармический узел с Луизой. 

Вот один из уроков кармы, который рискует показаться весьма 
суровым и потому заслуживает некоторых комментариев. Прежде 
всего касательно будущего: смогут ли наконец Пьер и Луиза 
свободно любить друг друга в будущей жизни или,  изжив общую 
карму, им больше нечего делать вместе? 

Я думаю, что, начиная с момента, как пошёл процесс 
понимания и осознания, есть все шансы для того, чтобы Пьер и Луиза 
наконец встретились в ближайшем воплощении для приобретения 
совместного положительного опыта. В конце концов, это то, к чему 
они стремятся уже столько тысячелетий! 

Учитывая сходство положения Пьера и Луизы с положением 
французского офицера и Марии:  он –  француз и старше её,  она –  
испанка и воспитана в строгости, в атмосфере, где авторитет семьи 
непререкаем, и т.д., можно задаться вопросом, а не является ли вся 
эта история призрачным порождением фантазии Пьера, не есть ли 
она проекция его настоящей жизни, вычурно выполненная его 
подсознанием? 

Без сомнения, такой вопрос стоило бы задать, но здесь у него 
нет оснований. Когда человек страстно увлечён Египтом, его 
культурой, историей, когда он в состоянии расширения сознания 
рассказывает о своей жизни в Египте,  то это не значит,  что он 
фантазирует, исходя из своих знаний и вкусов, но происходит как раз 
обратное:  потому что он жил когда-то в Египте,  он и проявляет в 
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своей нынешней жизни страстный интерес ко всему, что имеет 
отношение к этой стране.  И пока текут века и тысячелетия,  люди,  
места и события встречаются и пересекаются до бесконечности. 

Так,  подобно Пьеру и Луизе,  некоторые люди,  которые любят 
друг друга, которые терзали друг друга в прошлом, продолжают 
терзаться и сегодня. Происходит это потому, что им необходимо ещё 
многое узнать, многое понять, чтобы смочь продолжить свою 
эволюцию. Другие уже совместно достигли точки, из которой сюда 
не возвращаются.  Им предстоит узнать в иных мирах,  рядом с 
другими существами, что такое сущностная вибрация Любви. Третьи 
продолжают искать друг друга. Но все, каков бы ни был наш личный 
путь и на какой бы стадии своей эволюции мы ни находились, мы 
призваны преодолеть свои страхи, чтобы научиться любви. В этом 
цель нашего существования и именно это искание безусловной 
любви побуждает нас рождаться ещё и ещё и снова надевать на себя 
покровы человеческой плоти. Большинство людей не сознаёт этого. 
И всё-таки многие отчаянно ищут смысла своей жизни. Дело в том, 
что, как показывает изучение циклов развития человечества согласно 
восточной традиции, мы в настоящее время завершаем последний век 
очередного цикла, век железа – мрачную эпоху, когда человек не 
знает и не желает признавать ничего, кроме земной материальной 
реальности и когда его судьба вечного влюблённого остаётся ему 
неведома.  Это мир,  в котором у любви нет своего места.  И у 
женщины тоже. Вот уже века напролёт женщина, мать, супруга 
оказывается задвинутой на задний план и ограничена ролью 
зрительницы. Сколько раз, слушая, как мои «путешественники» 
рассказывают о «глубине веков», или сам отправляясь в прошлое, 
испытывал я грусть за наших подруг, матерей, которым мужчины 
причиняют столько страданий, начиная с войн, истребляющих племя 
людей, которое оне в таких муках производят на свет. И всё же в наш 
тёмный век постепенно вырисовывается пробуждение сознаний, 
начинается восхождение к свету, о котором говорят нам легенды. И 
эти же легенды рассказывают, как люди закрыли себя от духовного 
мира, рассказывают о порабощении женщины и пренебрежении 
ценностями, которые она в себе воплощает: легенда об Авалоне или 
родине женщин и легенда о короле-рыбаке и Граале. Все оне языком 
символов говорят нам, что возрождение человечества совершается 
завоеванием другого состояния сознания». 

 
32 He is going clean goofie. (вульг.) – Он прямо свихнулся. 
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33 Tell them there ain’t no soft pickings here. (вульг.) – Скажите 
им, что наc так просто не возьмёшь. 

 
34 Томас Генри Гексли (1825-1895) – английский учёный-

биолог, последователь учения Дарвина. 
 
35 Джон Тиндалль (1820-1893) – выдающийся английский 

физик. 
 
36 Чарльз Дарвин (1809-1882) – великий английский 

естествоиспытатель, основоположник эволюционной биологии. 
 
37 Герберт Спенсер (1820-1903) – английский учёный, 

философ, психолог и социолог, один из видных представителей 
позитивизма. 

 
38 Джон Стюарт Милль (1806-1873) – английский философ, 

логик и экономист, ещё один видный представитель позитивизма. 
 
39 Речь идёт о евангельском эпизоде «изгнания бесов» из 

человека и вселении их в стадо свиней.  («Еванг.  от Матф.»,  VIII,  
ст.28-34; "Еванг. от Марка", V, ст.1-20; «Еванг. от Луки», VIII, ст.26-
39.) 

 
40 Имеется в виду иудейско-христианский догмат о том,  что 

мир был сотворён Богом за 6 дней. 
 
41 Проф.Вильям Флетчер-Баррэт – английский учёный, один из 

пионеров английского спиритизма. Среди его трудов, посвящённых 
исследованию явлений спиритизма можно назвать такие работы, как 
«Загадочные явления человеческой психики» и «На пороге нового 
мира мысли». Ему принадлежит знаменитое изречение: «Скептицизм, 
в высокомерии своём отказывающийся признать существование 
множества фактов, происходящих у него перед глазами, никак не 
может претендовать на звание здорового. Такой скептицизм 
нуждается во вмешательстве врача». 

 
42 «Человеческая Личность и её Сохранение после Смерти 

Тела». Это фундаментальное исследование издано Фредериком 
Мейерсом,  профессором из Кембриджа,  в 1903 году.  В том же году 
профессор Ф.Флурнуа из Женевского Университета, известный 
скептик в такого рода вопросах, о важности этого сочинения 
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высказался в следующих выражениях: «Доказательства и 
рассуждения, выдвинутые Мейерсом в пользу сверхъестественных 
психических феноменов, представляют собой, по численности своей 
и весомости, слишком серьёзное и объёмное досье для того, чтобы 
теперь можно было его игнорировать, если только нарочно не 
закрывать на него глаза, и было бы явным сумасбродством пытаться 
ныне отрицать его всё целиком под тем фальшивым предлогом, 
будто подобный предмет не заслуживает внимания науки». 

 
43-44 Имеются в виду сочинение Фрэнсиса Бэкона «Новый 

Органон» (1620г.), в котором автором была предложена новая 
классификация наук, и книга Чарльза Дарвина «Происхождение 
человека и половой отбор» (1871г.), где впервые высказана мысль о 
происхождении человека от обезьяноподобных предков. 

 
45 Здесь необходимо небольшое уточнение. В 

действительности понятия о карме и реинкарнации были присущи не 
Теософии, а Индуизму, Буддизму и Спиритизму, откуда они уже 
после, если быть хронологически точными, перекочевали в 
Теософию. Далее, вызывает недоумение утверждение нашего 
уважаемого автора,  будто «Спиритизм во всём,  что касалось 
философии, представлялся в то время полнейшим хаосом». Это ни в 
коей мере не так. Уже давным-давно были написаны книги Аллана 
Кардека, и благодаря только им одним Спиритизм стал стройной и 
продуманной, рациональной системой философии, с которой до сего 
дня не может сравниться никакая другая. 

 
46 Д-р Ричард Ходсон – американский учёный, один из 

крупнейших авторитетов американского спиритизма, член Общества 
психических явлений, выдающийся исследователь. Действуя по 
поручению научной комиссии, разоблачил «оккультные феномеы и 
дары» мадам Блаватской в Адьяре. Ходсон нанёс сокрушительный 
удар по теосоофии; многие из теософических обществ распались. 

 
47 Блаватская Елена Петровна (1831-1891) – в девичестве фон 

Ган-Роттерштерн. Дочь полковника, родилась в городе 
Екатеринославе. Путешествовала по Европе, Америке, Индии и 
Египту.  Во время кочевой жизни развила способности медиума.  В 
1875 году вместе с полковником Олкоттом основала в Нью-Йорке 
Теософическое общество (вскоре центр его переместился в Индию, в 
Адьяр, где существует и поныне). Основы своей теории она изложила 
в трудах: «Разоблачённая Изида» (1877), «Тайная доктрина» (1887) и 
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«Ключ к теософии» (1889). Была уличена мистером Ходсоном в 
шарлатанстве. 

 
48 Анни Безант (1847-1933) – выдающаяся деятельница 

теософического движения, автор ряда работ, пропагандирующих 
идеи теософии, президент теософического общества (1907-33гг.). 

 
49 Имеется в виду «Современная жрица Изиды»  –  книга 

Всеволода Соловьёва, переиздана в 1994г. московским издательством 
«Республика». 

 
50 Совершенная правда.  Г-жа Блаватская и её «махатмы»,  по 

сути дела, знать не знают философии Спиритизма в лице Аллана 
Кардека и его школы,  а потому ни слова и не говорят о ней,  чем и 
объясняется вся их критика в адрес Спиритизма, а также и критика со 
стороны их последователей (Рерихи и все иные). Теософы, рассуждая 
о Спиритизме, говорят всего лишь о спиритическом дилетантизме, 
который, спору нет, был действительно вредоносен. Но таковой 
дилетантизм имелся и имеется и среди теософов, причём последствия 
его также никоим образом нельзя приветствовать. Вообще же, вопрос 
о взаимоотношениях Спиритизма и Теософии весьма сложен и 
заслуживает совершенно особого рассмотрения.  

 
51 Эта резкая критика со стороны Конан-Дойля в адрес г-жи 

Блаватской объясняется тем, что он, в отличие от рьяных поборников 
Е.П.Б.  и мадам Рерих,  был хорошо знаком с предметом и ничего не 
желал принимать на веру; как и всякий серьёзный исследователь, 
изучая оккультизм,  он не поддавался массовому психозу и моде,  а 
проявлял здоровый и умеренный скептицизм.  

 
52 Сэр Вильям Крукс (1832-19191) – выдающийся английский 

химик и физик, крупнейший исследователь и авторитет английского 
спиритизма, автор большого числа научных работ в различных 
областях знаний, в том числе и автор нескольких работ, посвящённых 
изучению спиритических явлений. Опыты, проводимые в его 
лаборатории, отличались особо изощрённой защитой от вероятностей 
подлога и обмана. 

 
53 Альфред Рассел-Уоллес (1823-1913) – выдающийся 

английский натуралист, создавший одновременно с Дарвином 
теорию естественного отбора; один из основоположников 
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биогеографии; воинствующий сторонник спиритизма, автор 
большого числа работ в различных областях знаний. 

 
54 Виктор Мари Гюго (1802-1885) – великий французский 

писатель, воинствующий сторонник спиритизма, обладал 
значительным медиумическим даром. 

 
55 Фридрих Цолльнер (1834-1882) – профессор физики и 

астрономии в Лейпцигском университете. 
 
56-57-58 Эвзапия Паладино, миссис Корнер, мадам д’Эсперанс, 

Крэддок, мисс Безиннэ – знаменитые медиумы. Пространное 
описание их деятельности Конан-Дойль даёт в своей «Истории 
Спиритизма». 

 
59 Имеется в виду чудо «сошествия Духа Святого»  на 

апостолов в день Пятидесятницы. 
 
60 «Всё в единодушии». 
 
61 Шарль Рише (1850-1935), французский физиолог и 

иммунолог, лауреат Нобелевской премии (1913), автор книг по 
оккультизму. 

 
62 А. фон Шренк-Нотцинг – немецкий учёный. Проводил 

первые исследования эктоплазмы в 1908-13гг., работал вместе с 
мадам Биссон. Ими написана совместная книга – «Явления 
материализации» («Phenomena of Materialization»). 

 
63 Камиль Фламмарион (1842-1925) – крупнейший 

французский астроном, автор большого числа научно-популярных 
книг; исследователь спиритическитх явлений. В молодости обладал 
выдающимся медиумическим даром и был одним из медиумов в 
кружке Аллана Кардека. 

 
64 Давид Брюстер (1781-1868) – выдающийся английский 

физик, воинствующий материалист. 
 
65 Имеется в виду пресловутое чудо Иисуса Навина, 

остановившего движение солнца и луны на небе, чтобы у израильтян 
было больше времени для расправы над врагами.  Как сказано в 
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«Библии» («Книга Иисуса Навина», гл.X, ст.13): «Стояло солнце 
среди неба, и не спешило к западу почти целый день». 

 
66 Любопытными в этой связи представляются нам и 

соображения немецкого писателя И.Г.Зейме. В своей книге «Mein 
Sommer 1805» он пишет: «Ничто более не свято, и всюду с религией 
обходятся презрительно. Причина сего явления лежит главным 
образом в том,  что людям повсеместно навязывают в качестве сути 
религии вещи, каковые состоят с ней лишь в весьма отдалённом 
родстве, а то и не имеют к ней вовсе никакого отношения. Холодная, 
зачастую противоречивая и рассудку противная догматика, пустые 
формулы и ничего не значащие церемонии повсюду вменяются 
людям как нечто существенное и неоспоримо важное в то самое 
время, как первейшие и святейшие принципы разума, действительно 
составляющие прочнейшее основание, на котором покоится религия, 
остаются в небрежении. Учение о Боге и Провидении, о добродетели 
и пороке, равно как о праве и долге, о счастьи и страдании 
затрагивается теологами лишь в той мере,  в какой они это находят 
нужным для обоснования своих целей. То, что человеку всего важнее 
и вечно должно быть важнее всего –  его обязанности и права –  об 
этом его намеренно держат в неведении и показывают ему лишь 
вещи, в коих он совершенно ничего не может понять и каковые 
недолго смогут представляться ему достойными уважения, потому 
как разум их не одобряет. И так ведут себя все христианские секты». 

 
67 а в последующие годы в России 
 
68 Такого рода опыт был сделан Лео Таксилем в его «Забавном 

Евангелии». Весьма назидательное сочинение. 
 
69 Приводим целиком этот курьёзный пассаж, 

спровоцированный присутствием на одном из этих сеансов г-на 
Дингуолла, бывшего тогда одним из руководителей О.П.И. Дух 
Оскара Уайльда не преминул написать весьма занимательную речь, в 
которой в присущей писателю манере высмеял этого деятеля,  много 
вредившего делу спиритизма. Текст даём в переводе с итальянского, 
так как заимствуем его в одном из номеров итальянского журнала 
«Arcana» за 1972г.: 

«Быть мёртвым – самое скучное занятие в жизни,  если только 
не считать семейную жизнь или обед в компании школьного учителя. 
У Вас есть сомнения по поводу того, что это действительно я? 
Ничуть не удивительно, я и сам порой сомневаюсь в этом. Но в ответ 
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на Ваши сомнения в мой адрес я мог бы сказать:  а в себе,  простите,  
Вы нисколько не сомневаетесь? Я всегда восхищался Обществом 
Психических Исследований. Это самые невероятные скептики на 
свете.  Их кредо –  всегда во всём сомневаться.  Они ни за что не 
удовлетво-рятся, пока не исследуют вас на свой лад: тип-видимость-
образ-форма. Настоящее привидение должно было бы сильно их 
испугаться. Я иногда подумываю о создании здесь, у нас, некой 
Академии Райских Скептиков, которая могла бы стать для нас своего 
рода аналогией Общества Психических Исследований, бытующего 
среди живых. Туда бы не принимался никто моложе шестидесяти, и 
мы могли бы называться Обществом Теней Бездеятельных в связи с 
дряхлостью. Нашей первой задачей могло бы стать исследование, 
является ли,  скажем,  г-н Дингуолл тем,  за кого он себя выдаёт?  А 
также, фантазия он или реальность? Истина или выдумка? И если бы 
вдруг было решено, что он реальность, то мы, естественно, очень 
сильно бы в этом усомнились». 

Дух Оскара Уайльда неспроста издевается над этим 
председателем О.П.И. и спрашивает, тот ли он в действительности, за 
кого себя выдаёт.  Дело в том,  что главной задачей О.П.И.  было 
доскональное изучение всех спиритических явлений и содействие 
распространению идей спиритизма. Однако при этом председателе 
Общество психических исследований стало на позиции, откровенно 
враждебные задачам спиритизма. Председатель и его окружение 
открыто вредили делу спиритизма и подвергали осмеянию все 
сколько-нибудь серьёзные исследования в этой области. Это 
обстоятельство и вынудило Артура Конан-Дойля (тогда старейшего 
члена Общества) незадолго перед смертью выйти из О.П.И. и 
призвать всех других серьёзных изыскателей последовать его 
примеру – факт красноречивый и дающий пищу для размышлений. 

 
70 Сэр Джеймс Мэтью Барри (1860-1937) – английский 

романист и драматург, автор, помимо прочего, «Питера Пэна» – двух 
знаменитых повестей для детей. 

 
71 Роберт Льюис Стивенсон (1850-1894) – выдающийся 

английский писатель, представитель неоромантизма. Его перу 
принадлежат романы «Остров сокровищ», «Чёрная стрела», 
«Похищенный» и целый ряд других, фантастическая повесть 
«Странная история доктора Джекиля и мистера Хайда», пьесы, 
сборники новелл, очерков, статей и стихов. 
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72 Здесь имеются в виду две книги:  «О некоторых феноменах 
транса» Ричарда Ходсона и «Дионисово ухо» Джеральда Бальфура. 

 
73 Считаем нужным предупредить читателя, что данная статья, 

равно как и две последующие, не является непосредственным 
произведением нашего автора: их текст представляет собой 
«композицию», т.е. составлен нами из подлинных высказываний и 
фраз Конан-Дойля, встречающихся на страницах его книг 
(исключением является только вставленная нами цитата из 
Лабрюйера), после чего получившийся текст и был переведён на 
русский язык. Возможно, кто-нибудь решит, будто данная акция – 
приписывать крупному писателю произведения, которых он никогда 
не писал,  да ещё при этом умудриться целиком составить их из его 
же подлинных фраз – есть с нашей стороны неслыханная дерзость и 
акт вандализма. Не берёмся судить – дерзость это, акт вандализма 
или дань большого уважения: нам было попросту обидно пройти 
мимо столь важных мыслей, не обратив на них внимание читателя. 
Тем не менее, смеем надеяться, что полученный результат с лихвой 
извиняет проявленную нами некоторого рода вольность. 

 
74 «Нужно стремиться лишь к тому, чтобы мыслить и говорить 

согласно истине, без всякого желания привить наши вкусы и 
убеждения другим: предприятие сие и без того грандиозно».(франц.) 
Афоризм, принадлежащий перу французского писателя и моралиста 
Жана Лабрюйера (1645-1696). 

 
П.А. Гелева 
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(текст на задней стороне обложки 
белым курсивом на аквамариновом фоне) 

 
 
There is hardly anyone who has not read at least one story by 

Conan Doyle, but no one can claim to have read all his works, not even 
in Britain, for no really complete works of his have ever been published. 

English man of letters Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (1859-1930) is 
known as the creator of the immortal Sherlock Holmes and as one of the 
founders of the detective genre. He is far less remembered as the author 
of historical, science fiction and adventure stories, and still less, if ever, 
as the author of fascinating stories infused with mystery and mysticism. 

Conan Doyle could have spoken about himself the following 
words of his hero: “My versatile mind is open to the eerie and the 
fantastic.” He always took a keen interest in unknown, mysterious and 
supernatural phenomena and the powers of the human mind. No 
wonder, therefore, he spent nearly fifty years studying and successfully 
practising Spiritualism – the most amazing phenomenon of our reality. 
The mystery of Life and Death, the puzzles of the human mind 
unfathomable for run-of-the-mill rationalists always appealed to Conan 
Doyle, just as nowadays they still appeal to us. This collection throws a 
light on the hitherto not very well-known aspects of his oeuvre, and the 
reader will certainly enjoy these superb stories and appreciate their 
skilfully woven intrigue. 

Paul Guéléva 
 


